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ABSTRACT
The Human History of the Yellowhead Comdor:
Recommendations for a Cultural Interpretive Program for Jasper National Park

Susan Alexandra Jane de Caen
November, 1997
prepared in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the degree in the Faculty of
Environmental Design. The University of Calgary

Walter Jamieson

Jasper National Park consists of 10,878 square kilornetres of protected lands along the
eastern dope of west-central Alberta's Rocky Mountains. This thesis identifies the need
for a cultural interpretive program alonp the Yellowhead Corridor within this park and
develops recommendations for how this need might be filled.
A conceptual frarnework of the topic of interpretation is provided. and this background is
used as a b a i s for assessment of Jasper National Park's interpretive needs. Based on this
assessment. the Yellowhead Comdor is identified as the area of the park most in need of
interpretive opponunities. The scope of the project extends to incorporate the gateway
communities of Hinton. Alberta and Valemount. British Columbia. With the theme
defined as the Human History of the Yellowhead Comdor. and interpretive program
objectives designed to increasc visitor awareness of the significance of relationships
between h u m a s and the natural resources of the Yellowhead Comdor. design and layout
recornmendations for a cultural interpretive program for the park are presented.
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Introduction
Background
Jasper National Park is Canada's largest Rocky Mountain national park, consisting of
10.878 square kilometres of protected lands lying dong the eastem slope of the Rocky
Mountains in west-central Alberta. It is bordered on the north by Alberta's Wilmore
Wildemess Provincial Park, on the West by British Columbia's Mount Robson and
Hamber Provincial Parks, on the south by Banff National Park, and on the east by
Alberta's Rocky Mountain Forest Reserve and Bighom Wildland Recreation Area.
Not only is Jasper National Park a nature preserve of great proportions. it is also home to
cultural resources dating back at least 9.000 years. Gentilcore (1 978) assessed Canadian
national parks histoncal themes: with the central criterion being hurnan interaction with
the land. He recognized that not only do humans alter the environrnents they choose to
occupy. the resources offered them by the land influence their use of these environments.

The human history of Jasper National Park exemplifies many interactions between
humans and the land. In identifying nationally signiticant thernes and subthemes
representative of human interaction with the land. Gentilcore (1978) determined that
Jasper National Park provided representation of the following themes and subthemes:
Theme
Native Entry and Senlement
European Entry
Resource Utilization
Transpon Developrnent

Subtheme
Post glacial settlement
Post contact native settlement
Exploration and mapping
The early fur trade
Farming the land
Resource conservation
Land transportation (rail and road)

Although not recognized by Gentilcore (1978). mining (a subtheme of the resource
u:i 1ization theme) is also well-represented in Jasper National Park.
Canadian National Parks objectives. defined in the Jasper Park Management Plan
(Environment Canada 1988)
1 ) allow for the 'protection and preservation of [natural and cultural] resources"; and
2) enable the "appreciation. understanding. and enjoyment of the parks, their facilities
and senices".
Together. these objectives recognize culnual resources interpretation as an important
Canadian National Parks expenence.
Providing the public with interpretive opportunities that supply information on Jasper
National Park's cultural history, while h i s h i n g insight into past hurnan use of flora.
fauna, and non-renewable resources present within the park ha the potential to promote
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Figure 1. Regional settiog of Jasper National Park.
Map fiom Parks. Western Region. Decernber, 1986. Jasper Cure Concept:
Jasper National Park Management Planning Program. Environrnenl
Canudu, Calgary, p 6.
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public understanding. appreciation. and enjoyment of the park. With this appreciation
may corne greater protection and preservation of the park's resources. both natural and
cultural,

3

Currently. an interpretive opportunity specifically addressing the dependence of human
activities on natural resources does not exist for Jasper National Park.
Goal

The goal of this Master's Degree Project is to design an interpretive program that has the
potential to increase public awareness of the fact that past cultural activities in Jasper
National Park were shaped by the availability and types of natural resources offered by
the region now incorporated within park boundaries.

Objectives
The achievement of eight objectives is necessary to best address the goal of this Master's
Degree Project. These objectives are as follows:
To provide a conceptual frarnework for interpretation. What is it? Wh) do we do it?
How do we do it?
To assess the interpretive needs of Jasper National Park. and based on this
assessment. identi- the area of the Park in greatest need of interpretive opportunities.
This process defines the scope of the new interpretive program.
To define objectives of a new inttrpretive program.
To define the theme and subthemes of a new interpretive prograrn.
To define a target audience and. piven the target audience. identify the most
appropriate method of interpretive presentation.
To collect information penaining to the prehistoric and histone cultural resources.
and the natural resources upon which past cultural activities depended. present in the
area identified as needing interpretive opportunities.
To identify appropnatr locations for the presentation of the information collected in
Objective 5.
To develop an interpretive prograrn incorporating the information collected in
Objectives 6 and 7. but with the theoretical understanding gained from carrying out
Objective 1.

Methods
The methodology used in this Master's Degree Project is based upon Veverka's (1994)
approach to interpretive master planning. This approach, however. has been modified
such that it c m be applied at the level of designing a single interpretive program. A
detailed background to this methodology is provided in Chapter 1 (Interprefafion).under
the section How do ive Interpref.
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Figure 2. Flowcbart illustrating relation of assigned tasks to project objectives.

Introduc f ion

Eight main steps were necessary to design an appropriate interpretive program for
Jasper National Park, addressing the regioo's cultural (human) history. n i e s e steps are
illustrated in Figure 2.
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1. Review of interpretation: A comprehensive literature review was carried out to

provide both the author and the reader with a conceptuai framework for
interpretation. This information provides insight into what interpretation is. why and
how we do it. It introduces the basics for the subject of this MasterosDegree Project:
Interpretation.
Information was sought fiom a variety of sources. including:
Alberta Parks Service. Kananaskis Country. Canmore
Jasper National Park Library, Jasper
Parks Canada Westem Regional Office Library. Calgary
The University of Alberta Library. Edmonton
The University of Calgary Library. Calgary

2. Defining an interpretive need (the scope of the project): It was necessary to define
the need for an interpretive program in Jasper National Park. This was done by way
of a literature review. and key informant interviews.
The goals and objectives of interpretation in Jasper National Park were identified
through a literature review of Parks Canada documents. Applicable documents
were retrieved from:
Jasper National Park Library. Jasper
Parks Canada Westem Regional Office Library. Calgary
The University of Alberta Library. Edmonton
The University of Calgary Library. Calgary.

Interpretive opportunities currently available in Jasper National Park were
compared with the park's interpretive objectives. This allowed for the
identification of areas in Jasper National Park requinng greater interpretive
resources. Mr. Jim Todgham (Chief. Information Management. Jasper National
Park) provided further insight into the park's current interpretive situation.
As a secondary source of information. 18 key informants were interviewed

regarding their perceptions of the cultural interpretive opportunities available in
Jasper National Park. Key informants included business-people and residents of
Jasper.
These two sources of information led to the identification of the Yeliowhead Corridor.
defined as the area alongside Highway 16 (the Yellowhead Route). as an area in need
of cultural interpretive oppomuiities. The scope of the project was subsequently
Introduction
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extended to incorporate the gateway communities of Hinton. Albem and Valemount.
British Columbia.

Defining objectives for a new interpretive program: Based on the park's
interpretive objectives and needs. and the cultural emphasis placed on this project.
objectives for the recommended interpretive program were identified.
Make the visitor aware of p s t and present human use of the Yellowhead Corridor for
its natural resources and as a travel comdor as depicted in the prehistonc and histonc
sites present along the comdor.
Provide the visitor with the insidit that past and present human use of the Yellowhead
Comdor is due to the natural resources and travel route the corridor offers. In other
words. without these resources, it is unlikely that humans would have and would be
using the area as they did and do.
Make visitors aware of the sipificance of relationships between natural and cultural
resources (how the natural resources affect and are affected by the cultural resources.
and how the cultural resources affect and are affected by the natural resources).
Make the visitor aware of the changes in attitude with respect to human use of the
Yellowhead Comdor. Incorporated in this can be the changes of park policy over the
years.
Increase visiror awareness of interpretive opportunities available to them along the
Yellowhead Corridor.
Defining a theme and sub-themes: Given the cultural focus and above-defined
scope of the interpretive program. the theme \vas defined as: The Human History of
the Yellowhead Corridor.
Sub-themes associated xith this main human histon theme were based on
Genti lcorr's ( 1 978) assessrnent of Jasper National Park's historical themes. lncludrd
are:
Post-glacial settlement
Post contact native settlement
Exploration and mapping
The early fur trade
Farming the land
Industrial development
Resource conservation
Land transportation

Defining a target audience and the interpretive medium: A literature review of
curent visitor information was camed out in order to define a target audience.
Information regarding visitors to Jasper National Park was sought from:
Alberta Tourism
Jasper National Park Library. Jasper
Parks Canada Western Regional Office Library. Calgary

The University of Alberta Library. Edmonton
The University of Calgay Library. Calgary
The target audience was defined as short-term. pleasure-seeking. summer season.
destination travelers. These adults are well-educated Albenan professionals
sightseeing along the Yellowhead Comdor by private vehicle.
The target audience. the defined theme and sub-themes. as well as pros and cons for
each type of interpretive medium (see Chapterl for these points) were considered
when choosing the interpretive medium. A self-guided automobile tour proved to be
the best medium by which to present the visitor with information about the Human
History of the YelIowhead Corridor.
6. Identification of interpretive opportunities along the Yellowhead Corridor: Field
work and an extensive literature review were necessaq to take inventory of al1
interpretive opponunities fitting within the scope of the Yellowhead Comdor.
addressing the theme of Human History of the Yellowhead Comdor. and allowing for
the accomplishrnent of objectives defined for a new interpretive program.
-4 literature review allowed for the compilation of information pertaining to the

Human History of the Yellou-headComdor (from 12.000 years ago to
approximately 1950). Information was included based on its conformation with
the thrms and subthemes identified in step 3. and the ease with which it could be
interpreted from Highway 16. Information was sought from:
-4rchaeology Survey of Alberta. Edmonton
British Columbia Ministry of Small Business. Tourism and Culture. Archaeology
Branch. Victoria
Canadian Hentage. Archaeological Senices. Calgary
Glenbow Museum Library and .Archives. Calgary
Jasper National Park Library. Jasper
Parks Canada Western Regional Office Library. Calgaq
Province of British Columbia. Ministry of Environment. Lands and Parks. Mount
Robson
The TOW of Hinton.
The University of Alberta Library. Edmonton
The University of Calgary Library. Calgary
The Village of Valemount
The fieldwork enabled the author to become familiar with the interpretive
resources currently available dong Highway 16. Two return trips were made
between Hinton. Alberta and Valemount. British Columbia During these
excursions. distances fiom each endpoint were recorded for each potential stop.
The applicability of the stop for the presentation of information dealing with the
main interpretive theme or any of the sub-themes was considered. Additionally.
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services available at each stop (toilets. gas stations. picnic tables. interpretive
signage, phones. and restaurants). the safety of the pullout (was it clear from
highway trafic). and the accessibility of the stop (was it paved or rough road)
were noted.
Combining the information derived from the literature review with the availability
of safe. easily accessible pullouts from which this information might be
interpreted. 23 stops were designated for the self-guided automobile tour.

7. Interpretive program design: Considering the audience. the self-guided automobile
tour was designed. The information contained within the guide was related to
experiences with which the audience was likely to be farniliar. and with expenences
to which they would be exposed during the tour along the Yellowhead Comdor.
Information compiled during the histoncal literature review of the Yellowhead
Comdor was incorporated as the text. and appropriate graphics (photos. dmwings.
and maps) were included as suggestions for presentation.
Review of the interpretive program design: A drafi of the guide \vas submitted
to the following individuals for comment:
Dr. AINTM~B. Beaudoin - Palaeoecologist. Archaeology Sunrey of Alberta
Dr. Peter D. Francis - Archaeologist. Parks Canada
Mr. Rod Heitzrnann - Archaeologist. Parks Canada
Mr. Rod Wallace - Cultural Resource Officer. Jasper National Park
Mr. Bill Yeo -Historian. Canadian Heritage
Ms. Sandy Aumonier - Planner. Canadian Heritage
Ms. Gloria Kel-es-Brady - Interpreter. Jasper National Park
Mr. Jim Todgham - Chief. Information Management. Jasper National Park
Shirley Klenle - Member of the Valemount Historical Society
Bob Hallum. Tom Peterson. and Jack Wright - Members of the Hinton
Historical Society
Based on the comments provided by the above individuals. appropriate
modifications were made to the suide.

8. Document Preparation: Document preparation was an ongoing process. As each
step in the methodology was completed. a corresponding chapter or chapter section
was composed. Feedback was solicited from committee members and peers. and with
comments on document structure and composition. appropriate changes were made.

Introduction

Document Structure
This Master's Degree Project is organized in the following manner:

Introduction - introduces the project. its goal, objectives, methodology. and the
document structure
Chapter 1- provides a conceptual framework dealing with the subject of
interpretation. \mat is it? Why do we do it? How do we do it?
Chapter 2 - details the assessment of Jasper National Park's interpretive needs.
Based on this assessment. the Yellowhead Comdor is identified as the area of the
park most in need of interpretive opportunities. The interpretive theme. objectives.
target audience. and. given the circumstances, the most appropnate form of
interpretive program (the interpretive medium) are also defined.
Chapter 3 - provides an histoncal review of the Yellowhead Comdor. at the sarne
time establishing the interpretive opportunities available along the Yellowhead
Corridor.
Chapter 4 - covers the design of the guide itself.
Conclusion - supplies concluding remarks for the Master's Degree Project.
establishing what the MDP has and has not completed. This section also provides
recommendations as to horv the guide can be implernented by Jasper National Park.

Introduction

Chapter 1

Interpretation
Whar we cannor protecf we are destined to lose. (Tilden 1967 p38)
Before proceeding with the design o f an interpretive prograrn for Jasper National Park. it
is essential to gain an understanding of what interpretation is. and why and how it is
carried out. Through a comprehensive literature review. this chapter provides a
conceptual framework for the topic of interpretation.

The presentation of this material provides both the reader and the author with the
theoretical basis upon which the cultural interpretive program for Jasper National Park
was developed.

Wbat is Interpretation?
lnrerpreration is opening the eyes ofpeople: ir is sharpening the noses of
people: it is tuning rhe ears qfpeople; it is sensitizing rhe rouch ofpeople.
(Edwards 1985a p5)
In Interpreting Our Heritage. Tilden. the "father of interpretation" (Aldridge1975 p 1).
defined interpretation as "an educational activity that aims to reveal meanings and
relationships through the use of original objects. by firsthand experience. and by
illustrative media. rather than simply to cornrnunicate factual information" (Tilden 1967
p8 1As Tilden notes. the simple communication of factual infornation is not interpretation.

ünfortunately. information and interpretation and ofien confused. To clarify. directions to
the nearest restrooms are information. as are the signs alongside the road that identi@ the
surrounding mountain peaks. or a checklist of the plants and animals that might be seen
on a trip through a National Park. Information is "the knowledge derived from study.
experience. or instruction" (Grater 1976 p5). Interpretation uses information "but in a
way that the listener can understand and appreciate" (Grater 1976 p5). It is the
"revelation of a larger truth that lies behind any statement of fact" that separates
interpretation from information. and this in itself capitalizes "mere curïosity for the
enrichment of the human mind and spirit" (Tilden 1967 p8).
Today. many interpretation societies and individuals prominent in the field of
interpretation define interpretation in much the same way as Tilden did. years ago.
Consider the following definitions:
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Interpretation is:
i ... a communicarionprocess designed to reveal meanings and relationships of
our cultural and narural heritoge ro the public (visitors) through jirst-hand
experiences wirh objecrs, arri/acts, landscapes. or sites (Interpretation Canada
1 976 in Veverka 1994 p 19):
i ... any rommunicarion prucess designed 10 reveal rhe characrerisrics.
rneanings and relarionships of Alberta 's cultural herirage ro the public

through reference to objects. art facrs. landscapes. structures or persons
(Historie Sites and Archives Service. AIberta Culture and Multiculturalism in
Robinson 1992 p 1 );

i ... a specialized communication process designed to reveal meanifigs and

relarionships of our narural and culturul heriruge rhroughfirst-hand
inïoli*emenririrh objecrs. artifats, landscapes. and sires (Veverka 1995 p27):
i ... a comrnzrnicarion and educarion process provided fo infernal and exfernul

audiences. which support the uccompiishmen~of Corps missions. tell the
Corps story and reveul the meanings of the relarionships benveen naturai.
czrlrural. and created environmenrs and their feutirres (U . S . A m y Corps of
Engineers in Pellicciotto et. al. 1995 p7).
There is. however. more to interpretation than the concepts of revelation and first-hand
experience. According to Yorke Edwards. a well-known Canadian interpreter.
interpretation is a combination "of at least six things. It is an information senrice. It is a
guiding service. It is an educational service. It is an entertaining service. It is a
propaganda service. It is an inspirational service. It is al1 of these things put together in
different arnounts" ( l985a p4). Interpretation should be "attractive communication.
offering concise information" (Edwards 1985b p8).
Aldridge adds "we can define interpretation as the art of explaining:
a) the past in relation to social conditions
b) the character of a natural area through the inter-relationships of rocks. soils. plants
and animals. including man. or
C ) man and the environment in more general terms ..." (1 975 p5)
Watson further States that "interpretation [is] about communicating a sense of place"
(1994 p12).

On a slightly different note. (Field et. al. 1985 p32) view interpretation as a tool in park
management. and as such "... a component of the park ecosystern". To clarifj~they see
interpretation as "an exchange of information critical to [human] adaptation within the
park ecosystem, [with] the interpreter fulfilling a specific ecological function" (Field et.
al. 1985 p32).
Chapter I

- Inrerpreration
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It would appear that there are as many d e f ~ t i o n of
s interpretation as there are
interpreters, each differing slightly fiom the next. and ail valid. But where, for whom and
by who is this service provided?
Tilden States that interpretation is '-the work of revealing ... something of the beauty and
wonder. the inspiration and spiritual meaning that lie behind what the visitor c m with his
[or her] senses perceive" (Tilden 1967 p3). As a profession rooted in the work of early
nature guides and outfitters in Arnerica's National Parks, the original goal of
interpretation was often simply to expose visitors to the naturai "beauty and wonder" of
an areê and this was primarily done for an adult audience. Beauty (in the traditional
sense). however. is no longer a prerequisite for interpretation. nor are adult visitors.
Interpretation may be canied out in virtually any surroundingl, including parks. touns.
factones. coal mines. lumber mills. histonc sites. and even in your own backyard.
Moreover. those receiving the interpretation might be visitors or residents. children or
adults. Tney may already be. or think they are. quite familiar with the resources
surrounding them. Accordingly. interpretation must cater to these different audiences in
di fferent ways.
Interpretation is an informal type of education: something carried out for a casual
audience (Aldridge 1975: Sharpe 1976: Tilden 1967). Participants of al1 ages partake
voluntarily. and no individual assessrnent or examination takes place. Content of
interpretive programs is not prescribed. and it may or may not be sequenced. This sets
interpretation apart from formalized environmental education. where learning takes place
in a classroom atmosphere. over a given amount of tirne. with compulsory attendance and
prescribed content (Peart 1986).
-4lthouph professional standards and guidelines are being established by organizations
such as Alberta Tourism Education Council ( 1995). interpretation "is not reserved for
those professionals who cal1 themselves interpreters ... it is a dynarnic process of relating
and looking at things which becomes more exciting and meaningful as it is shared. Thus
interpretation has a place for every kind of person. in any kind of surroundings" (Cantu
1973 p 1 1 ). With a somewhat cynical attitude. Nyberg ( 1984 p 154) points out that "prior
to interpretive p r o g r m i n p . such responsibility was entrusted to various incornpetents
such as fathers. mothers. friends, or - worst of al1 - one's own imagination and
scholarship". Sealey (1 98 1) builds on Nyberg's point. viewing interpretive programming
as the means to a "personal" end. That is, interpretation simply facilitates the individual
leaming process such that each participant leaves an interpretive program with slightly
different information (something tailored to the participants' own interests). Instill in
individuals the desire and ability to learn more about their surroundings on their omn:
help them discover what they are unable to initially perceive for themselves. whether it
be beautifùl or offensive, and they are well on their way interpreting for themselves.
One way to further uncover the meaning of interpretation is to examine why we interpret.

Chaprer 1 - Inferprefation

Why do we Interpret?
Through interpreration, understanding; rhrough understanding. appreciation: fhrough
appreciation protection. (Whatley 1 995 p2)
Diverse goals have been identified for interpretation. Several independent sources have
classified these goals into three categories relating to 1) the site. 2) the audience (the
individual receiving the interpretation). and 3) the agency (Marsh 1983; Regnier et. al.
1993; Sharpe 1976). Veverka (1 995 p28) emphasizes that such a variety of goals result in
a '.win-win-win" situation, "where the [audiences] 'win' because they have a wonderful
recreational learning (vacation) experience. the resource or site 'wins' because the
[audiences] may value it more. and treat it with better care: and the agency -winsœin
better accomplishing its mission". The accomplishment of goals in one category relates
closely to the achievement of goals in another.
With respect to the site. interpretive goals are primarily management-oriented. As
Robinson (1 992 p l ) points out. "Interpretation is most ofien associated with resource
conservation or protection activity". Site management and planning are the pnmary
means to attaining conservation and protection. and site interpretation can play a major
role in accomplishing these goals. Interpretation has ".the capacity to manipulate or
influence the movement of people through the ecosystem both in time and space by the
location of visitor contact points within the system" as well as "the potential for behavior
modification" (Field et. al. 1985 p32 1. Interpretation can be used to encourage proper use
of a site. by decreasing the need for oficial regulation and enforcement of an area:
increasing audience awareness of appropnate behavior while in an area: providing the
means for careful distribution of audience influence so as to minirnize environmental
impacts: making a fundamental contribution to general public environmental education:
and contnbuting to improved public understanding of the importance of environmental
respect and conservation (Aldridge 1975: Dunon 1993: Marsh 1983: Sharpe 1976). On a
more entrepreneurial note. interpretation c m lead to the generation of income for the site
and the region (Noninghamshire County Council Countryside Commission 1979).
It is. however. through public action (or inaction) that management-oriented goals are
ultimately achieved. The public (audience) must first understand the resource being
conserved or protected. for "there can be no deep appreciation without understanding."
(Edwards 1979 p14). With appreciation cornes meaning to the individual and a desire to
conserve or protect. Put another way. interpretation allows for 'rhe integration of
disparate sites. attractions, landscapes and meanings into physical and management plans
which ensure that the exploring [audience] has evidence and information upon which to
build a personal set of experiences and meanings of place9 (Goodey 1992 p13). When an
object or place is of value to an individual as an intrinsic part of its sunoundings. the
individual's behavior will favor the protection of the object or site. Even more simply,
"the assumption is that if we successfully communicate information. people's knowledge
of the resource will increase. they will enjoy the expenence. corne to like the place and
what it stands for and develop 'irnproved standards of behavior' that will favor its
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conservation" (Lee 1991 pl 5). If the public "cm be s h o w the beauty which is the
resource. and made to feel that somehow that beauty and their lives are inextricably
woven together. then the park experience will take on a new meaning and value to them"
(Cantu 1973 pl 1).
Interpretation is not merely a means by which to achieve management goals. It is a way
to provide the public (audience) with an insightful, enriching. and pleasurable experience.
and an escape from life's daily pressures; help the public understand the
interrelationships among as many aspects of what is being observed as possible; help the
public understand that the place they're visiting is related to their lives and to the place
they cal1 home: inspire them to go away and. on their own. learn more about their
surroundings and what they have just experienced: add perspective to their lives; and
instill in the them a sense of pride in their country or in the region3 culture and heritage
(Edwards 1979: Lewis 1980: Regnier et. al. 1992; Sharpe 1976: Tilden 1967). Afier all.
the interpreter's job is "to help people get more enjoyment out of their parks" or whatever
resource is being interpreted (Edwards l985a p5). Put quite succinctly. interpretation's
purpose is "to change people by exposing them to nature. their environment. to
landscapes. to the world about them. which al1 means much the same thing" (Edwards
l98jc p 13).
Finally. as they relate to the agency (Parks Canada for example). interpretation can
enhance the image of the agency: encourage public participation in management: and
promote an understanding of the agency. its prograrns. and its policies (Regnier et. al.
1992: Sharpe 1976).
lnterpretation provides the potential for many benefits outside the anticipated realm of the
resource or resources being interpreted. lncluded in the possible outcornes are the
public's becorning more aware of their place in the total environrnent: gaining a better
understanding of the complexities of coexisting with that environrnent: acquinng a
deeper understanding that. with respect to natural resources. park boundaries are invisible
ro the rcosystems. In addition. an informed public may make miser decisions on matters
related to natural and cultural resources management. and take action to protect their
environment. both natural and cultural. in a sensible and logical way (Sharpe 1976).
One topic remains to be addressed: just how does one interpret? For the purposes of this
Master's Degree Project. an understanding of how to interpret is essential to the designing
of an interpretive program for Jasper National Park.
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How do we Interpret?
Interpretation must succeed in accomplishing objectives at awueness levels beforr
hoping to begin 10 huve an efect on the visitor 's perception of issues. and any attitude or
behavior change (Veverka 1995 p27)
Tilden (1 967) recognized six principles of interpretation upon which modem
interpretation is based. Essentially, they are a "how to", or checklist, for effective
interpretive prograrns2. Several of these concepts have already been discussed. but their
importance is such that repetition can do no h m . They are as follows:
1. .4ny interpretation that does not somehow relate whut is being diFplayed or described
to something within ihe personaliiy or experience of the visitor will be sterile.
II. Informat ion a5 such. is not lnterpretation Interpretation is rei'elat ion based upon
information. But they are entirely dvferent things. However, al2 interpretation
indudes information.
III Interpreration is an art. which combines manjl arts. whether the materials presrnted
are scientzjic. hisiorical or architectural. An art is in some degree teachable.
IV. The chief aim of Interpretation is no[ instruction, but provocation.
V . Interpretation shouid aim to present u whoie rather than a part. and rnrrst address
itself to the ~Sholerather than any phase.
V 1. Inrerpretation addressed to children ( s q : up to the age of nrelve) should not be a
diluiion ofthe presentution to ad~tlts.bui should folloiip a fiundamentally different
approach. 70be ur its besr it d l require a separute program. (Tilden 1967 p9)

Ultimately. the purpose of an- medium of interpretation is to transmit a message from a
sender (the interpreter) to a receiver (the audience) (Figure 3). interpretation is. after al]. a
specialized f o m of communication: one that uses communication strategies frorn "a
variety of professions including joumalism: marketing: tourkm planning and demand
creation: psychology and consumer hehavior: formal and non-forma1 education
communication theory: and persuasion and change strategy processes" (Veverka 1995
p27). The recipient of the message. however. must not be thought of as a passive
recipient of the message. Afier all. the audience has actively sought out the interpretation
program.

/"

APPROACH
interpretive
medium

interpreter

audience

FEEDBACK
1
/
evaluation

Figure 3. The Interpretation Process (based on Stewart 1981 p l ) .
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There are several concepts that must be kept in mind when developing interpretive
programs. Lewis (1 980) lists 17 points to consider, dealing with how people learn. These
notions. however. c m be tailored to apply equally as well to a successful interpretive
process. Some of these ideas overlap with those defined by Tilden, but most stand on
their own as key notions to keep in mind when developing interpretive programs. 1 have
revised Lewis's (1 980 p27) concepts to apply to the developrnent of interpretive
programs as follows:
When actively involved in the interpretation process, people are more likely to
receive the interpretive message.
When using as many senses as appropriate. people are more likely to receive the
interpretive message.
Each person has unique and valid ways of processing information and experience.
Interpretive message reception is built on a foundation of previous knowledge.
People prefer to receive the interpretive message relating to that which is of most
value to them at the present moment.
That which people discover for themselves generates a special and vital excitement
and satisfaction.
Good interpretation requires activity on the part of the participant of the interpretive
prograrn.
Friendly competition stimulates reception of the interpretive message.
Knowing the usefulness of the knowledge being acquired rnakes interpretation more
effective.
People receive the interpretive message best from first-hand experiences.
People receive the interpretive message best when an experience is close to them in
time and space.
.4n organized presentation is more memorable than an unorganized one.
lncreasing the ways in which the sarne thing c m be perceived helps people derive
meanings.
Questions can be effectively used to help audiences derive meanings.
Giving the audience expectations at the b e g i ~ i n gof an interpretive activity will
focus attention and thus improve reception of the interpretive message.
Using a variety of approaches will enhance reception of the interpreti1.e message.
The ways in which interpreters respond to people will affect their interpreting.

In addition to Lewis's points. consider the facts that Sharpe (1976 p l 7) puts forth:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The experience of interpretation must be rewarding to the visilor.
The audience should be made to feel a1 eose.
The experience should be fun. [exciting. and eniertainind.
Do not assume that the audience is always interested in what the inrerpreter has to
Say-

5 . People in unfamilinr surroundings u d l tend to rejeci new ideas.
6. The size of the group has some eflect on the interpretive experience [(orger groups
make it more d@cult ro learn].
7 . Don I assume you will reach the visitor onfirst confacl.
Chapter I - Inrerpretation

In general, interpretive programs are developed within the fiamework of an overall
interpretive plan that coordinates the interpretive effort for a given area such as a
National park3. It is this plan that determines the content of the message sent to the
audience. According to Veverka (1994). an interpretive plan addresses several aspects of
the overall interpretation of an area. It strives to "manage interpretive resources. manage
and market for visitors. and market interpretation within the parent organization"
(Veverka 1994 p30). With a few minor alterations, Veverka's (1 994) approach to
interpretive planning is conducive to the development of more specific interpretive
prograrns within the scope of interpretive plans for a site. An approach based on that
outlined by Veverka (1994) is laid out below. specifically as it applies to interpretive
prograrn development. There are six steps.
1. Justi& the need for an interpretive program.
2. Inventory the interpretive resources.
3. ldentify the audience.
4. Choose an interpretive medium.
5 . Design the interpretive prograrn.
6. Evaluate the interpretive prograrn.

Jusivj the need for an interpretiveprogram
The first questions to be answered when developing interpretive programs deal with the
philosophy. poiicies. goals. and objectives of the agency. the interpretive plan. and the
interpretive prograrn. Essentially. why is a program being developed. and what is its
justification based on the pre-defined goals of the agency and the interpretive plan? What
will an interpretive program accomplish that has not already been accomplished by
interpretive programs already in place? The scope. therne and objectives of an
interpretive program should be defined. and the reasons for these decisions should be
given.
Inventory the interpreiive resources
Usine a site inventos form. an inventory of al1 interpretive resources fitting within the
scope. theme. and objectives of the proposed interpretive prograrn. both existing and
potential. should be carried out. Factors to be considered include: site location (note on
site index map); site description: seasonal accessibility; and interpretive significance.
Photos. maps, or drawings should be included if appropriate to clarify the locations.
Based on this inventory. a site index map should be generated to help plan such details as
access routes. site linking. and visitor distribution.
Ident~fithe audience
Veverka specifies that the audience must be taken into account. This is likely the most
important part of interpretive prograrn development (Oxman pers. comm. 1996). for it is
Chapter I - Interprerufion
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the audience that must be convinced of the value of participating in an interpretive
prograrn. Considering the audience addresses Tilden's fim principle: Any interprefation
rhat does nor somehow relare whar is being dispIayed or described ro sornething within
the personality or experience of the risitor will be srerile. ï h e average audience or visitor
is "a mythical character who does not exist" (Field et. al. 1973 p 13), therefore audience
analysis requires that market research be done. "The more precise the audience
determination. the greater the likelihood of offering interpretive presentations that your
audience will appreciate" (Robinson 1992 p7). Keep in mind the following remark from
an undergraduate student who failed to do so when preparing an interpretive prograrn for
the town of Ambleside. England: "In retrospect the text I wrote is vague and tries to cater
for everybody between eight and eighty; in doing this it fails to cater for anybody in
particula. (Watson 1994 p 12). Consider information such as the audience age. sex.
family size. socio-economic and educational status. place of ongin. language spoken.
number of individuals in a traveling Party. mode of transportation. disabilities. reason for
being at the destination and the season they are there. their interests. expectations. and
perceptions of the area. Essentially any data that can help narrow down and pinpoint the
audience with which the interpreter is dealing is helpful. Defining the audience will help
the interpreter decide what sort of program will likely be most appealing to the audience.
and will help the interpreter cater to the needs of those individuals. The interpreter c m
help the audience identifi with the message only if the interpreter knows the audience to
whom he or she is directing a message.
Choose an interpretive medium
The question then remains. how. when. and where are the site or sites within an
interpretive prograrn best interpreted. In essence. what is the best medium of
interpretation? There is no single best f o m of interpretation. The medium chosen to most
effectively interpret a Victorian mansion may differ significantly from that chosen to
interpret the ecology of a marsh. .41dridge (1975 p16) suggests that the medium chosen to
implement any part of an interpretive plan should:
1. be capable of comrnunicaring rhe message beiter /han other media:
2. be comparibie with other media in the conte-ïr of ifs tocarion:
3. aid rhe overull presenrarion of the message und the ivisirors comprehension:
1. br capable of conveying the message ar un appropriate Iewl or puce for the [large/
audience]: und
5 . be designed ro the highest standard possibte und be aesrheticall~~
pleasing.
There are two general categories of interpretation: persona1 and non-personal. Some
facilities. like the visitor center. use interpretive media from both general categories.
When choosing one particular interpretive program medium over another, the pros and
cons of each type must be considered. Considerations when choosing the interpretive
medium include such factors as. arnong others, messages and themes to be
communicated; the audience and its capability to "absorb" interpretation; the number of
people a given medium c m reach: the budget: human (and other available) resources:
constraints (such as tirne limits): availability to the public: the potentially obtrusive nature
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of the medium; vandaiism; ease of maintenance; management concems (such as steering
visitors away fiom threatened areas): and reaction desired from the audience (Aldridge
1975: Foley 1978; Grater 1976; Helmsiey 1971;Robinson 1992; Sharpe 1976; Stewart
1981 ; EVDS 647 1995). See Table 1 for a detailed list of pros and cons for each medium.
Moreover. when developing an interpretive program, the interpreter shodd keep in mind
that "visitors remember about 10 percent of what they hem; 30 percent of what they read:
50 percent of what they see; and 90 percent of what they do" (Veverka 1994 pl 0). Given
the desired outcome of the interpretive program, consideration of these statistics may
favor one form of program over another.
Table 1. Non-personal and personal interpretive media and their pros and cons.
Type of
Interpretive
Media
Non-Personal
signs and

Examples

markers

usually
permanentl',
erected
incorporate
words.
diagrams and
syrnbols
rnayalso
incorporate
facility
information
(Ste~tart198 1
pj)

publicatioas

printed
information
available to
the
[audience] at
a site
(Stewart 1981
pj)

+
+
+

brochures
guidebooks
posters

Pros

Cons

1 . give c lear. concise
in formation
2. iow cost per contact
3. low maintenance
4. can be erected in remote
areas
5. can supplement other
interpretive programs
6. "on-the spot"
interpretation
(Stewart 1981 p5)
7. can be reread
8. relatively permanent
(Sharpe and Tocher 1972)
9. encourages passers- by
to receive interpretation
10. available at al1 hours
(EVDS 647 1995)
1. reasonable cost
2. easify updated
3. multiplier effect if
passed to others
(Stewart 1981 p5)
4. can be taken home with
the audiences
5 . reinforcement value
6. easier to modiQ than
films, etc.
7. can reach a wide
audience
8. used by the audiences at

1. static
2. not detailed
3. no personal contact with
park stafT(no direct
feed bac k)
4. vandalism is a threat
audiences
6. may be obtrusive
(Stewart 1981 p5)
7. espensive to initiatly
produce and update

1. litter
2. information becomes
dated
3. must monitor suppiy
(Stewart 1981 p6)
4. publications are a 'cold'
medium
5. dificulty in
communicating
dynam ic processes
6. one-way form of
interpretation (Le. an
audience may read it
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but has no one to go to
in order to chri@ a

a time convenient to
them
(Marsh 1983)
9. may use prior to
visiting, for planning
and preparation and in
enjoyment of the actual
visit
10. introduce the audiences
to the park and alert
them to what to see,
what to look for. what
not to expect and what
to appreciate
1 1. supplement e-xhibits by
providing details for
more interested
audiences
(Helmsley 1971 p25)
12. may earn income
(EVDS 647 1995)
interpretive 1. can include short or
trails
long programs
2 . channels audiences' use
selfto or frorn given areas
interpretive
Stewart
198 1 p8)
guidebooks
3. provide esamples of
explorer kits
environments or natural
communities and. as
such, are really 'living*
e.xhibits in place. which
prov ide audiences with
actual experiences
4. ahays available for
use. they require no
schedules of meeting
places and times
5. eliminate the need for
persona1 services of a
park natural ist
:Helmsley 197 1 p14)
5. audiences have some
degree of privacy
:Grater 1976 p56)
7. encourages exploration
:EVDS 647 1995)
1. reasonable maintenance
cost

point)
(Marsh 1983)
7. skillful design and test
required

8. no persona1 contact with
park staff (no direct
feedbac k )

-

self-guided
facilities
activities
designed to
be carried out
at the leisure
of the
[audience]
(Stet\an 198 1
~8 )

b

t . do not replace the
h igher qua1is.

conducted trip
2. lack of personal contact
(no direct feedback)
3. can't interpret the
unexpected oppofiunity
4. do not enable the
audience to follow up
on specific interests
(ask questions)
5. potential vandalisrn
6. maintenance required
for signs
:Grater 1976 p57)
7. may be weatherdependent
B. developrnent is a
complex process
3. may be obtrusive
:EVDS 647 1995)

1.

not first-hand
experience
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combination
of e.uhibits4
and graPhics5
a threedimensional
view of
related
themes
(Stewart 1981
pl01

(Stewart 1981 pl O)
2. self-interpreting (do not
require the personal
contact between the
audiences and the
interpretive staff)
3. available for the
audiences to view in
their own time and at
their leisure
4. prov ides for the display
of original objects. or
replicas. and threedimensional rnaterial in
pleasing, attractive and
impressive ways for
high visual impact
(Helmsley 197 1 pl 5 )
1. does not demand live
in terpretation
2. can be viewed at
audience's leisure
3. cost of maintenance
reasonable
4. can be portable
(Stewart 1981 pl?)

exhibits

anobjector
collection of
things put on
view ...usual I
y illustrating
or esplaining
onl! one
theme
(Steu-art 198 1
pl 1 )
does not
include selfguided trail
signs
(Foley 1978 p l j )
automatic audio
visuals
audio visual
presentations
not
accompanied
by an
interpreter
(Stewart 198 1
~ 9 )

+
+
+

+

+

cassette tapes
LPRT~
films
slide shows
listening
posts

1 . can reach a w ide
audience
2. information can be
updated as needed
(Stewart 1981 p7)
3. used in situations when
live interpretation is not
feasible
4. consistently high
quality information
5. special effects may be
used for "atmosphere"
6. cornprehensive message
for transient audience

2. static medium
3. needs to be housed
4. audience may not read
text
5. no contact with staff (no
direct feedback)
6. not portable
(Stewart 1981 pl 1 )
7. vanda1ism a threat
8. can be expensive
(EVDS 647 1995)

not first-hand
experience
2. static unit
3. cannottellacomples
stoq
4. ma). clash uith
environment
5. needs housing
6. no contact with
interpreters (no direct
feed bac k)
(Stetvart 1981 pl?)
7. vandalism a threat
8. can be espensive
(EVDS 647 1995)
1.

I . expensive equipment
required to bring
message to listener
2. equipment maintenance
essential
3. equipment used with
on-site repeaters is
subject to weather
damage and possible
vanda1isrn
:Grater 1976 p73)
4. repetitive
5 . can be irritating
:EVDS 647 1995)
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Personal
tours
interpreter
acts as the
mediator
between the
audience and
the
environment
followa
consistent
route and
schedule
(Stewart 198 1
pl3

demonstrations
demonstrat io
n of a crafi or
recreationa l
skill by
professional
no hands-on
teaching of
skill
Stewatt 198 1

)

h

+
+

motorized
vehicles
nonmotorized
vehicles
hikes/walks
interpretive
ta1ks

wood carving
baking

[Stewart 1981 p9)
7. requires no reading of
literature or signs (little
effort required of
audiences)
8. considerably more
information can be
given to audiences than
could be included in a
small booklet or leaflet
9. narrator's voice can be
used to give emphasis
to portions of the
interpretive message
(dramatic)
10. tape recordings can be
easily changed
(Grater 1976 p73)

6. no personal contact with
park staff (no direct
feedbac k)

direct contact with
interpreter
2 . first-hand experience in
environment, involving
al1 senses
3. take advantage of
unique experiences
4. monitors audience use
of area
(Stewart 1981 p13)
5 . opportunity for the
interpreter to gear his
approach and
interpretation to the
P'UP
(Helmsley 197 1 p 10)
6. feedback is immediate

7. rnay depend on weather
conditions
8. interpreter's skills must
be effective
9. route and tirne
restrictions
10. group size must be
limited to ensure quality
experience
1 1. random group may lack
cohesiveness
12. close examination not
possible if in vehicle
1 3. rnay be expensive (staff
time. vehicle use.
equipment)
(Stewart 1981 p 15)

audience learns about
skill
2. al1 senses may be
involved
3. no maintenance cost
(Stewart 1981 p 1 7)
4. feedback is immediate

1. may depend on weather
2. professionais cost
money and may not be
good speakers
3. large group obstructs
vision and hearing of
audiences (should limit
group size)
(Stewart 1981 p 1 7)

1.

1.
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development
actively
involves
audience in
learning new
skills and
abilities
(Stewart 1981

+

basketmaking
skiing

5. direct contact with
interpreter
6. audiences will use
facil ities more carefully
and confidently
7. reflects positively on
site
(Stewart 198 1 p 1 8)
8. feedback is imrnediate

1. group size must be
limited
2. equiprnent rnust be
provided
3. group must begin at
equal level of ability
(Stewart 198 1 pl 9)

1. provides insight on a
subject the interpreter
may not have
2. "fil ls out" interpretation
prograrn
3. can accommodate larger
groups
4. audience N il1 be
receptive to an '-expert"
(Stewart 1981 pl91
5 . feedback is immediate

1 . ma? require power
source for microphone.
lights. etc.
2. requiresa hall ortheater
3. "expert" may not be a
good speaker
1981 p19)

1 . remember best through
participation
2. close contact n i t h
interpreter
5 . facilitates discovery of
neu information
(Stewart 198 1 pZ 1 )
4. feedback is irnmediate

subject to estremes of
good and bad
presentat ion
2. success depends a great
deal on the audience
reaction
2 . small groups are
essential
4. more expensive (greater
demands on tirne and
staff')
5. may require expensive
facilities and equipment
(Stewart 198 1 p2 1 )
1. costly maintenance
2. may be weather
dependent
3. animators do not
communicate with
audiences
4. expensive maintenance

pw
lectures
although an
interpreter is
svailable to
introduce the
subject and
speaker. an
expert in a
field presents
the
interpreti\.e
program
larger scale
presentation
(Steuart 198 1

-

animation
active
audiences
encouraged
to apply their
kno~\.ledgeto
the
in terpretive
program
(Stewart 198 1
pz1

animation passive
interpreters
role-play a
given
i ifestyle
do not

+
4

+
+
4

+
+
4

games
workine
models
live theater
hands-on
prograrns
campfire
prograrns

Fortress of
Louisberg
Heritage
Park.
Calgary
Williamsburg
Virginia

teka art

1.

1 . develops awareness and
appreciation of
unfarniliar lifestyle
2. more than one sense
involved
3. more mernorable
experience
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anempt to
communicate
their efforts
to the
audience

(Stewart 1 98 1
p20)

3. presents a complex
message
5. accommodates a Iarge
and diverse audience
(Stewart 198 1 p20)
6. feedback is immediate

(Stewart 198 1 p2O)

Design the interpreiive program
Once the medium of the interpretive prograrn has been decided upon. the information for
the program must be presented in an interpretive rnanner. But. how does one go about
doing this? In the available interpretive literature. the opinions on the subject of
interpretation are many and varied. and it appears that every interpreter has his or her
own convictions regarding the diat and why of the profession. There are. however. no
guidelines to tell a beginner exactly Iiow to present interpretive material. Tilden (1 967)
stresses that interpretation is an art. not an exact science. and given that. it is unlikely that
there will rver be an! singular definitive process to assemble an interpretive program.
Granted that interpretation is seen as an art. creativity is a nccessity. However. facts must
suppon interpretive presentations. These facts. should not. however. be the presentation
(Whatley 1988).To manage this. the interpreter must cut away "al1 the material that is
not vital to his [or her] stop" (Tilden 1967 p29). The more quickly an audience gathers
an undsrstanding from the material presented. the more powerful the interpretive message
(Meis 1983 p l 3).
Descriptors of effective interpretive material include such adjectives as. sincere (Cantu
1973 pl 7). zesty. warm. accurate. clear. simple. (Edwards 1979 p66) and entertaining.
Touches of "nonsense presented as such. and mystery. and drama" (Edwards 1979 p66)
haïe also been cited as important inciusives. As well. it has been accentuated that
"interpretation efforts should re-emphasize safety. and minimum impact on park
resources" (Stewart 1982 p 12). Tilden suggests that one should "strive to produce text
that not only touches the brain. but also touches the heart" (Tilden 1967 p29).
A fundamental consideration in interpretive program development is the availability of
the program to the public. If people are not aware of their interpretive options, the entire
process of interpretive prograrn development is a moot point. Information about
interpretive prograrns should be readily available to people: they should not have to
search for it.

Evuluate the interpretive progrurn
The final. yet essential. step in the developrnent of an interpretive prograrn is evaluation.
Evaluation is "the systematic process of judging the worth, desirability or adequacy of
something according to definite criteria and purposes. The judgment is based upon a
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carefùl comparison of observation data uith cnteria standards" (Remie, 1980). Although
evaluation is a complex step beyond the scope of this Master's Degree Project. it is
addressed briefly here.
Marsh ( 1983) reasoned that interpretation programs should be evaluated to:
1 . saris& our intrinsic interest in knowing if we 're doiog a good job
2. force us 20 consider our interpret ive objecrives carefuliy
3. determine more precisely the educational and recreational impact of interpreration
(i.e. its eflectiveness: have people Iearned andor did they enjoy il?j
4 . assess rhe cost and [human resource] effecriveness of various interpretive rnethods
5 . conrince others of the value of interpretation
6 . aid in making policy and planning decisions
7 . proride means for the public to indicare iheir response to interpretation programs

The significant drawbacks with respect to interpretive evaluation are the limited time
interpretive programs have to influence the audience. and the difficulty associated with
the measurement of change in audience attitudes due to interpretive encounters. Given
rhat "attitudes are unlikely to change much in the shon exposure provided by rnost
interpretation." Field et. al. (1 973 pl 6) believe that -it is far better to measure
effectiveness in transmitting basic concepts".
Evaluation allows the interpreter to assess the success of the program relative to
interpretive program objectives and interpretive plan objectives. It is for this reason that
the goals or objectives must be clearly defined. The more measurable the goals or
objectives are. the easier the process of evaluation is likely to be. During evaluation.
however. it is not necessary to assess al1 of the objectives defined for a pariicuiar
program. Such a process would be tiine consuming and costly. To make the mosr of
available evaluation resources. the objectives should be prioritized. and those with the
highest priority should be emphasized in the evaluation process (Wagar 1976).
Parks Canada is of the opinion that evaluation of interpretive programs should look at
eficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency cnteria are "generally quantitative: covenng such
items as number of contacts. proportionate use statistics and cost per contacr" (Parks
Canada 1978 p4)'. Effectiveness criteria are '*generally qualitative, involving such factors
as knowledge gain, attitude change, and behavior modification" (Parks Canada 1978 p4).
The eficiency criteria are relatively rasy to evaluate. For example. if more people
attended the 1996 Jasper townsite historical walking tour than the 1995 Jasper townsite
historical walking tour. then the 1996 tour would be considered more efficient. However.
when looking at interpretation from the point of view of effectiveness. we're evaluating
"what people remember -- what they 'take home' with them" (Dewar 1983 p6). a rather
difficult task to c a n y out.
Types of evaluation techniques vary from standardized tests (e.g. each visitor attending
an interpretive program is asked the exact same questions regarding their perceptions of
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the program) to informa1 observation and rating (e.g. gate counts, timing people at
exhibits. letten received, etc.). to objective tests (e.g. recording quizboard). to selfreponing (e-g. visiton submit quines incorporated at the end of a self-guided tour to the
information centre) (Dewar 1983 p6). Ultimately. whichever evaluation technique is
chosen. the information collected should be objective (Sharpe 1976 p55), and causal
factors beyond just interpretive programs (such as mass media and public education
systems) should be considered when interpreting the results. If possible. conducting a
"bench-mark" study pnor to the implementation of an interpretive program should make
the final evaluation of the program easier. As with the choice of a medium for an
interpretive program. the choice of evaluation technique depends on the individual
situation. Each interpretive program should be looked at independently when choosing
the methods for evaluation.
Based on the results of a program's evaluation. changes may or rnay not be made to the
interpretive program such that it runs more eficiently and effectively in the future.
Likeaise. based on the performance of the evaluation techniques. they too may or may
not be changed to provide more relewmt information in future years.

Summary
Although every interpreter understands interpretation slightly differently. there are
common factors to these perceptions. Interpretation is not merely the provision of factual
information. It is an entertaininp. informal educational process for al1 ages that provides
the visitor uith first-hand experience relating to cultural and natural resourcrs. It also
provides the visitor with insight into the meanings and relationships of natural and
cultural heritage to themselves. establishing a persona1 connection to this heritage. As the
public gains a persona1 understanding and appreciation of the world through
interpretation. the likelihood of cultural and natural resources protection and presenation
is enhanced. Interpretation c m also provide the visitor with a better understanding of an
agency. its policies and programs.
De17elopinginterpretive programs. have\-er. is not an exact science. Veverka's (1994)
guidelines provide a logical approach to the process of defining the need for. content and
type of interpretive program. but the design of the interpretive prograrn itself is pnmarily
lefi to the imagination of the interpreter.
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Notes
l Although interpretation may be carried out vinually anywhere, it is not aiways
appropriate. For exarnple. it would be inappropriate to directly interpret ecologically
sensitive areas, where visitor presence would do severe physical damage.
An interpretive program is a 'tehicle through which interpretation i s presented. e.g.
brochure. story. display. guided hike" (ATEC 1996 p 10).
This plan. in tum,is ofien developed under the ternis set out in a master or management
plan for a given area.
Exhibit - "an object or collection of things put on view ...usually illustrating or
explaining only one theme" (MacFarlane. Howie and Woods 1975; Joy of Planning. In
Stewart 1981 pl O).
Graphics - **atwo dimensional visual presentation" (Nadeau. Rolande: G l o s s q of
Interpretive Terms. 1976. I Stewart 198 1 p 10).
5
LPRT - Low Power Radio Transmitter
7
Chapter 3 examines Parks Canada's current thoughts on interpretation.
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Chapter 2
Interpretation in Jasper National Park
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to assess Jasper National Park's interpretive plans and
resources. Based on this assessment. the development and implementation of a new
interpretive prograrn' for a location perceived to be in need of interpretation is
recomrnended. The scope, theme. objectives. target audience, and medium for the
recommended interpretive prograrn are defined. Given the goal of this Master's Degree
Project. and the fact that this work is being canied out for Jasper National Park's Cultural
Resource Officer. the primary emphasis of the assessment and recomrnendations is on the
park's cultural resources. and public awareness and understanding of them.
This work comprises a preliminary. but essential component of the Master's Degree
Project. The interpretive recommendations for Jasper National Park resulting from this
research were those presented to and accepted by Rod Wallace (Cultural Resource
Officer for Jasper National Park) before cultural interpretive program design (Chapter 4)
commenced. The recommendations helped determine the subsequent sreps to take in
developing a new cultural interpretive program for the park.

Methods
The work canied out and described in this chapter is based on steps 1.3. and 4 of the
modified version of Veverka's interpretive planning process. The four initial steps based
on Veverka ( 19%) are discussed in detail in the How Do Ké Inrerprer section of Chapter
2 (Interpretotion).They are as follows:
1. Justif- the need for an interpretive program.
2. Inventory the interpretive resources.
3 . Identify the audience.
4. Choose an interpretive medium.
Step 2. the inventory and identification of interpretive resources fitting specifically within
the identified scope. theme. and objectives of the recommended interpretive prograrn. is
addressed in Chapter 3.
1. Assessing Jasper National Park 's Interprefive Resources

The assessment of Jasper National Park's interpretive resources, and subsequent
identification of a park location in need of more or better interpretation provided
justification for a new interpretive program. This assessment was carried out by a)
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identifjing gaps in Jasper National Park's interpretive plans, and b) appraising the
cultural interpretive needs as perceived by local publics.
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a) Identifjing Gaps in Jasper National Park's Interpretive Plans
Gaps in Jasper National Park's interpretive plans were identified
i) through a comprehensive literature review of government documents. and
ii) during an interview with Mr. Jim Todgham. Chief of Information Management
for Jasper National Park.
The literature review provided officiai documentation on the attainment of park's
interpretive goals. while. as Chief of Information Management (a position necessitating
intimate farniliarity with Jasper National Park's interpretive resources). Todgham
provided the up-to-date status report of interpretation in Jasper National Park. These
processes allowed for the cornparison of the interpretive intentions for the park with the
prevailing interpretive conditions. The interpretive intentions that had not yet been
addressed were identified as gaps in Jasper National Park's interpretive plans.
Documents consulted for the Iiterature review included:
Parks Canada
1973 Interpretiw Plunjbr the Sewn .Vational Purh of the Cmadian
Cordilleru. Department of Canadian Heritage. Calgary. Alberta.
Parks Canada
1994a Cultzrral Resoirrce :CfunogemenrPolicy in Parks Canada Guiding
Principles und Operurionul Policies. Department of Canadian Heritage.
Minister of Supply and Services. Ottawa. Ontario.
Parks Canada
1994b Jusper Aational Purk Business Plun. Department of Canadian Heritage.
Jasper. Al berta.
Parks Canada
1994c .Yurional Purks Polk). in Parks Canadu Grriding Principks and
Oprmrional Policies. Department o f Canadian Heritage. Minister of
Supply and Services. Ottawa, Ontario.
Parks Canada
1994d .ktional Park Comnzunity CBdate. Jasper. Department of Canadian
Heritage. Calgary. Alberta.
Parks Canada
1994e Parks Canada Guiding Principles and Operational Policies. Depariment
of Canadian Heritage. Minister of Supply and Services. Ottawa Ontario.
Todgham. J. H.
1 985a Considering the A udicnce in Interpretation: Future Directions. Jasper
National Park. by J. H . Todgham.
Todgham. J. H.
1985 b Interpretive Management h i t s : Telling the Story of Jasper National Park
in Interpretation: Future Directions. Jasper National Park. by J . H .
Todgharn.
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Todgham. J. H.
1985c Jasper National Park Policy and Objectives Statement for Interpretation
in Inierpretation: Future Directions. Jasper National Park by J. H .
Todgharn.
Todgham. J. H.
198 5 d Operational Guidelinesfor Inrerpretation. Jasper National Park in
Interpretation: Future Directions. Jasper National Park by J. H .
Todgharn.
Todgham, J. H.
1985e Telling the Park Stor): Jasper National Park in Interpreiation: Future
Directions. Jasper Xational Park by J. H . Todgham.
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Mr. Jim Todgham provided insight into the current interpretive situation in the Park.
b) Appraising the Interpretive Needs as Perceived by Local Publics
A secondary source of information Mas sought regarding the interpretive situation in

Jasper National Park. This source of information was the public. Ideally. the perception
of interpretive needs in Jasper National Park would have best been obtained from those
individuals for whom interpretation in national parks is designed primarily: the visitors.
Unfortunately. due to time and budgetary constraints. going directly to the visitors to
conduct a sunreyand collect information regarding their perceptions of interpretation in
Jasper National Park. was unfeasible.
As an alternative method of collecting this data. 18 key informants protided information

regarding what they belieivd to be the preferences. needs. and interests of park visitors.
Based on their varied and extensive backgrounds in the tourist and visitor services
industries in Jasper National Park. key informants were believed capable of providing
relevant and accurate information regarding the visitors' views on park interpretation.
Had it been possible to interview a range of visitors. however. the recommendation for
the development of a new interpretive program in Jasper National Park rnight have been
di fferent. For esample. visitors may be less interested in the local human history than the
residents believe they are.
A questionnaire was used to assess the park's interpretive objectives and needs. as
perceived by key infomants. Ethics Cornmittee approval was granted for the key
informant intewiew process. The questionnaire (see Appendix A) was prepared and

issued. in person. to 18 key informants in Jasper National Park. Key informants were
chosen based on their familiarity with Jasper National Park and its resources and their
contact with visitor audiences using the park. Given that the primary users of the park are
visitors'. this audience has been chosen as the primary target for an interpretive program.
and the questionnaire focuses on identifying their needs. The key informants included
personnel from Parks Canada (5 individuals). the Friends of Jasper National Park (1
individual). and the Jasper Yellowhead Histoncal Society (4 individuals): hoteliers (4
individuals): independent licensed guides and interpreters (3 individuals); and an author
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intimately familiar with Jasper National Park and its history. Participants were assured
of their confidentiality. and as a result no narnes are associated with the findings. This
confidentiality was necessary given that points of view expressed by the individuals
interviewed may have differed from those held by their employen. Confidentiality
allowed for personal opinions to be fieely expressed.
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The questionnaire addressed the issues of:
the interpretation objectives for Jasper National Park
the interest expressed by visitors and residents for various cultural and natural themes
present in Jasper National Park
the interpretive experiences currently available in Jasper National Park
the key informants' perceptions of various foms of interpretation currently available
in Jasper National Park
areas of Jasper National Park key informants a d o r visitors perceive as requiring
interpret ive opportunities
the potrntial audience for a new inierpretative product or service
the pre ferred medium of interpretive program (i .e. guided tour. pamphlet. audio-visual.
in terpretive signage. etc.)
As defined by Aldndge ( 1975). there are three major divisions of interpretation: historic
site interpretation. natural site interpretation. and environrnental interpretation. Aldridge
defines historie site interpretation as -.the art of explaining the past in relation to
environrnental and social conditions" - the emphasis on historic events (Aldridge 1975
p4). Natural site interpretation is "the art of explaining or revealing the character of an
area through the inter-relationships between rocks. soils. plants or animals. and man" the emphasis on natural histov. Finally. environrnental interpretation is '-the art of
sxpiaining the relationship of humans to their environments" - emphasizing the
significance of the relationships beta-een humans and nature (Aldridge 1975 p4).
For the purposes of this study. data regarding the three segments of Jasper3 visitor
population corresponding to Aldridge's (1 975) three major divisions of interpretation
wrre sought. The cultural tourist. the ecotourist. and the hentage tourist were designated
as the visitor types corresponding respectively to each type of interpretation mentioned
above. For the purposes of the interview process, the visitor types were defined as
follows:
1. The Cultural Tourist is interested pnmarily in cultural resources (buildings and sites).
Cultural resources include archaeology, prehistory. history, ethnicity. lore. education.
industry. trade. professionalism. and entertainment. In essence. the cultural tourist
focuses on human-influenced aspects of his or her surroundings.
2. The Ecotourist is interested ptimarily in natural resources. Natural resources include
climate. wildlife. vegetation. topopphy. and water. The ecotourist is interested in
what the out-doors environment has to offer.
Chapter 2 - Interpreiation in Jmper Noiional Park
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The Heritage Tourist combines the interests of a cultural tourist and an ecotourist.
The Heritage Tourist focuses on the experience of visiting a place of genuine historie.
cultural. or natural significance (Department of Canadian Heritage 199%). This
individual enjoys "immersion in the natural history, human heritage. arts. philosophy.
and institutions" of a region (World Tourkm Organization in Department of
Canadian Heritage 1995~).
Given their definitions. it was believrd that these three visitor categories would be most
interested in a product or service exarnining the relationships and interactions between
the cultural and n a t d resources in the park. Accordingly, the perceived interpretive
needs of the Cultural Tourist. Ecotourist. and Heritage Tourist were considered most
relevant to the project. Furthermore, it was believed that in the long m. accurate results
for three groups of visitors would be of more value to the researcher than inconclusive
data for al1 nine types of visitor groups defined in the questionnaire. The six types of
visitors not considered in the questionnaire were the Bus ~ourist': the Resort vacationer4:
the Seniors- Group ~ e m b e r ' :the Through-Trave1er6;the Urban ~raveler': the Youth
Group h4ember8.These additional types of visitors were defined through consultation
with Park Canada personnel in Jasper National Park.
Although the questionnaire sought information regarding the interpretive preferences and
desires of only three visitor categories (cultural tounst. ecotourist. and heritage tourist).
not every key informant could provide information for each type of tourist. In fact.
individuals visiting the Infornation Centre and the Friends of Jasper National Park office
in Jasper townsite. and the "average" hotel guest could not be readily classified into any
of the three categories. Visitors have no extemal features that identify them as a cultural
tourist. ecotourist. or heritage tourist. Generally. key informants do not ask visitors
questions about their interpretive interests. As service providers within Jasper. the key
informants are there to provide the visitors with information. More ofien than not. p x k
visitors simply wanted to knoa what there is to do in Jasper in general. Accordingly. the
interview process was modified for each key informant based upon his or her personal
esperience with each tourist type. Prrliminary data analysis revealed that the data
obtained for each population were too few to analyze individually. As a result. the data
are described for the visitor population as a whole.
The final interpretive program was envisioned as highlighting the dependence of cultural
activity on natural resources at a site or series of sites in the park. Given that the cultural
resources were the focus of the proposed interpretive program. to simpli@ the interview
process. only areas of recognized cultural significance were taken into consideration and
provided as response options in the questionnaire. Key informants. however. did
comment on the park's natural resources, and these cornments were noted.

The response options that were offered to establish which histoncal themes. and more
specifically which sites within the Park, are of greatest interest to the visitor were chosen
based upon the main themes and significant sites discussed in Gainer's ( 1981 ) The
Chapter 2 - Interpretation in Jasper hkational Purk
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Human Hisfory of Jasper National Park. With assistance from Jasper National Park's
Cultural Resource Officer, Rod Wallace. culturally significant sites not noted in Gainer's
( 1981) publication were identified. Due to the sensitive nature of many prehistoric sites.
and the fact that much of Jasper National Park's prehistory is not fdly understood. narnes
and locations of prehistoric activity were not included.

The questions were prirnarily closed-ended. and the anticipated answers were designed
for easy input into a cornputer spreadsheet program (Microsofi Excel) for the purpose of
analysis. It was anticipated that sumrnary statistics (numbers and percentages of
individuals providing given answers to given questions) could be generated for the
responses to al1 of the questionnaire items. This would have allowed for the responses to
be ranked in terrns of frequency of response. providing some indication of how the key
informants viewed the interpretive situation in Jasper National Park. However. the
interview process did not proceed as expected. As key informants were interviewed. it
becarne apparent that most individuals preferred not to answer each question according to
the predetemined answer categories. Participants generally were more content discussing
their answers to the questions. explaining what they knew about interpretation in the
Jasper area. rather than slotting their answers into pre-defined categories. The
information gained through such discussions. however. did prove insightful. Even though
they were not direct answers to the questionnaire questions. much information relevant to
the interpretive situation in Jasper National Park was found in these dialogues.
.As rhese changes in the interview process became apparent. the questionnaire was used
simply to guide the progress of the interviews. and the key informants' responses were
recorded using audio tape. and noted manually. Pnor to commencing the interview
procrss. each key informant a a s requested to sign a form consenting to participation in
and the recording of the interview process. Onlp one individual refused to be recorded.
For questions answered by all participants (or those for which information could be
derived frorn the discussions), basic summary statistics were calculated. Due to these
changes in the interview and analysis processes. it proved more valuable to assess key
informant responses using a discussion format.

It is recognized that the results of the key informant interviews must be treated with a

great deal of caution. Although the key informants were from a wide variety of persona1
and professional backgrounds. only 18 people were interviewed. Given the small sarnple
s i x . there is no reason to believe that the opinions expressed by these individuals are
representative of the entire population of the Jasper region. The central purpose to the key
informant interview process. however. was to act as a check on the literature review used
to identiS; the gaps in Jasper National Park's interpretive plans.
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2. Recommendutionsfor l nferprefiveLocation, Scope, Theme, Objectives, Turget
Audience, and Medium

The opinions expressed by the key inforrnants were compared with the gaps defined in
the park's interpretive plans in order to determine if the perceived needs of the
cornrnunity were the same as those identified through the review of govemment
documents. The primary objective here is to fil1 the interpretive need identified through
the literature review and in consultation with Mr. Jim Todgharn. The secondary concem
was to address the needs identified by the key informants. thereby incorporating public
input in the final product. Overall. the aim was to identify the location for the
development of an interpretive prograrn addressing the park's interpretive needs as
indicated by park documentation and Jim Todgharn. as well as the key informants.
The interpreti~escope. theme. and objectives were defined based pnmarily on Jasper
National Park's interpretive plans and the interpretive needs identified in the assessment.
again with consideration of public input.
Although. initiallp. it was believed that basic characteristics of a target audience could be
obtained through key informant interviews. it was quickly realized that the interviewees
did not have an intncate knowledge of visitor statistics. Instead. identification of the
target audience was carried out through the use of a literature review. Included in this
review were:
Alberta Tourism. Parks and Recreation
1990 1990 .?lberta .Ceon-ResidentTraiul Exit Szrnqy: Jasper .Vational Park
Tolrrisrn Zone Report. Alberta Tourism. Parks and Recreation. Edmonton.
Al berta.
Coopers and Lybrand Consulting Group
Ro- Mo untoi» .j'at ional P a r k Liilizat ion St idy. Stage II: Canadian
Park Sr mice - Arotorrs Regurding Park Clilization and r visiîorshipProfiles.
Parks Canada
1996 1994 Six Mountuin Purk Erir Sumey Report (drafil. Department of
Canadian Hentage. Ottawa Ontario.
Based on the characteristics of visitors to Jasper National Park and other Rocky Mountain
National Parks (such as Banff. Yoho. Kootenay. Glacier. and Mount Revelstoke National
Parks). a large audience with sirnilar characteristics was defined as the target audience.
Originally. it was believed that preferences of interpretive media could be obtained
through key informant interviews. providing an additional source of information from
which to draw when making the decision. As with audience charactenstics. it was quickly
realized that the interviewees did not have an intncate knowledge of such statistics. The
selection of the interpretive medium took into consideration the factors guiding the
selection of interpretive media (e.g. audience. desired reaction. budget. etc.) as discussed
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in Chapter 2 (Inierpretafion),as well as the pros and cons of each medium.
Justification for the final selection of interPretive medium is based upon these factors.
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Discussion
1. Assessing h p e r National Park's Interpretive Resources and Ident~jjingan

Interpretive Theme
a. Gaps in Jasper National Park's Interpretive Plans

Parks Canada 's Interpretive Objectives
Based on the literature review and input from Mr. J. Todghm. it is clear that
interpretation constitutes an integral part of Parks Canada's Operational Policies.
Specifically. interpretation is addressed in the National Parks Policy (Section 4.2 Interpretation and Public Education): the National Marine Consewation Areas Policy
(Section 4.2 - Interpretation and Public Education): the National Historic Sites Policy
(presentationgas dictated by CRM Policy Section 3.5): the Historic Canals Policy
(Section 2.4 - Presentation): and the Cultural Resource Management Policy (Section 3.5 Presentation). Communication senices" (of which interpretation is a part) also speak to
the objectives of encouraging public enjoyment. understanding and appreciation so as to
leave the National Parks "unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations" (National
Parks Act 1 930).
Furthermore. interpretation is addressed in Parks Canada's purpose. which is:
Tojiilfill nutional und intenlutional responsibilitirs in rnanduted ureos of heritue
recognition und conservation: and tu commemorate. protect und prrsent. boih
directl'y und indirectij: p1tzce.v [that] are sign$cant examples of Canada S
cultural und nutiiral heriruge in ii-ÿs rhat encourage piihlic irnderstc~nding,
uppreciation. and enjoj-ment oj'rhis heritage. while ensirring long-term ecologicul
und comrnemorutii~rintegrih.. (Parks Canada 1994e p 13 )
More specifically. Educarion and Presentation is one of ten guiding principles outlined in
Parlis Canada's Guiding Principles and Operurional Policies wherein it is recognized
that:
The long-term success of efforts to cornmernorate. protect, andpresen~Canada S
natural and cultural heritage depends on the abilih of al1 Canadians to
understand and appreciaie this heriiage. and to personally adopt pracrices which
are sensitive to heritage and rhe environment. This is encouraged through a
varies. of communication. interpretation and outreach programs, and
dernonstrated leadership at the local, national and international lerels. (Parks
Canada 1994e p 1 7)
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The interpretation of National Parks and their resources is carried out for a number of
reasons or objectives. including:
To hdp the public to see. discover. understand and appreciate the park environment
and its important areas and features.
To bring to the public, in rneaninsfiIt thought-provoking terms. sornerhing of the
complexifies of the natural environment and [humankind S] place in if.
To enrich the visiror *spark experience through educational. inspirationai and
recreationai activities in keeping with the park environment and National Park
concepts.
To gain public cooperation. throtrgh increased interest. understanding and
appreciation. in the proper use and management of Xational Park resources and
values.
To help [the public] becorne mvare of National Parks. their importance. purpose and
funct ion.
To brouden [visitors '] horizons und fosrer their understanding and appreciatioit of
.Vut~ireand .Mm.
To enccoirrage a public awareness of: and a pride in. Canuda s wild pluces and
nutional herituge.
To motirate rhe public IO wanr to know more. to ask qziesrions. and tu excite their
hterest and curiosity in rheir enrironment.
To corttribute ro the training ofpcrks staffs ut al1 levels in matters of .Vationd Parks
concepts. t.alrres, and rhrir inrerprerarion.
(Helmsley 1971 p8)
Regional Objectives and Jasper National Park 'r Interpretive Plans
The objectives identified above for Parks Canada's interpretation programs apply to al1
areas administered by the system. The Four Mountain Parks (Banff. Jasper. Kootcnay.
and Yoho National Parks) however. have developed more specific objectives suited to
those parks' needs. For esample. interpretation programs are designed to promote
appreciation and understanding of the culrural and natural resources protected in the four
mountain parks. including the appreciation and understanding of:
rhr signijicance oj'the four moirnrain parks in representing the Roc@ .Clountain
Yatriral Region and in protecting resources of Canadian and world signficance;
the nanrral und cultural processes and features munaged and protected in the four
parks:
[humankind 's] relationship to and dependence on the natural environment (Parks
Canada 1983 p30):
the naturd and cultural processes that created and alter rhe park landscapes; [and]
the importance of the appropriaté use of the resoiirces (Parks Canada 1983 p57).
The programs designed specifically for each park. however. are intended to reflect the
individuality of the park (Parks Canada 1974).Accordingly. the interpretive objectives
for Jasper National Park are even more specific than those defined for the Four Mountain
Parks.
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In 1985. the main interpretive objective for Jasper National Park was defined as follows:
To provide a crearive educational program based on accuraie information and
research which will encourage public undersranding. appreciation and enjoymenr
of Jasper Naiional Park rhroi<ghpersona1 participation in ways which are
compatible with the long-rem protecrion of ifs narural. historical and culturd
values (Todgham 1985c pz).
Jasper National Park's more specific interpretive objectives are listed in Table 2.
Beyond the general interpretive objectives provided for Canada's National Parks. Jasper
National Park stresses the importance of visitor safety in the exploration and experiencing
of the park and its resources. Ultimately, this may lead to the appreciation and
development of more conscientious attitudes towards the park and its future.
The Interpreiive Plan for rhe Seve,~Mountain Park of the Canodion ~ordillera"(Parks
Canada 1974) was -*thefirst successful attempt to establish a Framework for interpreting
the mountain parks as a total integrated program" (Todgham 1985e p l ). Since its
inception in 1971. changes have been made to the original plan. Here. the most up-to-date
version of the interpretive plan. as it applies to Jasper National Park. is presented.
The Inrrrprefive Plan for the Seven Mountain Parh oj'rhe Crinudion Cordiliera (Parks
Canada 1974) envisioned reflection of the "individuality" of each of the seven parks. As
one of the Four Mountain Parks. Jasper National Park's character was recognized and
assigned the interpretive theme of Roc@ ikiountain Wilderness. Jasper National Park's
interpretive staff deveioped park-specific interpretive plans. using Interpretive
Management Units to divide the park into smaller. more manageable sections.

To effectively interpret Jasper's stop. Todgham (1 98 1 ) defined fourteen "Interpretive
Management Units" (IMUS)". Each IMU *=focuseson some aspect of the park story or a
particular audience. which can be considered in relative isolation from al1 the others".
However. -*noIMU can stand completely on its own. but will be related to at least some
of the other units" (Todgham l985b pz). At the story level for Jasper (and al1 other
Rocky Mountain National Parks), the four focus areas. or story aspects, that must be
considered in the interpretation of the park are:
1. Mountain Formation - Jasper National Park '-contains representations of the Rocky
Mountain Main Ranges. Front Ranges and Foothills. This enables the story of
mountain building in Jasper to be told as a sequential process. taking place from West
to east over millions of years. The Yellowhead Highway. which bisects the park from
West to east. provides a particuiarly good opportunity to do this." (Todgham 1985e
~ 3 )
2. Landscape Sculpturing - This "is represented by erosion by water. alpine glaciation.
and erosion and deposition by wind." "Erosionand deposition by wind provides an
unusual story at Jasper Lake: that of dune formation in a mountain environment."
(Todgham 1985e p3)
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Table 2: Jasper National Park's interpretive objectives (taken from Jàsper
National Park Policy and Objectives Statementfor Interpretation in Todgham 198Sc
pp2-3).
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To interpret the objectives of Park Canada
the National Park system so as to:
develop infonned and supportive pubiic attitudes toward National Park values.
philosophies and objectives;
develop awareness of the great divenity of the Canadian landscape;
encourage understanding and support for the acquisition and protection of natural
heritape areas.
To interpret the significance of Jasper National Park within the National Park system so as to:
promote understanding of the park's natural, cultural and historic values;
promote an awareness of man's relationships to and dependence upon the natural
environment;
promote a deeper awareness of the natural. cultural and historical diversity in
Canada.
To provide opponunities for park visitors to participate in first hand. high qualit! park
experiences so as to:
encourage visitors to esperience first-hand the natural. cultural and historicai values
of the park:
encourage and assist visirots to explore the park environment with knowledgeable
park interpreters or through self-guiding media:
increase the enjoyment of their visit to the park.
To interpret the management objectives of the park so as to:
promote public awareness and understanding of the complesities of park
management:
encourage public participation in the developrnent of policies and plans:
develop public support for such programs:
encourage public safee.
To provide an information and interpretation service to education institutions. public
associations and to those providing public service within Jasper National Park so as to:
-promote awareness of the park objectives and wise use of the park;
help develop awareness of man's total environment;
promote the developrnent of interpretive opportunities by non Parks Canada staff.
To develop cooperative arrangements with organizations and individuals so as to:
promote public appreciation and enjoyment of National Parks and to encourage their
protection;
develop informed. supportive groups of citizens who can assist in ensuring wise use
of the park:
promote protection of the naturat and cultural heritage of Jasper National Park.
To provide opportunities for individuals. private sector and non-governmental organizations
to volunteer services in Jasper National Park so as to:
promote their increased awareness. understanding and appreciation of National Park
objectives:
contribute in a meaningful way to the fulfillment of management objectives for
Jasper National Park;
assist the public to expenence the park in a meaningful manner.
d
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3. Colonization by Flora and Fauna - This focus area reflects plant and animal
"adaptations to influences such as elevation. climate and topography" (Todgham
1985e p3).
4. Colonization By People - "The Athabasca River and two of its main tributaries, the
Whirlpool and the Miette, form natural routes through the Rockies. Initiaily used by
native people. the importance of these routes continued into the days of the fur trade
when Athabasca Trail. via Athabasca Pass. became the main route linking east with
west. Later. during settlement of the west. the Yellowhead route. via Yellowhead
Pass. became a major transcontinental route. a status it maintains todayW(Todgharn
198je p3).

To date. Jasper National Park interpreters and naturalists have developed and
implemented interpretive plans for the Astona Watenhed: Maligne Valley: Mount Edith
Cavell: Sumrnit of Whistlers: Icefields Parkway; and the Icefields. Meanwhile. plans are
still in the works for interpretation of the Fiddle Valley. Miette Hotsprings. and
Pocahontas (Stage 1).

To date. the IMUs without interpretive plans are The Yellowhead Comdor: [People] and
Mountains: Wildlife and Mountains: Jasper Townsi te Area: Lakes and Rivers:
Carnpgrounds: Marmot Basin: and Backcountry. The two IMUs [People] and Mountains:
and Wi ldlife and Mountains however. are partial1y addressed through interpretation
prograrns developed under the auspices of other IMUs.
Narrowing the focus down to the areas of audience locations s h o w in Figure 4 simplifies
the assessrnent process. given that without an audience. there is likely no need for
interprerive programming. Considenng the pnmary audience locations within the park
and the degree of interpretation available at each (see Table 3). one develops an
understanding of current interpretation availability within the park.
-4ccording to the information presented in Table 3. within Jasper National Park the
pnmary audience locations lacking interpretive resources. or interpretive plans in sorne
stage of development. include the Yellowhead Highway: C.N. Railway: Outlping
Commercial Accommodation: Group Campgrounds. and Backcountry.
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Figure 4. Locations of sites in Jasper National Park mentioned in text.
Base Mapjiom: Canudian Park Service. 1988. Jasper NaiionaI Park
Management Plan. Environment Canada, Ottawa. p 115.
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Table 3. Primary Audience Locations and Degree of Interpretation Available (as
of 1996) at Each Location.
A udience Location
Degree of Interpretation Avar'lable (1996)
1. Trans~ortationCorridors
Fiddle Road
IMU plan started
Yellowhead Highway
no work done
Icefields Parkway
IMU plan implemented
Malifle Road
IMU plan implemented
Cavell Road (Astoria
I N plan implernented
1 Watershed)
I
C. N. Railway
no work done
Athabasca River
Being interpreted as a Heritage River - work in progress
2. Activity Areas
Columbia Icefield
IMU plan implemented
The Whistlers
IMU plan implemented
Maligne Valley
IMU plan implemented
Mount Edith Cavell
IMU plan implemented
Miette Hot Springs
IMU plan started
Pocahontas
IMU plan started
Tonnsi te Region
concept developed in 1978 - interpretation being
imdemented slowiv
Outlying Commercial
no work done
Accommodation
1 3. Jasper Tomsite Proper
1 concept developed in 1977 - interpretation being
implemented slowly
4. Campgrounds
Parkway camparounds
IMU plan implemented
Townsite Region Campgrounds IMU plan started
Pocahontas
IMU plan started - some interpretation already in place
Group Carnpgrounds
no work done
5. Backcountrv
no work done
6. Outside Pa
1 no work done
(Based on information presented by Todgham l985a)
-

1

Todgham (1 985a) ranlied these 5 audience locations in terms of total number of potêntial
contacts (rank 1 being the largest potential number of contacts) and the ability to contact
individuals (rank 1 being the greatest ability). These rankings are given in Table 4.
Audience access to other sources of interpretation at the locations concemed also is given
in Table 4. As s h o w in Table 4. information regarding the hentage values of these
resources. and "appropnate advice on public safety or resource protection issues"
(Todgham 1 985a p2) currently are provided either by Park sections other than
Communication Services. or private agencies (such as bus companies or private
Chapler 2 - Inlerpretarion in Jasper Nationd Park
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interpreters). for al1 audience locations but the Yellowhead Highway. Given that the
Yellowhead Highway ranks second in the potential number of contacts. even though the
ability to contact the audience ranks fourth. it would appear that this is an interpretive gap
in Jasper National Park's interpretive progamming.

Table 1. Characteristics of audience locations lacking interpretation.
(Ranks based on information taken from Todgham (1 985a) Considering the
Audience pp2-3)
Non-Parks ~nter~retation
Available
Audience
Ranked
Other Park
Ranked ability
Other
Location
potential
to contact
Sections
Agencies
contacts
Backcountry
4
ves
5
y es
Canadian
5
3
no
Yes
National
Railway
Outlying
3
-7
no
Yes
Commercial
Accommodation
~ o ~ i n s iRegion
te
1
i
no
yes
Campgrounds
Y el lowhead
2
4
no
no
Comdor
-

-

Todgham (pers. comm. 1996) concurs with this conclusion. stating that the Yellowhead
Corridor is one of Jasper National Park's two most irnmediate interpretive needs (the
second being that of addressing the Lakes and Rivers IMU).
According to Todgham (pers. comm. 1996). it would be easy to integrate the natural and
cultural aspects present along the Yellowhead Highway. It is a nationally significant
histonc passageway. It is aiso a comdor for vegetation. with northem boreal species.
B.C. mountain species. and dry plains and aspen parkland species al1 making the comdor
their home. The geology of the Rockies is also well-exemplified through the Yellowhead
Corridor. The area is intemationally geologically significant as it cuts through two
mountain ranges. Furthemore. one can see evidence of mountain-building in the
geological formations along the highway. It could be well-presented in the form of a
guide-book or as stops along the way (Todgham pers. comm. 1996).
With respect to the aquatic part of the park storyline. the Athabasca's Heritage River
story (to be released in 1997) partly deals with this. but the Pyrarnid Bench Lakes. Lake
Edith. and Lake Annette al1 require interpretation. Parking lots and trails are in place at
a11 of these locations. but no interpretation has been incorporated. The exception is the
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Clifford E. Lee Trail around Lake Annene (z paved, disabled-access trail with 4 sign
stations built in 1981 through a Parks Partnenhip). Exarnples of issues to be emphasized
include policies on fishing. and toxins in the lakes (being transported long-distance from
Eastern Asia). (Todgham pers. comm. 1996)
b. Interpretive Objectives and Needs as Perceived by Local Publics (Key

Informants)
Interpretive Objectivesfor Jasper National Park
Eighteen key informants were asked to rank nine possible interpretive objectives in terms
of importance (1 being the interpretation objective they believed most important to
achieve. 2 the second most important. and so on) (see Appendix A. Question 1). Key
informants also were provided with an opportmity to add other objectives they believed
to be essential. Ranking high in ternis of importance were the objectives of education.
understanding. enjoyment. intriguine the visitor. providing the visitor with insight. and
building concem for the future of the park's resources. These objectives correspond
closely with those identified by the park. Less important to the key informants were the
objectives of provoking visitor reactions. changing visitor behaviors. visitor site
management (such as steenng visitors toward or away from certain areas). economic
gain. and increasing the visitor length of stay. In the following paragraphs. the key
informants' views on Jasper's interpretive objectives are discussed in more detail.
To the key informants. the most important interpretive objective was education.
Education was ranked first (of the greatest importance) by the largest number of
participants (seven). It was defined as a process resulting in individuals leaming
something. and '-taking away from their interpretive experience a greater understanding
and increased knowledge about the National Parks. sustainability. natural and cultural
resources. and ecosystems. and an appreciation of what makes the Park important" (Key
Informant Interviews 1996).
Comments made by key informants stressed the importance of understanding concepts
before being able to react to them. Another key informant expanded on this comment in
viewing interpretation as a process that should "encourage understanding in the
intellectual sense. which then leads to appreciation in the emotional sense. and then leads
to value and protection" of the resource (Key Informant Interviews 1996).
Once the physical and emotional needs of the visitor have been taken care of. e n j o ~ n e n t
and learning were stressed as objectives of great importance because 'ïhese factors can
be tested for" (e.g. did the visitor enjoy and learn from the prograrn or service?).
Furthemore. if individuals do not enjoy what they are doing. '%hat0s the pointo'? (Key
Informant Interviews 1996).
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Intriguing the tourist, providing the tourist with insight. and building concern for the
future of the parkœsresources were ranked in the top three objectives. but the key
informants felt it would be impossible to distinguish between them in terms of
importance.
The interpretive objectives of provoking reactions or changing behaviors. and tourist site
management were ranked on the lower third of the scale by the key informants.
Unfortunately. many of the respondents emphasized that although desirable. there is "no
way to change attitudes given the scope of what we do and the time we have" (Key
Informant Interviews 1996). "Attitude change occun over an entirely different time
scale" (Key Informant Interviews 1996) than that offered by an interpretive service or
product. In other words. incremental exposure to ideas and information may result in
attitude change. but a one-time exposure is unlikely to make a significant impact on the
visitor. If attitudes are changed. however. perhaps behaviors will change elsewhere. In
addition. the visitors attending interpretive prograrns are not likely to be the individuals
whose attitudes are in need of changing. It is more often that individuals not actively
seeking the interpretive message are those whose attitudes are in need of adjustrnent.
Ofien enough. the people attending interpretive programs or using interpretive matenals
already possess an understanding and appreciation of the matenal being discussed.
Accordingly. interpretation must be much broader in its approach. It must be geared to
reach a11 people. no matter how they get here. where they stay. or how long they stay.
Perhaps the objective should be to target. or at least intrigue. the people who aren't
necessarily here to lem. (Key Informant Interviews 1996)
Economic gain was seen as a less important component of interpretation. However. as
one key informant pointed out. -'if a product cannot sustain itself financially. it will not be
successful" (Key Informant Interviews 1996). Several key informants were interested in
encouraging people to visit the park. have a nice experience. leam something about the
Park. enjoy it. use it. tell their fiiends about it. and encourage their friends to visit. There
was a desire to perpetuate. but not expand. their business.
Although Jasper is very busy in the summer (one key informant noted that business
dunng the summer accounts for more than 50% of his year's profits). business is slow in
the winter and shoulder seasons (Key Informant Interviews 1996). The same individual
noted that he would like to "fil1 in the seasons", by seeing more people to visit in the offseason (October through May) and fewer dunng the rest of the year. He believed that the
right kind of interpretation (though he did not speciS what this was) could accornplish
such a feat.
Increasing the visiter's length of stay was not ranked very high by the key informants.
Several key informants stated that this is because it is unrealistic to attempt to increase
the tourist's length of stay. They explained that tourists are often on set schedules. many
are pan of pre-packaged tours or progarns. and it is dificult to change these time
constraints. It is unlikely that a visitor will delay their departure to participate in an
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interpretive opportunity (Key Informant Interviews 1996). A couple of key informants.
however. did note that "increasing the towist length of stay would help reach the other
objectives of awareness, education. and behavior" (Key Informant Interviews 1996).
Finally. one individual stated that a primary objective should be to encourage people to
stay longer and explore the Park. making the park more than just a stop on the way.
In the extra space provided on the questionnaire. one key informant specified that "lt is
not enough ... to strive to protect an area or for individuals to have a good time while
they are here" (Key Informant Interviews 1996). One of the primary responsibilities of an
interpreter is to "help people become closer to the Park" (Key Informant Interviews
1996). *'Physical protection of Parks areas is important; [however] of greater importance
is ecosystem protection on a large scale" (Key Informant Interviews 1996) (i.e. beyond
the Park boundaries).
Finally. one individual stressed that, -'It is important for visitors to take away with them
tools to use in their everyday lives". For exarnple. recycling does not need to stop at the
Park gates. but can be carried on as part of a visiter's everyday life. It is an objective that
the interpretation itself reflects back into the lives of the visitors: it must make sense by
standards in their everyday lives. (Key Informant Intemiews 1996)

Perceived Interpretive Needs
The key informants were asked for their opinions regarding the current interpretation
situation in Jasper National Park. They were asked to comment on what areas and topics
were in need of more or better interpretation. Incorporated in this discussion is
consideration of the visitors' interests as perceived by the key informants.

The general key informant perception was that natural resources are highest on the list of
visitor interests. Wiidlife. vegetation. landscape. and natural history ranked top within the
natural categories (Key Informant Inremiews 1 996). Although cultural resources are
perceived to rank lower. one key informant suggested that this ma. be because people
visiting the Park are not aware of the cultural history of the park. Key informants were of
the perception. however. that every aspect of Jasper's history. from prehistonc to recent.
presented a potentially interesting subject for visitors. The topics of pre-contact humans.
the fur trade. the railway. park operations. and living in the park were perceived as highly
favored by the visitors. while tourism. industry in the park. and depression and war were
not preferred topics. Three key informants specifically comrnented that the topic of PreContact Humans in the Park ha not been sufficiently interpreted. (Key Informant
Intemiews 1996)
The overall key informant perception was that tourists were interested primarily in 1)
what they could see. and 2) easily accessible areas. Considering the fact that 99% of
visitors to the park go no further than 100 metres off asphalt. many key informants felt
that the prospect of not having to go too far from the car. perhaps not even getting out of
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it. is attractive to many visitors. The Railway roundhouse and yards: the Moberly
~ o m e s t e a d s 'the
~ ; townsite. with its proposed historic district; the Athabasca River (a
Henta e River); the Athabasca Pass and Committee's Punch Bowl; the Palisades
Centre?'; Maligne Lake0sBrewster chalet" and Cwly Phillips' ~oathouse";the
Yellowhead Pass (Route of Highway 16); the Athabasca Glacier; Icefields Parkway:
Miette Hotsprings; Maligne Canyon: Pyramid Bench; the Internrnent and Conscientious
Objector Camps: and oca ah ont as" were identified as sites of prime visitor interest. In
order of perceived importance. however. areas most identified by key infomants (to be
included in this category, 4 or more individuals must have indicated a need for more
interpretation of a site) as those that could benefit fiom more or better interpretation.
were the Moberly Homesteads, the Palisades Centre. Jasper townsite and its proposed
historic district. the Internment camps and wartime themes. Pocohontas. the Yellowhead
Pass. and the Railway. Fewer of the key informants (3 or fewer perceiving the need for
more interpretation of a site) perceivrd the Icefields Parkway. the Pyramid Bench.
Brewster Chalet and Curly Phillip's Boathouse. the Athabasca Pass and Committee's
Punch Bowl. and Miette Hotsprings as needing more interpretation.
Nonh of Jasper townsite. on the Celestine Lake Road. stands Ewan Moberly's
homestead. The remains of his brothrr John Moberly's homestead are found south of
Ewan's. on the east side of the Athabasca River. Both Moberly homesteads provide
interesting interpretive opportunities "simply because of the isolation factor*'.Although
the Ewan Moberly homestead has a sign. more detail is needed about the site. A box
containing pamphlets at the site was suggested bp one key informant. The early
settlement and history of the Jasper area should be better interpreted (Key Informant
Inten-iews 1996).
The management of the Moberly homesteads could not be stressed enough bby the key
informants. While 5 individuals stressed the management of John Moberly's homestead.
10 key informants stressed the management of Ewan Moberly's homestead. Several years
ago a human-set fire in John Moberly's house resulted in the virtual (some of the house is
still standing) loss of the regionally important site. Ewan Moberly's home is presently in
bad disrepair as well. although in the last year. the structure has been somewhat
reinforced. According to several key informants. stabilization and interpretation of these
sites is essential while the buildings still remain (Key Informant Interviews 1996).

Six key informants perceived the Palisades Centre (currently a National Parks Training
Centre) as an important site to interpret. As the site of the Lewis ~ w i f i l homestead
*
and
the Iast privately held land within the park boundaries. it offers stories about settlement of
the area before (and after) the region was designated as a National Park. Logistically, the
site is realistic for tounsm and interpretive purposes. as there are parking facilities and
restrooms on the property. Furthemore. it provides access to the railway and is located
on the road to the Ewan Moberly homestead. However. public use of the site is not
encouraged given that this is a primary national training centre in western Canada and it
serves to house park researchers year-round. (Key Informant Interviews 1996)
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Six key infomants also expressed the belief that the townsite and its historic district
couid benefit fiom more interpretation. One key informant was of the opinion that as the
townsite region offers the highest human concentration in the Park. more convenient
interpretive options should be available there. It was suggested that in Jasper townsite.
Street signs should be used to get the Park message across to a "captive" audience. The
Park should develop "more sophisticated" and better signage, trails (incorporating
surfacing and fencing). attractions, and facilities closer to the town (more basic facilities
are more acceptable funher into the backcountry). Farther away fiom the community.
there should be more information available at the trailheads regarding what people might
encounter while on the trails. as well as what behavior is expected of a park user. (Key
Informant Interviews 1996) Given the potentially large numbers of individuals that might
be reached. it was believed that money justifiably could be spent on such a project.
Another key informant believed that the identification or designation of commercial
buildings in the town was necessary so that visitors would not have to take the local
historical walking tour or buy the historical guide-book to gain an appreciation of the
area's built resources. (Key Informant Interviews 1996)
Some interest was shoun in the comrnemoration of the internent and conscientious
objector camps in the park. Five key informants believed that there is an interest in the
Depression and War years. but that niany individuais are not even aware that the park
was associated with activities related to these eras. To the west of Jasper National Park.
an interpretive effort has been made by the Federal Govemment in the f o m of a notice
board acknowledging the discriminatory intemment of Japanese Canadians during World
War II. No efforts have been made uithin the park. however. to acknowledge the
internment of other ethnic groups fsuch as the Ukrainians) in the fint half of this century.
Five key informants felt that this need should be addressed".
Near the park's east gate lies Pocahontas. an abandoned coal mining t o w . of which the
Mine Superintendent's House is the only remaining building. An interpretive pamphlet.
and signage already exists for the site. but four key informants perceived that this site
would benefit from increased interpretive programming. The area could be used yearround. and people could be drawn in as they pass by on Highway 16. Furthemore. it
offers an appealing site for role-playing or evening programs. and the presentation of
park messages to the public. Histonc resource extraction within park limits could be
emphasized. as could the railway. the Montane. Roche Miette (a prominant mountain).
the history of the area. and the Athabasca River. The site is totally outdoors. likely to
appeal to a wide age-range. and tourism infrastructure facilities are already in place.
including a parking lot and outlying accommodation (Pocahontas Bungalows). (Key
Informant Interviews 1996)

To the West of the park. it was suggested that the Great Divide could be used as a focus
for the presentation of the Tête aune^' story and the history of the Yellowhead Pas.
Four individuals stressed that we must realize the comection and continuity of the history
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along the Yellowhead Corridor. Highway 16 (the Yellowhead) is open year-round. and
ofien the interpretive opportunities are not taken advantage of during the off-season. It
was noted that in the winter. it is hard to tell if there are interpretive signs at the roadside.
because snow (often) covers them. (Key Informant Interviews 1996)

Four key informants perceived the need for more interpretation of the Railway theme.
The theme is '-popular with the locals. but very little is done to present it to the public"
(Key Informant Interviews 1996). High visitor interest was perceived regarding when the
Railway came to Jasper. and how it changed the area. The European visiton were seen to
be interested in the '-romance" of the Railway and the actual workings of the trains. One
key informant even suggested putting the old railway roundhouse to use as a thematic
interpretive centre.
To the West and south of Jasper townsite lies the Icefields Parkway. One key informant
suggestrd that this might interest the visitor -3ust because it's so accessible". Another key
informant suggested that more information could be presented along the Icefields
Highway as a means of presenting the public uith park messages. The only concem
shown here was that increased use of the Parkway might lead to expansion of the
highway to accommodate the increase in traffic.
Within easy access. just west of Jasper townsite. is the Pprarnid Bench. a forested area
with rnanp recreational trails. Already. it is used frequently by local residents and \risitors.
Key informants believe that the Bench is in need of better trail development and
interpretation of cultural resources such as Project Habbakuk (see page 99 for
background on this undenvater archaeological resource). This would allow for
esplmations of what the hiker c m espect to see in terms of wildlife and vegetation. and
how to behave in potentially dangerous situations (such as when a bear is encountered).
The opportunity for cultural interpretation. however. is limited given the lack of cultural
resources in the area. (Key Informant Interviews 1996)
Also close to Jasper townsite. in fact directly across the Athabasca River. is Old Fon
Point. a prominent hi11 around which a trail system has been developed. The trails of Old
Fort Point provide a flat. simple walk. Key informants believed that this area could and
should be developed more in terms of interpretation. as the area offers the opportunity to
tell the very important and interesting story of the fur trade. as well as expose users to the
area's natural resources. (Key Informant Interviews 19%)
It was mentioned that the Maligne-Medicine Lake comdor is "already well-interpreted"
(Key Informant Interviews 1996). There was some interest. however. in improving the
interpretation available at Maligne Lake. The Brewster Chalet has had stabilization work
done and it represents the tourkm industry in Jasper early in the Twentieth Century. It
offers an opportunity for the development of an interpretive centre within an historical
building. In the last year. proposais for its use have been submitted (including
developing it as a centre for active interpretation. or as a centre to merely look into. or
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returning it to its original function). The Cwly Phillips Boathouse has been virtually
ignored. but it. too. offen the opportunity to put an historical building to me as an
interpretive centre. It was suggested that one could possibly make use of partnerships to
obtain rnoney to sponsor such a project, or contract it out to private interpreters. As for
the Palisades Centre and Pocahontas. the tourisrn infrastructure (parking and other
facilities) is already in place. making the site more appealing. (Key Informant Interviews
19%)
Up the Fiddle River Valley from Pocohontas are Miette Hotsprings. As they are the
hottest springs in the Canadian Rockies a key informant suggested that they could benefit
from a greater interpretive focus. (Key Informant Interviews 1996)

Location, Scope, and Theme of the Recomrnended Interpretive Program
The esamination of the current state of interpretation within Jasper National Park with
respect to the desired accomplishments for interpretation as outlined in the park's
interpretive plans clearly identified the Yellowhead Comdor as an IMU requiring more
interpretation. Given the locations of the sites identified by key informants as needing
interpretation. one cm see that they lie pnmarily along the route of Highway 16
(theYellowhead Highway) (see Figure 4). This interpretive need and. as perceived by the
key informants the majority of interpretive needs of the park, can be addressed by the
design and implementation of an interpretive program focusing on the Y el lowhead
Corridor.
Given that "roads play a fundamental role in meeting our [Parks]mission by providing
\-isitors with an opportunity to experience and enjoy the vast areas of Jasper National
Park that would othenvise be inaccessible to other modes of transportation" (Parks
Canada 1994b p25). the national significance of the Yellowhead as a transportation
comdor both today and in the past. as well as a naturally and geologically significant
area. should be recognized. Interpretation along the Yellowhead Highway has the
potential of reaching a large number of visiton. Furthemore. 23% of individuals polled
by Angus Reid (1 993) believed sightseeing by car to be a "veryimportant" activi..

An interpretive program examining the human use of the natural resources of the
Yellowhead Comdor. presented from the vantage point of Highway 16 (thus limiting the
scope of the project). will both fil1 the gap in the interpretive plans and satisfy the key
informants' perceived interpretive needs. Such an interpretive experience will build on
the idea that interpretation should not be limited to opportunities offered once visitors
have arrived at their destinations. Interpretation should build expectation of what the
visitors will encounter or experience once they have amved at their destination. The
products or services offered should be understood before the visitors reach their
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destination. If visitors know their options, they can make more infonned decisions as
to their interpretive expenences. Once at that destination. more detailed information may
be sought.

In doing as one of the key informants suggested and stressing -*thehistorical continuity
between Hinton. Alberta and Valemount. B.C."(Key Informant Interviews 1996). it may
be possible to further develop relationships with these gateway cornmunities. Jasper
National Park has already begun this partnering process with both Valemount and Hinton
Historical Societies. As noted by Todgharn @en.cornrn. 1996). the integration of the
natural and cultural aspects present along the highway would be relatively simple to
achieve. Interpretation would look at the interactions between the cultural and natural
resources from Hinton to Valemount, as well as evolution of Parks Canada policy since
the designation of the area as a National Park.
As previously defined by Parks Canada. the concept of "a corridor rhrozgh space and

rime" (Todgham 1985b p4) could be used to link together the different story elernents.
However. given that the project is being carried out for the Cultural Resource Officer. the
scope of the prograrn will be narrowed. and emphasis placed on the human use of the
Yellowhead Corridor. For a new cultural interpretive prograrn. 1 recornmend the theme
Hzrman trse of the Iéllorshead Corridor: 9.000 Z'ears of Acriviiy. This theme allows the
interpreter to provide the audience with insight into and understanding of the rationale
behind the peopling and use of the comdor and its natural resources today and in the paçt.
Subthemes to be addressed could be based on those GentiIcore (1978) identified in
his assessment of Jasper National Park's histoncal themes. Included are:
Post-glacial settlement
Post contact native settlement
Exploration and mapping
The early fur trade
Farming the land
Industnal development
Resource conservation
Land transportation
Objectives of the Recommended Interpretive Program

Based on the park's interpretive objectives and needs. and the cultural emphasis placed
on this project. objectives for a recommended interpretive program have been identified.
The primary objectives for an interpretive program are to:
1. Make the visitor aware of past and present human use of the Yellowhead Comdor for
its natural resources and as a travel comdor as depicted in the prehistoric and historic
sites present along the corridor.
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Provide the visitor with the insiglit that past and present human use of the
Yellowhead Corridor is due to the natural resources and travel route the comdor
offers. In other words, without these resources. it is unlikely that humans would have
used and would be using the area as they did and do.
Make visitors aware of the interactions between natural and cultural resources (hou.
the natural resources affect and are affected by the cultural resources. and how the
cultural resources affect and are affected by the naturaI resources).
Make the visitor aware of the changes in attitude with respect to human use of the
Yellowhead Comdor. Incorporated in this c m be the changes of park policy over the
years.
Increase visitor awareness of interpretive opponunities available to them along the
Yellowhead Comdor.

Torget Audiencefor the Recommended Inierpretive Program
Defining a potential audience for the interpretive program is somewhat dificult as
current visitor survey information is not readily available. Information from the 1994 Six
.Mmnfain ~ a r k s " Exit Sun~eyRepor! (draft) provides some general information
regarding visitors to the Six Mountain Parks. but less specific information deaiing strictly
with Jasper National Park. Although survey techniques included "recording vehicle types.
persona1 inteniews. and rnailback questionnaires." it "did not collect information about
people who travel by bus and train" (Parks Canada 1996a). Finally. the survey was
carried out between July 7 and September 2. 1994. not taking into consideration the
characteristics of the audience for the other 10 months of the year.
According to the draft 1994 Sir :bforrntain Parks Ekir S z i n r j Report (Parks Canada
1996a) -'76% of visitors to the six mountain parks are Canadian." while 45Yo of visitors
\-isitingjust the Four Mountain Parks are Albenans. Visitors are most commonly (77%)
between 35 and 19 years old. and visitors travelling with familg are "bp far" (79%) the
most cornmon type of visitor part?. Eightp-six percent of the visitors come to the Six
Mountain Parks for pleasure. Fourty-eight percent of visitors prefer to stay over in hotels
or motels. The other 63% prefer to stay in campgrounds or private accommodations
(these percentages do not add up to 100 percent because the categories are not mutually
exclusive).
Eighty-five to ninety percent of traffic exiting Jasper's East and West gates is passenger
vehicles. with the next most cornmon category (1 0% to 15%) being large commercial
trucks. Only 39% of visitors to the sin other rnountain parks visited Jasper, 5% passed
through. and 56% did neither. Given this. Parks Canada (1996) concluded that Jasper
National Park "is more of a destination" travel spot. At Jasper's West and East gates
respectively, 48% and 33% of the visitors purchased 4-day park passes. while on1y 38%
and 24% purchased daily passes. Annuai passes were purchased by 22% of visitors
entering through the east gate. but only 5% entering through the West gate. Given the
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popularity of the 4-day and daily park pass, it would appear that many of visiton to
Jasper plan to stay only briefly (1 to 4 days).
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In 1991. Coopers & Lybrand Consulting Group compiled Noies Regarding Park
LIilimion and Visitorship Profles for the Canadian Parks Service. This was a
component of the Roc@ Mountain ,Yaiional ~orks" UfilizafionSiudy,Part II. Although
the information is based on statistics collected from 1987 to 1988, it is the most recent
available study looking at year-round visitor statistics for the park's entire visitor
population. More recent studies. such as the 1990 Alberta Non-Resident Travel Erif
Suney. do not take into consideration the 45% of visitors to the park who are Albertan
residents (Parks Canada 1996a). This 45% is a significant segment of the visitor
population. Coopers and Lybrand (1Y9 1) is the only available source of information
regarding the socio-economic status of park visitors.
According to the Coopen & Lybrand Consulting Group study. "about one in three adult
visitors to the [Rocky Mountain] parks [has] a university degree. have a professional.
managerial. [or] executive occupation and a household income over $60.000 per annum."
while --Twentypercent or less are blue collar workers or unemployed. have less than a
Grade 12 education and have a household income under $30.000" (Coopers & Lybrand
Consulting Group 1991 p7).

The '-top activity in Rocky Mountain National Parks. by far. is sightseei~g(79%).
especially by car" (Coopers br Lybrand Consulting Group 1991 pl 2). Finally. most
visitors (57%) to the Rocky Mountain National P a r k visit during the Summer (June 15
through September 7). Nine percent visit dunng the FaII (September 8 through October
3 1 ). 2 1% in the Winter (Novernber 1 through April 14). and 13% in the Spring (April 15
through June 14) (Cooprrs 8; Lybrand Consulting Group 1991 ).
To summarize. the summer srason. short-term. pleasure-seeking. destination traveler
seems to be Jasper's most common visitor type. The most cornrnon activity in which
visiton are taking part is sightseeing by car. Furthemore. although these visiton are
pnmarily Canadians. if the statistics for the Four Mountain Parks speak tme to the
situation in Jasper. approximateiy 45% are Albertan families traveling in private vehicles.
In addition. one third of this visiting adult population appears to be well-educated
professionals with university degrees.
Targeting the audience with characteristics defined above would allow the recommended
interpretive program to reach the greatest number of visitors. Thus. the recommended
interpretive prograrn for Jasper National Park will be designed for adult Albertans who
are short-term. pleasure-seeking, destination travelers. sightseeing through the Park by
car in the surnmer. Although it is assumed that these visitors are well educated. the target
audience will include people who are new to the park or who are not already aware of the
Human use of the Yellowhead Corridor over the past 9.000 years. Though it is
recognized that children are part of the families travelling through the park. as Tilden
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(1 967 p9) States in his sixth pnnciple of interpretation. "interpretation addressed to
children ... should follow a fundamentally different approach" than that used to present
the interpretation to adults. Trying to cater to children and adults at the same time may
result in an interpretive program that does not entirely satisfy either group.

Medium for Presentation for the Recornrnended Interpretive Progrum
Before taking the next step. and deciding upon the interpretive medium to be used in the
interpretive program recommended for the Yellowhead Corridor. several factors must be
considered. Included are the messages and themes to be comunicated: the audience and
its capability to "absorb" interpretation; the number of people a given medium can reach:
the budget: human (and other available) resources; constraints (such as time limits):
availability to the public: the potentiaily obtmsive nature of the medium: vandalisrn; easr
of maintenance: management concems: and the reaction desired from the audience
(Aldridge 1975: Foley 1978: Grater 1976; Helmsley 1971: Robinson 1992: Sharpe 1976:
Stewart 1981 : EVDS 647 1995).
Parks Canada identifies many of the sarne factors to be considered when selecting
interpretive media. According to the Cultural Resource Management Policy. "in selecting
the most appropriate means and media for interpreting cultural resources and themes
related to human history. Parks Canada will be guided by Ministerial decisions regarding
the purpose and form of commemoration. and will consider the following factors:
the cornmernorative intent. themes. purpose and objective of the national historic site.
i
National Park or historic canal:
ii) the historic value of the resource:
iii) the interpretive potential of the resource and its themes:
i v ) visitor needs and expectations:
1 the impact of interpretation activities on the resource:
vi J the availability of knowledge on which to proceed:
vii) opportunities for appropriate visitor use:
viii) the relationship of specific interpretive options to the overall presentation of a site:
and
is) available human and financial resources." (Parks Canada 1994a section 3.5.2.3)
As early as 1985. it was recognized that "...although offenng guided events may be

preferable in terms of quality. the- are not financially viable because too much time is
spent on them for the nurnber of contacts made" (Todgham 1985d pl). In 1985 it was
decided that "guided events [would] no longer be offered except through the use of
volunteers" (Todgham 1985d p5). Today. even '*fewer financial resources [are] available
to support [Department of Canadian Hentage] activities" (Depattment of Canadian
Hentage 1995a pj). In the 1996-97 fiscal year. starting April 1. 1996. Parks Canada will
be receiving $3 1 1 million, "$15 million Iess than in 1995-96"(Adams 1996).
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In 1994. Parks Canada's intention was to "continue to develop and enhance its
information. interpretation and extension prograrns as a principle means of achieving iis
protection and presentation objectives, building constituencies and fostenng national
identity0'(ParksCanada 1994c section 4.2.1 ). Jasper National Park, however. had a vision
that "over the next few years [the Heritage Communication] prograrn will move from a
direct persona1 delivery semice to a prograrn where services are delivered by others"
(Parks Canada 1994b pl 8). With the re-organization of Parks Canada, in 1996. the
Heritage Communication progam tasks were integrated into other work units. A work
unit specializing in communications no longer exists (Parks Canada 1996b). Accordinglg.
Parks Canada's interpretive emphasis has shified "from direct delivery to facilitating and
empowenng" (Department of Canadian Heritage 1995b pl ). There is "an increased
expectation that some hentage presentation will be delivered by third parties" (Parks
Canada 1996b). "Visitor costs will be recovered. where possible. through a variety of
measures." (Parks Canada 1994d p3).
Given the scope of the recornmended interpretive progrm. and the limited available
budget. persona1 interpretive options are immediately viewed as unrealistic or
inappropnate. Included are persona1 tours of the Yellowhead Comdor. demonstrations.
skill drvelopment. lectures. and animation (both active and passive).
Again. given the inappropriate nature or excessive costs. use of displays. exhibits. and
automatic audio-visual prograrns can also be stmck from the interpretive options. The use
of signs and markers rnight be appropriate in conjunction with the recommended
interpretive program. but alone. the? would not be a practical method of achieving the
objective of increasing visitor awarenrss of interpretive opportunities available along the
Yellowhead Corridor. It is more practical that the visitor be aware of interpretive
opportunities well before the- encounter them. Funhermore. the associated cost for initial
production of a senes of signs along the Yellowhead Comdor well exceeds the budget
allotted to the development of the prograrn.
The interpretive literature offered bu P a r k has changed over the years. The number of
pamphlets has decreased and rnuch of the information has been compiled into the park's
"Visiter's Guide". This change has been dnven by the costs of production and mailing.
and as an attempt to decrease the environmental side effects of disposable literature. The
negative environrnental side-effects and costs associated with this disposable literature.
however. may be alleviated by the use of a cost-recovery method for the distribution of
the recommended interpretive program. It is less likely that individuals will immediately
throw away something they have paid for.
A publication in the form of a self-interpretive guidebook best meets the requirements for
the recomrnended interpretive program. To start with. it allows the visitor to take his or
her ouin time while traveling along the corridor, and provides the visitor with a souvenir
to take home. Secondly. such a product falls within the budget allotted to the
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deveioprnent of a cultural interpretive program. Good marketing will allow a
publication to potentially reach a large number of visitoe.
An interpretive guide for the Yellowhead Corridor will prepare and familiarize travelers
with points of interest present along the highway and take into consideration potential
disturbance of resources by using non-intrusive interpretation of potentially fragile
resources. The Moberly homesteads. the Palisades Centre, the rail way. the sites of
internent camps. the montane ecosystem. and the Athabasca (a Hentage River) c m be
discussed fiom a distance. Finally. visiton will be encouraged to make use of presently
available park resources (for example signs and facilities along Highway 16).

It is recognized that Bnan Patton's Parkways of the Canadion Rockies ( 1995) contains a
section dealing with the Yellowhead Highway. However, it deals only with that section
of the highway contained within the park boundaries and the focus is not cultural. When
the initial recommendations were made. the 1995 edition had not been released. and the
most current available edition nrasalready 8 years old. Interpretation of the park as
something other than a cultural and natural island. but as part of a larger system would
allou- Parks Canada to strive for "mutually supportive environmental service. social. and
cultural objectives for conservation and sustainability" (Parks Canada 1 991e p 1 4).
The drawbacks associated with such an interpretive product include the potential increase
in the use of roadside pulloffs. As travelers become more aware of what there is to see
(before they pass it). they will be more likelp to pull over. This ma)- pose some concem
for safety along the highway. as it is a trans-continental route traveled by large transpon
vehiclrs. Although traffic using Highway 16 is prirnarily (85%) passenger vehicles. large
commercial trucks account for the nest most common vehicle type ( 10%) (Parks Canada
1996a). Secondly. pro\-iding the travrler with an opponunity to obtain such a product
before reaching the park gates may be difficult.

Jasper National Park's interpretive resources were assessed by comparing Jasper National
Park's interpretive plans with the current status of interpretation in the park. This
cornparison was carried out bu way of a literature review. an interview with Mr. Jim
Todgham. and 18 key informant interviews.
The information gained from the literature review and the interview with Mr. Jim
Todgham served as the pnmary sources of information in the assessrnent process. The
key informant interviews served to validate and confirm the conclusions d r a w from the
literature review and interview with Mr. Jim Todgham.
Ali three sources of information indicated that the cultural resources of the Yellowhead
Corridor were yet to be sufficiently interpreted. Given the cultural focus and limiting the
scope of the interpretive program to the resources that can be interpreted or accessed
Chaprer 2 - lnterpre~a~ion
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fiom Highway 16, the interpretive theme was defined as: The Human History of the
Yellowhead Comdor. Sub-themes associated with this main human history theme were
based on Gentilcore's (1978) assessnient of Jasper National Park's historical themes.
Included were:
Post-glacial settlement
Post contact native settlement
Exploration and mapping
The early fur trade
Farming the land
Industrial development
Resource conservation
Land transportation
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Five objectives were defined for the interpretive prograrn. They are:
Make the visitor aware of past and present human use of the Yellowhead Corridor for
its natural resources and as a travel corridor as depicted in the prehistoric and histonc
sites present along the corridor.
Provide the visitor with the insiglit that past and present human use of the Yellowhead
Corridor is due to the natural resources and travel route the comdor offers. In other
words. without these resources. it is unlikely that humans would have and would be
using the area as they did and do.
Make visitors aware of the interactions between natural and cultural resources (how
the natural resources affect and are affected by the cultural resources. and how the
cultural resources affect and are affected by the natural resources).
Make the visitor aware of the changes in attitude with respect to human use of the
Yellowhead Corridor. lncorporatcd in this can be the changes of park policy over the
vears.
lncrease visitor awareness of interpretive opportunities available to them along the
Yellowhead Comdor.
Through a literature review. a target audience for the interpretive program was defined
as adult Albertans who are short-term. pleasure-seeking. destination travelers. sightseeing
through the Park by car in the summer. This audience includes people who are new to the
park or who are not already aware of the Human use of the Yellowhead Comdor over the
past 9.000 years. The audience was difficult to define due to the lack of available
information on the park visitors' characteristics. including their interpretive needs.
Finally. giving consideration to the defined interpretive theme and subthemes. audience.
interpretive media pros and cons. interpretive objectives. and cost. the medium for
interpretation was decided upon. A publication in the form of a self-interpretive
guidebook best meets the requirements for the recornrnended interpretive program. It
allows visitors to take their tirne while traveling along the corridor, and provides them
with a souvenir to take home. Such a product also fails within the budget allotted to the
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No tes
An interpretive program is a "vehicle through which interpretation is presented. e.g.
brochure. story. display, guided hike" (ATEC 1996 pl 0).
Data for the 1994- 1995 federal fiscal year indicate that 1,520.000 people visited Jasper
National Park. while 2,870.000 people passed through. (Canadian Heritage statistics.
19%)
3
The Bus Tourist is a visitor traveling. via bus. on an organized tour.
J
The Resort Vacationer is a visitor who engages in activities offered by resort industries
(e-g. golf. skiing. tennis. nightlife). Included under this categor) are Convention
Attendees.
? The Seniors' Group Member is part of an organized excursion of senior citizens (e.g
Elderhostel).
6
The Through-Traveler is merely passing through an area. He or she may use facilities
such as gas stations and restaurants.
7
The Llrban Traveler is a visitor interested primarily in what the urban environment has
to offer (e.g. shopping. city life).
8
The Youth Group Member is part of a group such as guides. scouts. and other you~h
clubs.
9
Presentation is defined as "Activities. services and facilities that bring the public into
direct or indirect contact uith national historic sites. national parks and historic canals.
and the resources associated with them" (Parks Canada Guiding Principlrs and
Operational Policies 1994 p 121) thus incorporating interpretive activities.
1O
Communication Services is comprised of four general areas:
1 . Grneral mc-arejtess and trip planning is oflered ourside park boundaries.
2 . Orienrarion and information is offered once risifors enter a park or arriir in an urea.
3. Interpreration is oflered to heelp people undersrand. appreciare and increase their
experience i i *irh the park natitral and cultural heri~ageresources.
4 . Public inrolvement is offered ro encourage people 10 become ucfiveiy involved wirh
the management and operation of no~ionalparks, and ro encourage a hvo-way
communicarion exchange. (Parks Canada 1983 p7)
II
The Seven Mountain Park of the Canadian Cordillera are Banff, Jasper. Kootenay.
Yoho, Mount Revelstoke. Glacier. and Waterton Lakes.
" Jasper's 14 IMUs are: The Yellowhead Comdor: The Icefields Parkway: [People] and
Mountains: WiIdlife and Mountains; The Whistlers: Columbia Icefield: Mount Edith
Cavell: Maligne Valley; Fiddle Valley; Jasper Townsite Area; Lakes and Rivers;
Carnpgrounds: Marmot Basin: and Backcountry.

'

-

- -
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The Moberly farnily figured prominently in the history of Jasper National Park area
from the time of the fur trade through to the coming of the Railway.
A training centre for the federal govemmeent.
" The Brewster brothers. Fred and Jack. were early outfiners in the Jasper area. This was
one of their guest lodges.
16
Donald "Curly" Phillips was the first outtitter in the Jasper area. This boathouse (built
in 1929) is a provincially registered heritage site.
17
Pocahontas was a coal mining town at the east end of Jasper National Park. It closed in
192 1.
18
Lewis Swift was the first individual to take up permanent residence in the Jasper area.
He was also Jasper's first game warden.
" Since these interviews were conducted. a cornmernorative plaque was erected for the
World War One Ukranian Internent Camp along Old Fort Point road.
fO
Tête Jaune (Yellowhead) was a blond Iroquois who traded out of Jasper House in the
early 19th century n i e Yellowhead Pass is named afier hirn.
The Six Mountain Parks are Banff. Jasper. Kootenay Yoho. Glacier. and Mount
Revelstoke National Parks.
-- In this case. Rocky Mountain National Parks refers to Banff. Jasper. Yoho. and
Kootenay National Parks.
l3

'"

''
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Chapter 3
Establishing Interpretive Opportunities Along the Yellowhead Corridor
Of the six steps guiding the interpretive planning process. three were addressed in
Chapter 2. Included were the justification for an interpretive program for Jasper National
Park (wherein the scope. theme and objectives of a new park interpretive program were
defined). the identification of the target audience. and the choice of the interpretive
medium (see Table 5).

Table 5. The scope, theme, objectives, target audience, and interpretive medium for
Jasper National Park's new interpretive program, as defined in Chapter 2.
Scope
The Yellowhead Corridor along Highway 16 between
Hinton, Al berta and Valemount. British Columbia
Theme
Human Histoy of the Yellowhead Corridor
Objectives
1. Make the visitor aware of put and present human use of the
Yellowhead Comdor for its natural resources and as a travel
1
comdor as depicted in the prehistoric and historic sites
i
present along the conidor.
I
6.
Provide
ihe visitor with the insight that past and present
I
human use of the Yellowhead Corridor is due to the natural
resources and travel route the comdor offers. In other words.
without rhese resources. it is unlikely that humans would
1i have and would be using the area as the? did and do.
I 7. Make visitors aware of the interactions between natural and
1 cultural resources (how the natural resources affect and are
affected by the cultural resources. and how the cultural
resources affect and are affected by the natural resources).
i 8. Make the visitor aware of the changes in attitude with respect
to human use of the Yellowhead Corridor. Incorporated in
i
this can be the changes of park policy over the years.
/
1 9. tncrease visitor awareness of interpretive opportunities
I
available to them along the Yellowhead Corridor.
Target Audience
well educated adult Albertans who are new to the park or
who
are not already aware of the Hurnan use of the
I
Yellowhead Comdor over the past 9.000 years. These
!
individuals are short-terni, pleasure-seeking. destination
i
travelers. sightseeing through the Park by car.
1
1 Interpretive
self-interpretive automobile guide
1 Medium
l

/

1

1

1

/

l
l

i

1
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The purpose of Chapter 3 is to provide a temporal inventory of the interpretive resources
available dong the Yellowhead Corridor. As noted by Veverka (1 994). preparing an
inventory is an essential step in the interpretive planning process. These interpretive
resources include sites and stories (background information) relevant to the theme. The
Human Hisrory of the Yellowheod Corridor. as well as roadside stops from which
interpretation dealing with these sites and stories may be delivered. In preparing the
interpretive guide itself. the resources will be presented in spatial order (fiom West to
east. or east to west). For locations of roads and stops mentioned in the text. please refer
to Figure 5.
In addition. ideas to be used in the design and development of the interpretive program
addressing the Human History of the Yellowhead Comdor are presented. The text and
proposed format for the automobile tour will be drawn from the passages and ideas
presented in the discussion section of the chapter.

Methods
.4 literature review and fieldwork were used to establish what interpretive opportunities
were available along the Yellowhead Comdor.

1. Literature Review
The literature review allowed for the compilation of information pertaining to The
H m u n Hisrun-of rhr Iidloit.heud Corridor ( from 12.000 years ago to approsimately
1950). Information was included based on its conformation with the interpretive program
theme and subthemes. and the program objectives defined in Chapter 2. The potential
interest the information might hoid for the target audience. and the ease with which the
information could be interpreted from Highway 16 (information gathered during
fieldwork) were also considered. Information was sought frorn:

Archaeolog- Sun-ey of .Albena. Edmonton
British Columbia Ministry of Small Business. Tourism and Culture. Archaeology
Branch. Victoria
Canadian Heritage. Archaeological Services. Calgary
Glenbow Museum L i b r q and Archives. Calgary
Jasper National Park Library. Jasper
Parks Cmada Western Regional Office Library. Calgary
Pro\ince of British Columbia Ministry of Environment. Lands and Parks. Mount
Robson
The TON-of Hinton.
T l e University of Alberta Library. Edmonton
The University of Calgary Library. Calgary
The Village of Valemount
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ROADS

@

@

H t g h w a y 16

(Yellow head Highway)
Highwty 93
(icefields Parkway)

F i g h w a y 93A
A. Fiddlc River Valley Road
B. Celestine Lake Road
C. Maligne Road

@A

t

STOPS
1. Tete Jaune Cache
4. .Moosc Lalic Pulloff
S. Fraser Crossiag
6. Lucerne Campground
7. Acknow ledgernent Pulloff
8. Yellowhead Pasv
9. Jasper Information Centre
10. Henq House Pulloff
I I . Lobstick
12. Colin Range Viewpoint
13. Palisades Picnic Gmund
11. Cold Sulphur Spring
15. Talbot Lakc Pulloff
16. Fitzhugh Limc & Stonc Cornpan!
17. Disaster Point
18. Pocahontas Cod Mine

O

20

Figure 5. Roads and stops mentioned in text.
Base Mopfiom: Canadiun Park Service. 1988. Jasper National Park
M2magement Plan. Environment Canada. Ottma. p I l j .
- - --
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2. Fieldwork
Fieldwork enabled the author to become familiarized with the interpretive resources
currently available along Highway 16. Two retum trips were made between Hinton.
Alberta and Valemount. British Columbia During these excursions, distances from each
endpoint were recorded for each potential interpretive stop. The applicability of stops for
the presentation of information dealing with the main interpretive theme or any of the
sub-themes was considered. Additionally. the safety of the stop (was it clear from
highway traffic). the accessibiiity of the stop (was it paved or rough road). and services
available at each stop (washrooms. gas. picnic tables. interpretive signage. phones. and
restaurants) were noted.
3. Establishing the interpretive Opportunities
Combining the information derived from the Iiterature review and the fieldwork.
interpretive stops and the information to be interpreted at each were decided upon.

The choice of interpretive resources to be discussed at these stops was based upon several
factors. the primay ones being the applicability of the resources to the interpretive
program theme and sub-themes defined in Chapter 2. and the potential of the resources to
rnable the interpreter to satisb the defined objectives of a new interpretive prograrn.
Funher considerations included potential interest to the iarget audience. and if the
resources could be interpreted from one of the safe. easily accessible stops identified
through the fieldwork.
The key below illustrates the overall decision-making process followed u-hen decidinp
upon what interpretive resources would be included in the interpretive program.
Key to the C hoice of Interpretive Resources:
1s the interpretive resobrce applicable to the defined theme Hlrman H i s f o ~oyf the
Ydlowhead Corridor?
Yes - go to question 2
No - do not include this resource in the interpretive prograrn
Will the inclusion of the interpretive resource in the interpretive program lead to the
anainment of any or al1 of the interpretive objectives defined for the interpretive
program?
Yes - go to question 3
No - do not include this resource in the interpretive program
Can the interpretive resource be made interesting to the target audience?
Yes - go to question 4
No - do not include this resource in the interpretive program
Can the interpretive resource be interpreted from Highway 16?
Yes - go to question 5
No - do not include this resource in the interpretive program
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5. 1s there a safe. easily accessible pullout from which the interpretive resource c m be
interpreted?
Yes - include this resource in the interpretive program
No - do not include this resource in the interpretive program
Discussion

The hjstory of hurnan use of the Yellowhead Corridor has been docurnented. in detail. by
severaI authors (Anderson and Reeves 1975; Canadian Parks Service 1 989: Elliott 1971;
Ens and Potyondi 1986; Gainer 1981: Great Plains Research Consultants 1985: Pickard
1987: Wolff 1978). Unfortunately. although the factual information (based on
documented primary evidence) contained within these documents is of potential interest
to park visitors. it is not made readily available to these visitors.
The provision of great detail conceming past human activity along the comdor. in the
above-noted documents is such that to examine al1 aspects of hurnan use of the corridor is
unrealistic for the duration of an automobile tour: it would simply overwhelrn. and likeiy
discourage. the visitor. The goal of this project is not simply the production of another
historical manuscript. it is the creation of an interpretive guide. Furthermore. to repeat the
detailed esamination of the human history of the Yellowhead Corridor as provided in
these works would be redundant.
Information derived from the literature review is presented in chronological order in the
lefi-hand column of the foilowing chan. For the purposes of this project. the level of
detail has been kept to a minimum. The information presented is an overview of human
use of the coridor during both the prehistoric and historic eras. An attempt has been
made to include only as much information as will likely be presented in the interpretive
guide. The resources discussed are those that fit within the characteristics defined in the
Key To The Choice Of Interoretive Resources. m i s level of information is adequate to
catch the reader's attention and interest. and allow the visitor to understand and
appreciate the hurnan histon of the Yellowhead Comdor. Where appropriate (e.g. points
or stories that ma. grab the interest of the visitor). more detail is afforded. Any
information bepond that ultimately included in the guide serves to provide a more
complete background to the human history of the Yellowhead Comdor. As such. the
following information may be used for future reference to the region's past.
Ideas to be developed in the final interpretive program are provided in the right-hand
column. alongside the points with which they are most closely associated. Included in
these ideas are suggested inclusions of illustrations. in the form of maps. line drawings.
or photographs. Information obtained dunng fieldwork, for example the appropnate
locations for the presentation of the interpretive matenals. has also been included in this
right-hand column. Furthermore. inclusion of information in the form of "asides" is
suggested. "Asides" take the form of tidbits of information not central to the main story
line. but which rnay be of interest to the visitor. This form of ~resentationallows the
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reader continuity when reviewing the information contained within the main "background
information" column.

Background Information

-

Interpretation Ideas and
Concepts

Prehistory The Comdor Before the Arriva1 of
Europeans
This information will serve as an introduction to hurnan
presence in the comdor.
The Yellowhead Comdor is situated within the "IceFree Comdor". one of w o hypothesized routes' of
human en- into the unglaciated portion of North
America. south of the continental ice sheets at the close
e '
approximately 12.000 and
of the last Ice ~ ~ (between
9.000 yean BP~)).
However. ideas conceming the
location. longevity and continuity of the Ice-Free
Comdor are constantly and rapidly changing (see
Beaudoin et. al. 1996; Bobrowsky and Rutter 1993:
Pielou 1991 : Reeves 1973: Ritchie 1980: and Rutter
1980 for detailed discussions concerning these
conflicting ideas).

IHustration: The visitor will
be provided with a map to
help him or her better
understand the location of
the Ice-Free Corridor. It
would be effective if this
were drawn using threedimensional effects.
The uncertainty of the Ice
Free Comdor. post-glacial
environrnent. and human use
of the Yellowhead Comdor
must be made very clear to
the visitor.

Clues pertaining to the post-glacial en\ ironrnent are
provided through the study of biotic remains such as
pollen. diatoms. and plant macrofossils: and
biogeochemichal indicators such as sediment-,
pigments. Unfortunately. such paieoenvironmental data
provide the scientist with only a general picture of
environmental trends over a roughly defined time scale.
As a result. although research has been canied out in
certain parts of Jasper National Park and surrounding
areas. scientists still have an incomplete understanding
of the Yellowhead Corridor's postglacial ~olocene"
environment. (Beaudoin 1993; Luckrnan 1990) Given
that archaeological sites are likely difficult to locate
because of large amounts of overlying sediments, and
the fact that the post-glacial environment appean to
have been very dynamic (changing very quickly due to
rapid climatic change, soi1 development. and plant
migration), human use of the corridor may never be
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understood exactly as it was. The information that
follows is the interpretation of the available scienti fic
data. Pielou (1 99 1) put it well when she stated that
paleoecology. more than most sciences. depends on
indirect inferences for its conclusions.
It is postulated that the Ice-Free Corridor has been
Illustration: An artist's
unrestricted for 40,000 of the last 50.000 years. Until the rendering of what the
end of the last glaciation. however. Pielou (1 99 1 )
corridor may have Iooked
proposes that during much of the time it was open it was like should be included.
forbidding and inhospitable. Incessant. strong. bitterly
cold winds would have blown off the ice sheets. and the
land would have been dominated by bogs. rnanhes.
stagnant ice and rock-strewn barrens. with dangerous.
torrential rivers and icy lakes. Unable to survive in such
an area until the influence of the ice sheets had decayed
sufficientlp to permit vegetation to becorne established.
big game had to await a climate warm enough to support
the gasslands and grassy woodlands upon which they
thrived. (Pielou 1991) Sparse vegetation and lack of
large mammals would have resulted in insufficient
resources to supply people with food. clothing. and fuel.
.As a result. human presence in the area prior to the close
of the Wisconsin glaciation was unlikely. In fact. as far
as u-e h o u - . there is no evidence of human use of the
Ice-Free Corridor before i 2.000 BP (Beaudoin et. al.
1996).
During the Wisconsin Glaciation. Cordilleran ice. from
Illustration: Again.
provision of pictures
its Rock'; Mountain Trench source in what is now
British Columbia. crossed the Continental Divide by
depicting the heights of the
ice sheets relative to current
way of the Yellowhead Pass and made its way east
landmarks would be
d o m the Athabasca River drainage. along the
Yellowhead Comdor (Levson et. al. 1989; Luckman and desirable. Reference points
provided in the illustration
Osbom 1978: Roed et. al. 1967). The CordiIleran ice
would aIIow the visitor to
sheet was some 2 kilometres thick. and likely
relate to and appreciate how
surrounded. and. in some cases. overrode rnountain
peaks. This is the same glacial advance that would have thick the ice was.
Aside: The Continental
brought with it. from west of the Rocky Mountain
Divide is the point at which
Trench. the rocks that make up the Erratics Train
water may drain into either
through the Foothills of Alberta (Roed et. al. 1967). In
Alberta. the Erratics Train is a scatter of bouiders that
the Atlantic or the Arctic
extends along the Rocky Mountain foothills fiom the
oceans.
'Athabasca Valley to the Amencan border (Beaudoin
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1997. pers. corn.). However, scientists are uncertain as
to the timing (whether it was during the early or late
Wisconsin). and extent of this advance (Levson et. al.
1989).
Approximately 13.000 years BP. the warming climate
was such that the Cordilleran ice sheet began to retreat
fiom the Canadian rnountains (Fulton et. al. 1984:
Osbom and Luckman 1988). By 1 1
20 years BP.
this ice had meited back at least as far as the historic
coal mining t o ~ mof Pocahontas. in Jasper National Park
(Levson and Rutter 1995). Beaudoin (1 983) provides a
minimum date of 96OOSOj y a r s BP for the
deglaciation of Wilcox Pass in the southem extremity of
Jasper National Park. and L u c h a n and Osborn ( 1979)
provide a minimum date of 9660rt28O years BP for the
deglaciation of Tonquin Creek. in eastem Mount
Robson Provincial Park. Based on these dates. it is
estimated that by about 1 1.330 years BP. the glacial ice
dong the Yellowhead Corridor. and elsewhere in the
Canadian Cordiliera. had retreated to its present limits
(Fulton 1984: Levson and Rutter 1995; Luckman 1990:
Osborn and Luckman 1988: Reasoner et. al. 1994;
Ritchie 1980).

Noting the 12.000 year BP
physical limit of the
CordiIleran ice sbeet
(Pocahontas) will allow the
visitor to identie with the
extent of the ice as well as
provide a lead in to the
discussion of the site of
Pocahontas.

It was originally believed that with the retreat of the ice
sheets. a large glacial lake (Glacial Lake Miette) fonned.
Scientists believed that it was dammed on the east by the
slowly retreating Cordilleran ice sheet. and on the west
by the Moose River Valle! Glacier. Silt terraces on the
\.alley walls along parts of the Fraser. Miette and upper
Athabasca river valleys between 1047 and 1 198 metres
resembled old lake terraces. and were misidentified as
such. Glacial Lake Miette appeared to have extended
from what would have been its outiet at Sundance Creek
(approximately 88 km east of Hinton). West to the
headwaters of the Fraser River. by Moose Lake: a
distance of over 130 km. (Taylor 1959) Today, we know
that GIacial Lake Miette. in fact. never existed.

Aside: If Glacial Lake
Miette existed today. the
highway would be. at most.
about 130 metres undemater
(based on the elevations
given by St-Onge).

As the glaciers retreated. it would have been possible for mese refùgia should be
labeled on the map showing
plants and animals (humans included) from the existing
refugia (ice-free areas where species of plants and
the Ice-Free Comdor.
animals may have been able to survive the Ice Age) to
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colonize what is today the Yellowhead Corridor. The
primary refugia during the Ice Age included the ice-fiee
lands to the south of the Cordilleran and Laurentide ice
sheets. and Benngia, the land and exposed ocean floors
from eastern Siberia to the eastem Yukon. Nunataks
(mountain surnmits protruding through ice sheets) and
the exposed western continental shelf. off what is now
coastal British Columbia, were smaller. but equally
important. refugia. (Pielou 1991 )
The vegetation that first invaded the Yellowhead
Corridor has been recorded as pt-im&ly non-arboreal.
with a mixture of shmbs. like birch and poplar
(Beaudoin et. a . 1996). These hardy plants would likely
have been pioneer species on the newly exposed.
nutrient-poor lands. It is uncertain. however. as to when
the conditions of the Ice-Free Comdor would have
becomc hospitable enough to allow the migration in and
through of the \*ariouselements of these ecosystems
(Pielou 1 99 1 ).
Following the initial vegetation colonization of the
newly deglaciated terrain. soils began to develop. New
plants. able to migrate into this area thanks to their
seeds' dispersa1 mechanisms. were able to establish
themsrlves in these developing soils. Once more
hospitable conditions had been established. less-resilient
plants. such as conifers. ovenook. According to pollen
records. this change was rapid. as plants migrated into
the area and modem vegetation zones (alpine. subalpine
and montane) became established during the Early
Holocene (Bear 1989: Beaudoin and King 1990).A
lodgepole pine forest with an understory of fems (a
community indicative of cool. moist conditions) had
established itself in Tonquin P a s . just south of
Yellowhead Pass. by 9.700 yean BP (Keamey and
Luckman 1983b). It is not unreasonable to assume that
similar conditions may have prevailed in the area of the
Yellowhead Pass around the same time.

Illustration: Illustrations of
these proposed eariy
ecosystems would be
appeal ing.
Given that modem
vegetation zones were
established early in the
Holocene. the visitors c m be
encouraged to imagine that
he or she is driving through a
p s t environment. What
visitors experience is not too
different from the conditions
people experienced.

Today. the Yellowhead Corridor. frorn Hinton through
to Valemount. is dominated by a landscape of montane
forest and grasslands. The montane ecoregion follows
the major east-west trend of the Athabasca Miette. and
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Fraser river valleys. but dur to cooler and dner
Cordilleran and Continental climatic influences. the
ecoregion to the eastem side of the Rockies. differs
slightly from that on the warmer. moister western side.
(Parks Canada 1987)
The montane region of Jasper National Park (making up
on1y 1 0% of the area of Jasper) receives low arnounts of
precipitation (less than 500 rnm/year ).warm surnrners.
and mild winters with fiequent ~hincoks'and periodic
snow cover. The vegetation is indicative of the dry
conditions. the forests being characterized by lodgepole
pine (a successional tree species). aspen and Douglas-fir
(the clima. tree species) stands. Dry grasslands are also
a part of the montane landscape. as are the large white
spruce. willow and sedpe-dominated wetland areas
ivhich have developed along many rivers' floodplains.
(Holland and Coen 1983; Gadd 1995)

On the western siopes of the Rocky Mountains. the
forest is a moister, shnibbier version of that to the east.
Western red-cedar. western hemlock (the climax
species). and Englemann spmce are trees charactenstic
of the forest on the Western Slopes of the Rockies. west
of Jasper. (Gadd 1995) Douglas fir is less abundant.
Also present are western larch. grand fir, paper birch.
cononwood. black spruce. and Douglas maple. (Krajina
1969: Watts 1983)

Illustration: Line drawings
or photos of plants common
to the montane forests and
grasslands (more
specificaily. plants found
alongside the highway)
should be included such that
the visitors c m identify hem
when they stop. These
pictures. however. should not
overwhelm the main purpose
of the guide. which is to
address the human history of
the comdor. Suggested
plants include the mentioned
trees and the following
flowenng plants: kimikinnik
(note that its teaves were
smoked by native peoples):
western wood lil y
(Saskatchewan's floral
emblem): ox-eye ciaisy (a
non-native flower that has
spread from domestic
gardens): perennial sow
thistle: brown-eyed Susan:
buttercup: yellow toadflav
(another beautiful introduced
weed); red paintbmsh (a
parasitic plant): fireweed (the
Yukon's floral emblem):
showy locoweed; purple
al falfa (yet another
introduced plant); and wild
rose (Alberta's floral
rmblem). (Gadd 1995)
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Today. as in the past. the comdor montane zone on the
eastem side of the Continental Dividc is significant as an
ungulate wintering range. Elk. deer. sheep and less
fiequently. caribou, moose and mountain goat
(Anderson and Reeves 1975) frequent the area acting
also as a draw to large predators such as wolves and
coyotes. In the past, it is likely that bison would have
occupied the niche currently occupied by elk. Many
archaeologists assume that large game. such as the
species just mentioned. were a prerequisite for human
occupation of the area (Beaudoin et. al. 1996).
Therefore. the vegetation resources must have been
sufficient enough to support these large marnmals before
humans were likely to make use of the Yellowhead
Corridor.
The introductory material cornes to an end here. From
this point on. information may be interpreted from
various points along the highway.

Many of these animals c m
still be seen in the
Yellowhead Corridor.
Illustration: Photos of these
animals (elk, deer, sheep.
moose, mountain goat, bear.
wolf, and coyote) should be
included in much the same
manner as the plant pictures.
Aside: Not only is it
dangerous to approach or
feed wildiife in the park it is
also illegal. For your o m
safety. please remain in your
car while taking photographs
or viewing the wildlife.

Illustration: A map
depicting the locations of the
various stops and points of
interest mentioned in the test
should be provided. as
should distances (in both
miles and kilometres) of each
stop from the starting points
of Valemount and Hinton.
Note: The stops are
designated by bold,
underlined font. Side roads
of interest are designated in
bold itaiicizedfont.
As with the paleoecology of the area. people, their
Aside: To give the visitor a
cultures. and land use practices along the Yellowhead
height to relate to. the 13th
Comdor are not fùlly understood. Due to the intense
floor of a downtown ofice
historic and current use of the Yellowhead Corridor.
block is about 60 metres
however. it is one of the few areas of Jasper National
high.
Park with a comprehensive archaeological inventory
Aside: Because of the
(Canadian Parks Service 1989). It is likely. nonetheless. relative consistency in the
that many prehistonc human sites sti 11 lie undiscovered. manufacture of stone tools
by prehistonc peoples. the
Aeolian (wind blown) deposits lie 60 m thick in some
places (Bal1 1986). Due to poor organic preservation
shapes and sizes of these
conditions. and lack of temporal control at most
objects make it possible to
archaeological sites along the Yellowhead Comdor.
assign relative dates to
many inferences about prehistoric human use of the area archaeological sites. Stone
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are based on lithics (stone tool) assemblages alone.
(Canadian Parks Service 1989)
Prehistonc peoples found the raw materials used in the
manufacture of stone tools at several locations within
the boundaries of Jasper National Park. Included are a
chert source between Talbot and Edna Lakes, a siltstone
source at Cairn Pass. and a Mudstone source at Glacier
Pass.

tools or projectile points that
can be easily placed in space
and time are refened to as
"'diagnostics".
Interpret from Talbot Lake.
Aside: Talbot Lake is an
excellent birding spot (Van
Tighem's (1 988) book on
birding in Jasper is an
excellent guide for those
more interested in the birds
of Jasper National Park).
Illustration: Provide photos
of birds commonly seen at
Talbot Lake. such as a
Canada goose, red-necked
grebe. hooded merganser.
goldeneye. bald eagle.
osprey. and loon.

Illustration: Provide a map
Originall!. thought to be an area of low cultural activity
depicting the locations of the
(Elliort 197 1 ). n e now know that Jasper National Park
was used by early peoples from both sides of the
Canadian Plateau and Plains.
Continental Divide. In fact. the section of the
Yellowhead Comdor within the park has been showm to
be culturally transitional between the Canadian plateau6
and Plains areas (Canadian Parks Senfice 1989). The
one common factor amcting people from opposite sides
of the divide was the resources these people found in
this mountainous area. The Yellowhead Comdor acted
as a cultural thoroughfare: the environmental conditions
and seasonal resource availability in the comdor
aficting the way in which people made use of the land.

The distribution patterns of known sites dong the
Yellowhead Comdor to the east of the Continental
Divide indicate that prehistoric people were pnmarily
dependent on dispersed and solitary garne animals such
as bison. sheep, elk. moose. and deer. Many prehistonc
sites are located on terrace edges and natural viewpoints.
providing early hunters with well-drained camping
surfaces and giving good vantage points for locating.
stalking. and killing these animals. Clustering of sites
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around ponds and lake shores indicates that fish were
also likely and important resource. (Canadian Parks
Senice 1989) It is these resources which likely drew
people to the YeIIowhead Corridor.
Two of the earliest signs of human presence along the
Yellowhead Comdor were found near Briilé Lake, to the
east of Jasper National Park. and near Cold Sulphur
Springs. within the park. Based on the spear points
found (both Alberta points likely made by people fiom
eastem siopes or plains cultures) it is believed that use
of these locations date back about 9.000 years by people
of the Cody Plains culture. (Canadian Parks Service)

Illustratration: A line
drawing of an Alberta point
should be included in the
guide.

Today. the Cold Sulphur Spring location is fiequented
by bighorn sheep. making use of the mineral lick.
Archaeologists have found evidence of a prehistoric
campsite on the bluff above the parking lot: a potentially
good garne lookout. Sites have also heen found clustered
around other mineral licks in the park. an indication that
these features were key to people's subsistence
strategies. Animals at licks were (and are) reliable.
abundant. and exploitable. It is likel) that these early
people were taking advantage of a prime hunting
opportunity. (Canadian Parks Semice 1989)

This information should be
delivered white stopped at
Cold Sulphur Spring.
Visitors should be warned
against removing arti facts.

Between 1 1.O00 and 7.000 yean BP (the Early
Prehistoric Period for the Jasper National Park area). the
area now referred to as Jasper National Park appears to
have been under a greater cultural influence from the
Canadian Plateau, to the west, than fiom the Plains, to
the east. Stemmed spear points (one of basalt). and
obsidian flakes dated to 7.840 +/- 70 years BP. sourced
to Mount Anahim (Obsidian Creek) and Mount Edziza
(Obsidian Ridge). in western and northwestem British
Columbia respectively. al1 suggest the presence of
Plateau peoples. It is likely that by 8.000 years BP.
cultural interaction was occumng benveen west-central

Aside: The ongin of the
Cold Sulphur Spring is far
underground. Gypsum and
pyrite (rocks containing
sulphur) are broken down by
bacteria releasing hydrogen
sulphide (the source of the
foui smell) into the water.
The water then makes its
way slowly bac%to the
surface.

The inclusion of the
locations of mounts Anahim
and Edziza on the map
showing the Canadian
Plateau and Plains would
give the visitor an idea of
how far away these sources
were.

Alberta and northwestern and central British Columbia. Illustration: Provide a line
It is also possible that the Yellowhead Pass was used as drawing of a person using a
a main travel route for both eastern and western cultures. spear to kill a bison.
(Canadian Parks Service 1989)
As indicated by elevated treelines. this early period of
the Holocene (about 8.500 to 6.000 lears BP). known as
the Hypsithermal. was significantly w m e r and dner
than the conditions we expenence today. It was
analogous to. but many times more severe than. the
conditions of the 1930's (Kearney and Luckman 1983a:
Vance et. al. 2 995). Such conditions would have
encouraged the montane grasslands to thrive. whereas
the wetlands would have decreased in proportion. In
addition. forest fires would have been more prevalent
than today. further increasing the proportion of montane
grassland over montane forest (Vance et. al. 1995). Such
grazing would have been ideal for ungulate species such
as those mentioned above, and the early hunters of the
Yellowhead Conidor. However. with the onset of the
Neoglacial. approximately 6.000 years BP. the climate
became cooler and wetter. much more like that we
esperience today (Vance et. al. 19951.

Interpret from Colin Range
Viewpoint and point out
results of controlled burn to
the north end o f the range.
Aside: Fire is an important
part of an ecosystem. It
flames sparking the renewal
and regeneration of healthy
forests and grasslands.
Native peoples have long
been aware of this fact.
making use of spnng fires IO
promote grow-th of grasses
and herbs (lush feed for
ungulates). and prevent the
invasion of shnibs and trees
into montane grasslands.
Park wilderness is less
pristine than we originally
may have liked to believe:
human-set fires have been a
part of the Athabasca Valley
ecosystem for a long time.
In 1907, Jasper National
Park came under a regime of
fire suppression. but it has
been recognized that the
Athabasca River Valley is
part of a fire-dependent
ecosystem. Today. in an
anempt to restore and
maintain ecosystem
biodiversity. Parks Canada
uses a program of
"prescribed" bums. or
carefully controlled tires.
The resuits of one such
prescribed burn (lit in 1989)
may be seen on the slopes of
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the Colin Range (Overend
1992; Tande 1977) .
Illustration: Provide a line
From 7.000 to 1.750 BP (the Middle Prehistoric in
drawing of an atlatl being
Jasper National Park). it appean that the area of the
Yellowhead Comdor was again occupied by peoples
used.
from both sides of the Continental Divide. Cultural traits
from both the Eastern Slopes and Plateau are present.
The appearance of atlatls. dart or spear-throwers. marks
the change-over to the Middle Prehistoric. As a result,
projectile points associated with this time period differ
from those of the Early Prehistoric. (Canadian Parks
Service 1989)

Lithic (stone tool) artifacts and raw materials recovered
within the park point to possible park occupation by
members of Eastern Slopes and Plains groups known as
the Mummy Cave cuIture and their Oxbow culture
descendants. as well as the McKean culture (distant
ancestors of the Blackfoot people). iblembers of the
Shuswap Horizon culture from the Plateau ma. also
haw been present. (Canadian Parks Service 1989)
Eastem Slopes and Plains diagnostic point types occur
most ofien in the lower Athabasca Valley in the eastem
end of the Park such as those found near the histonc site
of Pocahontas: while Plateau type raw materials and
points occur most ofien in the lake areas on Pyrarnid
Brnch. near the present-day Jasper townsite. It has been
suggested that at various times of the Middle Prehistoric
Period parts of central Jasper National Park. such as the
middle section of the Yellowhead Corridor, functioned
as "buffer zones" between groups from the eastem and
western culture areas. This may explain why the
Yellowhead Comdor contains few seasonalIy or
repeatedly occupied archaeological sites. (Canadian
Parks Service 1989)
Shuswap H O ~ Ztraits.
O ~ traits associated with peoples of
the Plateau area. are dominant in the penod from around
4.200 to 3.000 BP. By the end of Jasper's Middle
Prehistoric. it appears that Pelican Lake peoples
(descendants of the McKean culture) had corne into the
lower Athabasca area fiom the Plains. (Canadian Parks

Illustration: Provide
pictures of these different
point types.

Service 1989)
Middle Prehistoric people of the Yellowhead Comdor
were not merely hunters, they were artists; their art
perhaps being indicative of religious belief. At the base
of an east-facing cliff. within the Yellowhead Comdor.
you wi11 find Devona Cave. A smoke-blackened roof,
and a set of pictographs dramn in red ochre are sure
indications of prehistonc occupation. Artifacts found in
the cave. including lithic raw materials likely fkom the
Yukon. a diagnostic point. and bone beads. are
indicative of affinities to either northem or western
cultural groups. (Canadian Parks Service 1989)

Illustration: Include a
drawing of the pictographs.

Change Kas. however. on its way. Between 3.400 and
2.600 BP. the climate was significantly warmer. This.
and decreased ungulate populations (possibly due to
overhunting by humans) may have decreased the
carrying capacity of the Athabasca Valley. and thus
resulted in a human population reduction. (Canadian
Parks Service 1989)

Illustration: Provide a lins
The Late Prehistoric for Jasper National Park has been
drawing of a human using a
defined as the period between 1.730 and 225 yean BP.
bow and arrow.
The Late Prehistonc on the Plains is technologically
significant for the appearance of the bow and arrow. As
for previous periods. not much is known for the region.
This ma). be because dunng the Late Prehistoric
technology shified to a heavier use of bone. wood. and
other perishable items. It is hypothesized that during the
Late Prehistoric in Jasper National Park. fewer people
were actuall y occupying ihe Athabasca Valley
(Yellowhead Comdor). Why this may be so is uncertain.
It is possible that the cultural buffer zone identified
dunng the Middle Prehistoric merely became larger.
thus encompassing a greater portion of Jasper National
Park. It is also possible that natuml factors such as
glacial advances of the Little Ice Age. which reached
their maxima in the eighteenth or nineteenth century.
inhibited more extensive resource use in the Athabasca
Valley (Canadian Parks Service 1989).
Unfortunately. due the distinct lack of reasearch cmied
out in the area. even less is known about the use of the

Itlustration: Provide
pictures of these projectile
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Yellowhead Corridor to the west of the Continental
Divide than the portion along the Athabasca River
Valley (Rousseau 1991). However. judging by the
presence. in Jasper National Park. of lithic raw materials
(basalt and obsidian) sourced from locations West of
Tête Jaune Cache. and projectile points typical of the
Plateau region. it would appear that people from the
western side of the Continental Divide were making use
of these mountainous interior areas. if not solely for the
purpose of a transportation route to the east. for at least
the last 8.000 years.

points.

Surveys carried out in the western section of the
Yellowhead Corridor have identified prehistoric sites in
the area of Tête Jaune Cache likely dating back 4.000 to
5.000 years BP (Martin 1972). Native groups occupying
the region dunng this cooler. werter lime were likely
ancestral to the Shuswap residing in the area at the time
of European contact. They were part of what
archaeologists refer to as the Plateau Pithouse Tradition
(Richards and Rousseau 1987). This name derives from
the fact that in the winter these people lived in
pithouses: semi-subterranean structures covered with a
log framework and earth (Muckle 1987).

Interpret these findings from
Tête Jaune Cache.

Illustration: Provide a line
drawing of a pithouse with a
person inside it for scale.

The remains of a well-preserved five-pithouse winter
village and seven associated storage pits (likely for the
presenvation of smoked salmon) uere found near Tète
Jaune Cache. As evidenced by a prehistoric fishing
station. the Chinook salmon spawning bars along the
Fraser River offered these early people a plentifül
resource of which to take advantage. (Martin 1972)
Today. only the strongest Chinook salmon make it al1
the way up the Fraser River from the Pacific Ocean to
Tête Jaune Cache (a joumey of approximately 1.300
kilometres).

Aside: During the months of
August and September.
visitors can vieu. the salmon
run from three nearby
locations: Rearguard falls:
the spawninp beds 1 mile
downstream from the
junction of highways 5 and
16: or Swift Creek (a
viewing bridge is located just
north of Vdemount).
Illustration: provide picture
of salmon mn.

Fish would not have been the only resource. however. A
bluff above the camp provided the residents with a
"commanding" view of the river valley, perhaps serving
as a game lookout. Much like the early peoples to the
east of the Yellowhead Pass. deer. elk. and caribou

[nterpret these findings from
rête Jaune Cache.
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would have been hunted. As well. roots. bemes, nuts.
and other plants would have been collected for both
nutritional and healing properties. (Muckle 1987)

History - The Corridor After the Arriva1 of
Europeans
Except where noted otherwise. the information
contained in the following section was denved from
Gainer ( 198 1).

By the late eighteenth century. the traditional life ways
of the native peoples in the Yellowhead Corridor were
coming to and end. The profit ro be made in trading furs
to the major eastem companies (the North West and
Hudson's Bay companies) soon affected native peoples'
ways of life. Mere subsistence became a thing of the
past. as hunting offered returns based on a cash
economy. The resources of the Yellowhead Corridor
they took on econornic values dictated by eastern
markets.
Illustration: Provide a map
The Athabasca River. now designated a Canadian
Heritage River. was part of the transcontinental fur trade of the fur trade route from
Fort Edmonton to the
route by the early nineteenth century. From Fort
Pacific. labeling the forts.
Assiniboine to the Rocky Mountains. it provided a
dependable water source for the transportation of goods. passes. the Columbia district.
New Caledonia. including
while passes such as the Athabasca and later the
features associated with trade
Yellowhead. provided access to the westem side of the
frorn Rock? Mountain
Rockies. and on to the Pacific.
House, to the south.
Even before the h r trade reached the region. it had
effects on native cultures in the Yellowhead Corridor.
These effects are best illustrated through cultural
movements. For exarnple. in the late eighteenth century
the Sarcee people immigrated to the area of the
Yellowhead Corridor fiom their homeland north of the
park. Cree and Assiniboine (Stoney) peoples. armed
with guns obtained from Hudson's Bay Company
merchants, and in search of furs to trade with the eastern
merchants, had forcefully pushed West into lands they
did not traditionally occupy- displacing the Sarcee
people to the south. This was sornewhat of a domino
effect. The Stoney people would later (in the 1820s and

Illustration: Provide a map
of native groups' territones
at the time Europeans arrived
in the Yellowhead Corridor.

Humon ~ i & yof the Yellowhead Corridor

1830s) move M e r south to nade at Jasper House.
again displacing the Sarcee (EN and Potyondi 1986).
More direct impacts were also felt by people of the
comdor in the f o m of immigrants. Retums offered on
fun enticed native peoples from the east, especially
those of Iroquois heritage. to move west either as
employees of these companies (as guides, voyageurs.
interpreters. hunters. or trappers) or as freemen. By the
mid-nineteenth century, a unique group of mixed-blood
Iroquois. Shuswap. Cree. Assiniboine. and European
people occupied the area from Jasper House. in the east.
to Tête Jaune Cache, in the west. This cultural mix was a
direct result of interactions amongst the people involved
in the early nineteenth centuq fur trade: people who
othenvise ma- never have encountered one-another.

Aside: A fieeman was "selfemployed", working for no
particular fur trading
Company.

These early eastern immigrants had made a point of
explonng the Athabasca Miette, and Fraser river
valleps. and the mountain passes in the Yellowhead
Corridor. Because of their familiarit). with the area.
European explorers. fur traders, and other travelers came
to rely on Iroquois immigrants and their descendants as
hunrers. guides. packers. and outfiners through the
YelIowhead Corridor and across the Continental Divide.
Descendants of these Metis people (primarily of
Iroquois descent) are still present in the Yellowhead
Corridor. and family names such as Moberly. Cardinal.
and Joachim are closely associated with the historical
era of the region.

By the late eighteenth century. fur traders of European
descent had begun to explore western Canada in the
vicinity of the Rocky Mountains. Between 1806 and
1810. Howse Pass. West of Rocky Mountain House. had
served as the North West Company's primary fur trade
route over the continental divide. However. in 18 10,
hostile Peigan Indians. opposed to Europeans supplying
a r m s and m u n i t i o n to enemy vibes of Kootenay
Indians West of the mountains. blocked the route.
forcing the fur trade brigades to seek passage m e r
north. Early in 1 8 1 1. explorer and surveyor David
Thornpson. guided by an Iroquois named Thomas.
established for the North West Company a new route to
the west. by way of the Athabasca Pass (now a National

Interpret from Henrv House
pullout.
Aside: Mount Edith Cavell
was originally referred to by
traders as "La Montagne de
la Grande Traverse". a
landmark showing the way to
the Athabasca Pass.
Illustration: Provide a photo
of Mt. Editb Cavell.
Aside: Mt. Edith Cave11 was
named in honor o f a British
nurse who was executed by
the Germans in Worid War

One for helping Allied
Historic Site). ïhough he was the first European to
soldiers to escape. (Gadd
document crossing the Athabasca Pass. he noted that
civilization. likely the native peoples mentioned above.
had already crossed the path he took. The Athabasca
Pass was the primary fur trade route through the Rockies
for the next decade.
M i l e making this trek across the pass on snowshoe and
sled in the winter 1811. Thompson lefi behind William
Henry (afier whom the site Henry House was named) to
care for the supplies and horses that could not be taken
with him. Henry built his home at the mouth of the
Miette River (just south of today's Jasper townsite).
Although the exact location is uncertain. Henry's House
(also a National Historic Site) is thought to have been
tocated somewhere between Lake Edith and Old Fort
Point. on the east side of the Athabasca River. Though
the house closed after 18 12 (Ens and Potyondi 1986). it
remained a farniliar landmark to passers by. As late as
18 17. Ross Cox. an employee of the Nonh West
Company. referred to it as the "Old Fon" (explainine the
source of the name for the rocky promontory on the east
side of the .Athabasca).

This c m al1 be interpreted
fiom the Henrv House
pulloff with reference to the
Athabasca Pass. to the south.
and Old Fort Point. across
the river.
Aside: Although his indian
guides were sure they were
evidence of a mammoth.
some people today believe
1 that in his excursion across
the pass. David Thompson
encountered the tracks of
Saskwatch! On January 7.
1 8 1 1. Thompson w o t e :
"Continuinp our journey in
the afternoon. we came on
the track of a large animal.
1 the snow about six inches
1 deep on the ice: i rneasured
it: four large toes each of
four inches in length to each
1 a short claw; the bal1 of the
foot sunk three inches lower
than the toes. the hinder part
of the foot did not mark welI.
the length fourteen inches.
by eighi inches in breadth ...
[it] was not that of a Bear"
(Green 198 1. p36).
Illustration: Provide a line
drawing of a Saskwatch.

Interpret from Disaster
In 18 13. Francois Decoigne built and headed up the
Point pulloff. Note presence
Nonh West Company's first official post on the Upper
of goats and sheep at pulloff.
Athabasca. This first Jasper House. then referred to as
Aside: It was estimated that
"the Rock- Mountain Portage House", was located on
Chopter 3 - Human History of the Yelloivhead Corridor
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the western shore of Brûlé Lake. When established. the
intended function of the post had not been that of a fur
trade post. but as a provisioning depot. providing horses
and supplies for the brigades retuniing from or heading
for the Athabasca P a s . Accordingly. it was only open in
the spring and fall. Mild weather conditions at this
location provided open Pasture for the hones used by fur
brigades to make the pomge over the Athabasca Pass.
In early October. and again in late April. fur brigades
from the east and West made their way to Boat
Encampment. on the western slope of the Rocky
Mountains. The west-bound Columbia brigade brought
trade goods up the Athabasca from eastern Canada by
canoe- portaged these goods across the Athabasca Pass
to Boat Encarnpment where they exchanged their horses
for canoes (which the east-bound brigade had used to
travel from the Pacifie). and from there make their way
down the Columbia to Fort Vancouver. (Ens and
Potyondi 1986). In 181 7. Jasper Hawse (afier whom the
post was named) took over Decoigne's position.

each voyageur carrÏed 40 kg,
plus his personal gear.
rations, and a rifle (Beers
1996).

Aside: In 1 81 7, Ross Cox
described Jasper House as "a
miserable concem of rough
logs. with only three
apartrnents. but scmpulously
clean inside''.
Illustration: Provide a line
drawing of a group of
voyageurs.

In 1871. the Nonh West and Hudson's Bay companies
amalgamated under the name of the latter. Significant
changes to procedures at Jasper House were not to occur
until 1824. when Govemor George Simpson. of the
Hudson's Bay Company. saw the potential use of the
pass connecting the Fraser and Athabasca regions. He
dctermined that a true fur trading post. not merely a
provisioning station. was to be established in what we
now know as the Yellowhead Pass. This rneant that
trade could be carried out with Shuswap and Iroquois
peoples from both sides of the Continental Divide.
Simpson instructed Connelly and Larocque. Hudson's
Bay Company employees. to explore the Yellowhead
route.

Interpret this information
from the Henrv House
pulloff. Reference c m be
made to the Yellowhead Pass
to the West.
Aside: At an elevation of
only 1.13 1 metres, the
YeIlowhead Pass is the
second-lowest pass over the
Canadian section of the
Continental Divide (Overend
1992).

Larocque went West that winter. On his way, he built
two shacks on the banks of Cottonwood Creek,
essentially what is now the open grassy area at the east
entrance to Jasper townsite. Lacking fish or game
resources. the Cranberry Lake site (near Valemount
B.C.) Simpson had suggested as a possible location for a
post was quitr unsuitable. Larocque retumed and
wintered at Cottonwood Creek. A new post was not to

Interpret fiom Moose Lake.
Aside: Today. Moose Lake
offers a rich wildlife habitat.
and is a great place to pull
over and stretch your legs.
Ducks. grebes. swallows.
kingbirds and ravens al1
make the Iake their home. as

be established, but the Yellowhead Pass was soon
opened to regular use by the Hudson's Bay Company.
Although descnbed by Alexander Ross, as neat little
group of wood huts suited to the climate of the country,
rendered comfortable and filled with cheerfûl and happy
inrnates" (Ens and Potyondi 1986. p66). in 1 825.
Lar0cque.s House was closed per orders from Simpson.
However. being a point common to the routes over the
Yellowhead and Athabasca passes. as well as the point
of transition fiom land to water transport for east-bound
brigades (vice versa for west-bound brigades).
Larocque's House (sometimes refend to as "Henry's
House" by traders of the time) was continually used by
passing fur brigades for some time atier.

does the largest beaver
colony in Mount Robson
Provincial Park. If you're
lucky, you may even see a
moose.

in 1825. the Hudson's Bay Company's James McMillan
surveyed the route fiom Jasper House to the head of the
Fraser River (named afier Simon Fraser. a fur trader in
the early 1800s). by way of the Yellowhead Pass. Pierre
Bostonais. a fair haired Iroquois guide nick-narned "Tête
Jaune" (French for Yelloa. Head). was very probably the
guide for this survey (Wolff 1978). The pass was first
officiall>.used as a route to transport leather goods.
primarily rnoose. bison. and caribou skins. (always in
demand west of the mountains) to the New Caledonia
(central British Columbia) outfit on the western side of
the mountains. It kept this as its main fünction from
1826 to 1829. and consequently became knoun as the
"Leather Pass".

Interpret from the
Yellowhead Pass (a
National Historic Site).
Invite visitors to stretch their
legs at the pass and take a
walk around Portal Lake (20
minutes retum). Also note
the one hour time difference
between Alberta and British
Columbia.
Aside: Tête Jaune also gave
his narne to Tête Jaune
Cache. rumored to be the site
where he stashed his furs as
early as 1820 (Gadd 1995).
This Iittle town reached its
peak population of between
2,000 and 3.000 when the
railwap was being built
through the Yellowhead Pass
[Valemount Histoncal
Society 1984).
Aside: Yellowhead Lake and
Yellowhead Mountain are
dso named after Tête Jaune.

The Yellowhead Comdor proved to be rich in fur and
game resources such as black bear. brown bear. grey
bear. beaver, deer, fisher. cross fox, red fox. siher fox.

[Ilustration: Provide
?ictures of these fur trade
mimals.
Chapter 3 - Human Hisrory of the ~eflowh&dCorridor

Iynx. marten. mink. moose, muskrat, otter, Swan. wolf,
and wolvenne (HBCA B60/d/l50 in Ens and Potyondi
1986). Over the years. however. trapper did their jobs al1
too well. and there was a noticeable decline in furs
harvested.

Aside: As late as 1868. fûr
reninis fiom Jasper House
were still very high. That
year, in addition to other
animal pelts, a total of 1.498
beaver, 94 moose. and 30
bear fürs were returned to
Jasper House alone (Hudson
Bay Company Archives
1868)
Aside: Elk and bison were
almost extinct in Jasper
National Park by the 1890s
(Canadian Parks Senlice
i 989). The elk you see today
in the park are primarily
descendants of 88 elk
transferred from Yellowstone
and 194 transferred from
Banff in 1920 (Gadd 1995).
The bison populations have
not successfully returned.

By 1827. Jasper House kvas one of the Eastern Slopes'
most signiticant fur trade posts. beaver and marten pelts
comprising the bulk of fun taken in (Ens and Potyondi
1986). It also functioned as a transrnontane
transshiprnent post. allowing for the transport of large
numbers of fùrs in stages. for both the Columbia and
New Caledonia brigades (Ens and Potyondi 1986).
Fur traders. however. were not the only individuals to
visit Jasper House. Scientists. priests. and travelers with
no fur tradr connections. made their way up and the
down the Yellowbead Comdor.

The first naturalist to visit the Canadian Rockies was
Thomas D m m o n d (Gadd 1995). He made his way to
Jasper House in 1826. and over the Athabasca Pass in
1827 making detailed observations of the region's flora
and fauna and collecting 2.000 different species. This
information was later published. thereby exposing the
world to the little-explored northwesr of Canada. David
Douglas. afier whom the Douglas fir is named. was soon

Aside: Given that he packed
18 kg of the tree's seeds
across the Athasbasca Pass.
Douglas reall y does deserve
to have his narne associated
with the Douglas fir
(Anonymous n.d.).
Aside: The shore of Brûlé
Lake is home to the

to follow Drumrnond, in 1827. He too chronicled his
travels in western Canada.

northern-most stand of
Douglas fir on the eastem
dopes (Gadd 1995).

In 1838. two Catholic pnests, Modeste Demers and
Francois Norbert Blanchet. made their way to the upper
Athabasca Valley and the Yellowhead Corridor.
Because there were no missionaries west of the Rockies
on the Columbia their presence there had been
requested by Hudson's Bay Company employees. LVhile
in the Jasper area they carrîed out 35 baptisms. It was
not until 1846 that another priest, Father P. J. de Smet.
passed along the corridor. De Smet. a Jesuit pnest.
carried out 17 more baptisms. and administered
mamage vows to seven couples (Great Plains Research
Consultants 1985).Though only in Jasper for two
weeks. the Iroquois narned a mountain. Roche de Smet.
in his honor.

Aside: De Smet was the first
to refer to what we now
know as the Maligne River
as "maligne" (French for
"evil").

Sometime between March and Decernber. 1830 (Ens
and Potyondi 1986). Michael Klyne ( in charge of Jasper
House from 1817 to 1835). moved the post upriver from
Brûlé Lake to the nonh-west corner of Jasper Lake. near
the mouth of the Snake Indian River and opposite the
mouth of the Rocky River. This relocation was likely
duc to better horse pasturage available at the new site
(Ens and Potyondi 1986). Little is knowm of the post for
the penod between 1831 and 1857 (Ens and Potyondi
1986).

lnterpret from Disaster
Point.
Aside: In 1846. artist Paul
Kane described this Jasper
House as composed of Wwee
miserable log buts'-.
IIIustration: Provide copies
of Kane's sketchings of
Jasper House.
Aside: This Jasper House is
a National Historic Site.

-

Although afier 1830. use of the Yellowhead Pass
declined (only to be used again regularl y in 1 836. and
from 1849 to 1853). it and the Athabasca Pass continued
to be crossed by Company brigades with destinations of
New Caledonia and Columbia. respectively (Ens and
Potyondi 1986).

In 1846 the Oregon Treaty was signed. giving the
Amencans control of the lands south of the forty-ninth
parallel. to the West of the Rocky Mountains. With this,
the importance of Jasper House M e r decreased
because the Columbia brigades (those using the
Athabasca Pass) came to an end. In 1848. the Company

Interpret from Disaster
Point.
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began to ship goods across the Panama isthmus. rather
than overland. further decreasing the need for the post as
a vade route through the mountains; in fact ending ail
Company trade through the Athabasca and Yellowhead
passes afier 1855 (Ens and Potyondi 1986). It was not
until 1857 that Jasper House was oficially closed. The
Shuswap returned to the West of the mountains to trade.
and the Iroquois turned north to Fort Assiniboine or east
to Lac Ste Anne. However, that was not the end of
Jasper House.
Henry J. Moberly (afier whom the Moberly Bridge. just
north of Jasper townsite. was named) was a Hudson's
Bay Company fur trader (of European descent) who
visited Jasper House in 1855 when the post was not
trading hrs. For the most part. the native people from
the surrounding area had to go to other posts to trade. In
1858. Moberly received permission from the Hudson
Bay Company's Chief Factor to reopen the post. just one
year afier it had closed. He believed rhat. given the
choice. native peoples would return to trade at Jasper
House. Moberly put himself in charge and made
extensive repairs to the buildings. BI 1859. the
Shuswap. who lived West of the Yellowhead Pass in the
vicinity of Tête Jaune Cache. had resumed trade at
Jasper House. Moberly remained in the area until 1861.
when he lefi Jasper House and the Hudson's Bay
Company. In 1884. after years of minimal trading.
Jasper House was closed permanently.

Illustration: Use Charles
Horetzky's photos of Jasper
House (Glenbow Archive
photos NA-382-2: NA-3834: NA- 1408-13: NA- 140812; NA-1408-19)
Aside: Dr. James Hector. a
member of the PaIliser
Expedition. reached Jasper
House in 1859 frorn
Edmonton via Fort
Assiniboine. He spent
approximately two months
exploring the area. Upon his
return to Edmonton, he took
an overland route due east.
via Lac Ste Anne. foilowing
essentially the same route as
the modem Yellowhead
highway does. He was.
however. not the first to do
so. Native people had used
the route for years. as had
white men such as Father
Lacombe and J. E. Brazeau.

Even as the fur vade was dying d o m . activity unrelated
to that of the Hudson's Bay Company was going on
along the Yellowhead Comdor. As with previous use of
the comdor. behavior centered around exploitation of
the area's natural resouces. Gold, scientific exploration
and sheer adventure were inviting prospects.

Chapter 3 - Human History of the Yellowhead Corridor

In about 1860.gold was discovered in the Cariboo
(south of Prince George). and once again. the
Yellowhead Pass was in use. A group referred to as the
"Overlanders of 1862" made use of the route the modem
Yellowhead Highway takes from Edmonton, to the pass.
and over it. The McMicking Party (one hundred and
twenty-five people. including one woman and three
children) started off from Edmonton on July 29 with
André Cardinal as their guide. By August eighteenth.
they had reached the Rockies. On the twenty-second.
they reached the sumrnit of the pass. and Tête Jaune
Cache on the menty-seventh. Here. the party split. some
taking an overland route. others making rafts and
floating d o ~ m
the Fraser to Kamloops. However. afier
al1 the hardships they had endured. and the seven lives
that had been lost on route. few of the party reached the
goldfields. Many of these people did. however. become
pioneers. playing important roles in building the
province of British Columbia.

Interpret fiom Overlander
Falls and invite the visitor to
walk down to the viewpoint.
Illustration: Provide one of
W. Hind's sketches From his
trip with the Overlanders.
Aside: Not al1 people who
headed for the goldfields
were as fortunate as the
McMicking Party. Three
men fiom a later group
became stranded in the
wildemess. They were
subsequently found. but it
was reported that 'Yhe bones
of two were found piled in a
heap: one skull had been
split open by an axe. and
many of the other bones
showed the marks of teeth.
The third [body] was
missing. but was afirmards
discovered a few hundred
metres from the camp. The
skull had been cIoven by an
axe. and the clothes stnpped
from the body. which was
linle decomposed." (Great
Plains Research Consultants
1985. PM).They had
resorted to murder and
cannibalism to survive. but
in the end al1 perished.

-.

The following year. in 1 863. the first tourists arrived in
the Yellowhead Comdor. following the Overlanders'
route. In crossing the Yellowhead Pass. Dr. W. B.
Cheadle. cornpanion to Viscount Milton of Fitzwilliarn.
noted its many advantages as a route over the
mountains. including an easy grade. wide span. a safe
distance fiom the Arnerican frontier. and direct access to
British Columbia. He suggested that a road could easily
by built across the pass. This task. however, was not
destined to occur for another century. The railway was

of rhe Yellowhead Corridor

to corne first.
.4s a stipulation for British Columbia joining the
Dominion of Canada in 187 1, it was agreed that within
ten years a railway would be built to link the province
with eastern Canada. Sanford Fleming was appointed by
Prime Minister John A. Macdonald as Engineer in Chief
of the project. In 1872. after receiving preliminary
survey reports on the project. Fleming set out for the
west. reaching Jasper House by September 12. Days
later. they met up with the Canadian Pacific Railway
surveyor. Walter Moberly. who was assessing the
potential of the Yellowhead Pass as a route for Canada's
first transcontinental railaay. Walter was Henry J.
Moberly's brother. Though the meeting place is said to
have been marked by the lobstick (cut by Michel
Gauthier) standing just south of Jasper townsite. on the
west bank of the Athabasca River. Rrverend George
Grant (the espedition s e c r e t q ) makss no mention of it.

Interpret fiom the Iobstiek.
Aside: According to Grant
( 1872) a lobstick is a native
or Metis monument to a
friend or to someone they
respect and want to honor.
The middle branches are cut
off a large tree. in this case a
Douglas fir. leaving the base
and crown branches intact.
The initials of the person
being honored are meant O
have been written -'at the
root".
Aside: Of the route through
the Yellowhead. Grant
(1 872) wote. "What a
singularly easy opening into
the mountains. formed by
some great convulsion that
had clefi them asunder.
crushed and piled them up on
each side like cakes o f ice...
It looks as if nature had
united a11 her forces to make
this the natural highway into
the heart of the Rock?
mountains".
Aside: Sanford Fleming is
responsible for inventing
Standard Time.

Moberly saw Fleming's party as far West as the West end Interpret from the lobstick.
Note the general downstream
of Moose Lake. and then turned back to establish
Athabasca Depot such that he could provision the survey location of Athabasca Depot.
crews in the area of the upper Athabasca River. In 1876.
afier analyzing six different passes through the Rocky
Mountains. Fleming announced the top two choices for
the transcontinental route: the Howse and Yellowhead
passes. The Yellowhead was chosen.

Chopter 3 - Human ~Gry
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Over the course of the summer of 1877, the route of the
Canadian Pacific Railway was defined through the pass.
By I 878. still no progress had been made. and in an
atternpt ro meet the 10 year deadline for railway
construction. Sir John A. Macdonald gave the contract
to a pnvate Company (Wolff 1978). More irnportantly,
however. in 1881. the Conservative govemment
changed its mind regarding the route the railway was to
take. Being closer to the American border, and therefore
bener able to compete with Arnerican railways. the
Kicking Horse Pass. in what is now Yoho National Park.
was selected as the route. As a result. al1 related activity
in the Yellowhead Corridor was abandoned for the new
location to the south. This. however. did not put an end
to a railwap along the comdor. it merely delayed it.
Although Canada's first transcontinental railroad was
built to the south of what is now Jasper National Park.
through Banff National Park. it was not long before
tourists made their way nonh to the Yellowhead
Comdor. The earlier visitors to the park were hardy
outdoors-types. climbers and esplorers for the most part.
Climbers were an especially cornpetitive and very
persistent group of individuals as illustrated by the drive
to ascend Mount Robson. the highest peak in the
Canadian Rockies (elevation 3.954 metres). A. O
Wheeler. founder of the Alpine Club of Canada. thought
it appropriate that this peak be -'captiired" by the club.
Afier two unsuccessful atternpts. in 1907 and 1908. a
third attempt was made to be the first to reach the
sumrnit. In 1909. Reverend George B. K i ~ e took
y it
upon himself to cary out the task before an Amencan
group could do so. Kinney hired Curly Phillips. a guide
new to the Jasper area. who had never before climbed
mountains. Afier a treacherous clim b, taking the most
dangerous route up the mountain, Kinney captured the
summit in the narne of his club. Kinney's "surnmit"
however. was not the peak of the mountain, and it was
not until 1913 that Conrad Kain. Albert MacCarthey and
William Foster reached the tme summit.
Were it not for early guides and outfitters such as
Donald "Curly" Phillips: James Shand-Harvey: the
Hargeaves brothers (Roy. George, Jack, and Frank); the

Interpret this fiom the
10 bstick.

Interpret from Mount
Robson Information
Center. providing service
hours.

Illustration: Provide photo
of Mt. Robson (Glenbow
Archives photo NA- 1074-5)
Aside: Although it is
uncertain afier whom Mt.
Robson was named. it ma?
have been Colin Robertson.
Hudson' Bay Company
factor at St. Mary's i-iouse.
Aside: Mt. Robson
Provincial Park, 2 1 7.200
hectares of wildemess. was
cstablished in 19 13.

Suggest that the visitor read
about Curly Phillips' life in
"Tracks Across my Trail" by
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Otto brothers (Jack. Closson. and Bruce): Fred and Jack
Brewster: Ewan. Adolphus. and Davr Moberly; Adam
Joachim; and AIex Wylie. early exploren of Jasper and
the Yellowhead Comdor would have k e n , literally.
quite lost. Although many of these men arrived in the
comdor just before the railway. anticipating the business
the companies would bring their way. the Moberlys and
Joachim were of native descent. their fmilies fmiliar
with the area for decades.

W.C. Taylor (proceeds go to
Friends of Jasper National

Park).
Illustration: Provide photo
of early guides (Glenbow
Archives photo NA-445- 12)

Families descending from fur traders put down their
roots and made the Athabasca Valley their home. Ewan
and John Moberly. Henry J. Moberly's sons. were two
of the few farnilies remaining in the area when the
railwaq was rerouted in 188 7. They tumed to
agriculture. building cabins and farming the land.
making h e m the first settlers in the Upper Athabasca
River Valley. Remains of these two homesteads still
stand within the park boundaries. Etvan and John
Moberly's mother (a woman of Iroquois descent).
Susan Karaconti. was buried just north of Ewan's
homestead on .Ma>.5. 1 905.

Interpret from Palisades
Picnic Ground.
Side Road: .r\lthough
somewhat off the highway.
provide directions to Ewan's
place. on Celestine Lake
Rood. noting one-way traffic
during certain hours.
Illustration: Provide photo
of Ewan Moberly residence.

Settlers. howver. also came from outside the valle-.
Lewis Swifi. an American. and Suzette Jane Chalifoux
(later his wife - in 1897) came to the area in 189 1.
trading with the native peoples in the area. The' lived in
the abandoned main building of Jasper House before
moving up the valley in 189% when rhey established the
first known permanent domestic structure in the upper
.4thabasca Valley (Ens and Potyondi 1986). Swift's
Place. as it was known. was a working f m on the West
bank of the Athabasca River. at Henry House Flats.
Swift set up an irrigation system for sixteen acres of
crops. traces of which are still evident on the property.
He produced wheat. barley. potatoes. oats. tumips. and
other vegetables. and raised. cows, pigs. and chickens.
Raising horses. however. was his main occupation (Ens
and Potyondi 1986). A water wheel. remains of which
are still present on the property. was used to grind wheat
into flour. at the tedious rate of one bushel per day.
Swifi also ran a fenying service across the Athabasca
River for people and their supplies. Travelers on the east
shore of the Athabasca needed on1y to fire a couple of

It m u i d be ideal to interpret

this from the Palisades
property. but more feasible
to interpret from Palisades
Picnic Ground. suggesting it
as good place to stop for
lunch.
Illustration: Provide
pictures of Swift's Place and
the Swift family.

shots to bring Mr. Swift. in his dugout. across the river.
In 1907. the Goverment of Canada set aside a forest
Aside: In a time when
reserve of 14.000 square kilometres dong the route the
exploration and
transcontinental Grand Trunk Pacific Railway proposed mountaineering was a man's
to take through the Yellowhead Corridor. This was
garne, Mary Schaffer was
Jasper Forest Park. Setting aside this land was origindly more daring than many men
in the interest of the govenunent's revenue production.
of her day. making Jasper's
not wildemess protection, as it is today. The
backcountry her second
establishment of Jasper. Canada's fifth national park. in home. Her diaries are still in
191 1 did not leave the lives of the area's residents
pnnt under the title "A
untouched. however. and in the spring of 1910, the
Hunter of Peace" (Hart
federal govemment bought out six Metis squatter
1980). and tell of the
farnilies. providing them with compensation for the
wanderings and
value of their homes including a nea claim outside the
accomplishments of a
park's boundary. Included were the families of Ewan
courageous woman.
and John Moberly. whose buildings remains are the only Side Road: In 191 1.
existing remnants of that era. Approximately one
Schaffer conducted a survey
hundred native people uithout permanent residences
of Maligne Lake for the
were simply evicted from park premises by the North
Dominion Land Survey.
West Mounted Police (Great Plains Research
Today. Maligne Road
provides easy access to the
Consultants 1985).
lake.
Aside: By 191 1. the park
area was cut doun to one
tifih of its original size. and
in 1914 again increased in
size. to 1 1.396 square
kilometres. Revisions of the
park's boundanes continued
until 1930. with the passing
of the National Park Act.
Today. Jasper National Park
is 10.878 square kilometres
of wilderness.
Swift. however. refùsed to leave. Having. in 1894. filed
a claim for his homestead patent. years before the park
was established (Wolff 1978). he was within his nghts
to remain. In 191 1. he was finally granted a patent for
homestead purposes for 64 hectares of land "subject to
park regulations" (Wolff 1978, p2 1). His was the Iast
privately owned land within the park boundaries. When
the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway workers tned to build

Aside: Swift was Jasper's
first garne warden.
Aside: In 1952, the Trans
Mountain Oil Pipeline's nght
of way extended through the
Palisades property (Wolff
1978).

Yellowhead Corridor

their nght of way through his land (by way of his
cabin!). it is said that he held them off at gunpoint for
three days. The railway Company moved the line.
In 1935, Swift retired and sold his land for $8,000 to
Arnold C. Wilby, who tore down al1 of Swift's
buildings. and developed and operated Pyrarnid Mount
Lodge. a dude ranch, on the property for 10 years.
Following Wilby's death in 1947. the property was
again sold: this time to Gordon Bried. who made M e r
changes to the site. and renarned it "The Palisades" (the
name by which it is known today). In 1962. the
Govemment of Canada finally purchased the property
for $277.850 .thus owning al1 land within the park
boundary. Today. the site of his ranch is the Palisades
Centre. a Parks Canada Training Centre.
Soon after the park was established. an administration
building (today's Information Center) was built. a
superintendent appointed and a rvarden service
instituted. As railways and tounsts reached the park.
Jasper grew. and the land was rnaintained in the interest
of al1 of Canada. not just a few. The envisioned use of
the park and its resources has changed dramatically over
time. It began with the commercial exploitation of such
resources as timber. coal. lime. and gravel, and ended
uvith the ideals of conservation and preservation.

Interpret from front lawn of
the Jasper Information
Center, and invite visitors to
enter. Provide hours of
operation.

Before resource exploitation could really take off.
however. there was a need for a modem transportation
link with the rest of the country. Although the Canadian
Pacific Railway had built a line through the Rockies via
Kicking Horse Pass. it became apparent to politicians
and businessmen of the late nineteenth century that an
additional. more northerl y. route would be a valuable
alternate transcontinental line. Thus. in 1903, the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway Company agreed with the federal
govenunent to build a Iine fiom Moncton. New
Brunswick to the Pacific coast. In 1906, the Canadian
Northem Alberta Railway was also given permission to
construct a line from the prairies (Edmonton) to the West
coast. and filed plans to route the line through the
Yellowhead Corridor and Pass. That same year, fearing
the Canadian Northem Alberta Railway had gained a

Interpret from the J a s ~ e r
train station.
Aside: The station you see
before you was built in 1925
to replace one that had
bumed down the previous
winter.
Aside: During railway
construction ( 2 9 10). fires
occurred along the
Yellowhead Conidor. The
even-aged lodgepole stands
you see dong the valley near
Jasper Townsite are evidence
of this (Tande 1977). Keep
an eye out between Moose
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competitive advantage by means of a shorter route, the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company also filed plans
to route their line through the Yellow-head. As ridiculous
as it sounds, the government eventually gave both
companies the go-ahead to build parallel lines West of
Edmonton and through the Yellowhead Pass. The
goverment drew the line when the Grand Trunk Pacific
Railway Company wanted to parallel the the Canadian
Northem Alberta RaiIway to Vancouver.

Lake and Tête Jaune Cache
for clues pointing to other
early fires.

By September 1, 191 1. Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
Company construction had reached West to the
divisional point at Jasper townsite, then cdled Fitzhugh.
afier the company's fourth vice-president and general
manager. E. H. Fitzhugh (Lothian 1979). The
Yellowhead Pass was reached on November 20. 191 1
( Lothian 1 979). The line was officially opened for
senice to Fitzhugh by June. 1912.

Illustration: Provide early
photos of Jasper (Glenbow
Archives photo NA-2669-7).
Aside: A divisional point is a
necessary servicing depot for
locomotives (such as
Locomotive 60 15. outside
the station). With today 's
diesel trains, fewer divisional
points are required. (Great
Plains Research Consultants
1985)
Aside: Although the Grand
Tmnk Pacific Railway
Company selected the
location for the townsite. the
federal government was
responsible for its
administration.
Aside: Residents of Jasper
National Park do not own
their land. They lease it on a
renewable basis.
[llustration: Provide early
photos of railway bed along
h e comdor (Glenbow
kchives photos NA-9 15- 18:
VA-915-21: NA-1421-5)
[llustration: Provide photo
>fsteam locomotive
:GIenbow Archives photo
VA-3551-96)
4side: Liquor made it into
ailway camps in the most
Yellowhead Corridor

The roadbed through the pass was built primarily by
hand, and once this was done. the track was laid at a
snail's Pace of 1.25 kilometres per ten hour day. The
engineers and laborers made camps as they progressed
up and over the Yellowhead Pass. Most of these camps.
such as Moose City. Summit City. and Resplendent
(later renamed Red Pass). disappeared as the end of steel
pressed on. Along the railroad right-of-way there remain
traces of these camps in the forms of fallen-dom
cabins. and refuse durnps (full of tin cans, blasting
powder tins. and Iiquor bottles).

Workers came fiom a variety of backgrounds. including
Amencan. Canadian. Chinese, English, Italian, Russian.
Swedish. Turkish. and Ukrainian. Besides bootlegging
and con artists, Railway camps in Alberta were kept
under control by the Royal North West Mounted Police.
British Columbia, however. had no such control, and
accordingly. west of the Rockies. there were higher
incidents of gambling. prostitution. violence. and
bootlegging.

unusual ways. even as
stufing for pig carcasses.
Illustration: Photo of pig
carcasses containing bottles
of liquor (Glenbow Archives
photo NA- 1044-24).

As the railway made its way through the park, the
divisional point of Fitzhugh grew. A hotel. hospital.
store. raiiway yards. and a temporar) roundhouse were
al1 established over the winter of 1910-19 1 1. In 1913.
Fitzhugh w s surveyed. and leases were issued for lots.
In 1913. Fitzhugh was renamed Jasper.

Aside: Railway construction
was ofien carried out under
poor working conditions.
Accidents. poor health
facilities. and unsanitary
surroundings led to the
deaths of many men. Though
originally buried at the
hospital. their bodies were
exhumed and nou- lie in
Jasper's Cernete?.

blaterials close at hand were used for the construction of
man: early buildings in Jasper. Field Stones were used
in the construction of chimneys. hearths. and entire
buildings in Jasper. Given that the townsite was "a
boulder strewn flat" (Great Plains Research Consultants
1985. p65). fieldstones were readily svailablr. as was
the wood. for the log buildings in t o m . Clay for
chinking walls or rnudding chimneys could be found in
ri ver banks.

Invite the visitor to take a
walk through toun and look
at some of the early
buildings.
Aside: As you walk the
streets of Jasper. take note of
the locally available
materials used in the
construction of both
residential and business area
buildings.

The following information on early buildings in town
will be presented as a large aside. boxed-off from the
rest of the story. Rather like a rnini walking tour within
the larger auto tour. the centrally-located public
buildings considered have been and are key structures in
the Jasper cornrnunity.
It will be suggested that if the visitor is interested in a
more detailed look at Jasper's built heritage. he or she
purchase a copy of Forster's (1 987) "A Walk in the
Past" from the Fiends of Jasper National Park, or

Illustration: Early photos of
each of these buildings
should accompany the text.
Illustration: A map of the
town will be required to
show visitors where these
buildings are. Parking and
service centre (hours to be
listed at end of publication)
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perhaps participate in their daily guided waiking tours of
the town (provide hours).

locations should also be
included.

Jasper National Park Information Centre Athabasca Park, Connaught Drive
Originally constructed. in 1913, to function as both the
superintendent's residence and the park administration
building. this building has also functioned as a fish
hatchery (between 193 1 and 194 1 ). and the comrnunity
library (fiom 1942 through 1962). It has served its
present role since 1972.
The design of die Information Centre is one that blends
with the natural surroundings. It is rustic in design.
making use of locally available cobbles and tirnber.
Although the landscaping of the centre's grounds
maintain a great many of the originally intended
features. and the building's exterior is essentially
original. the interior has been extensively changed. This
is a Classified Federal Hentage Building and. since
1992. a National Historic Site. (Canadian Parks Sen-ice
1993)
Canadian Imperia1 Bank of Commerce - 416
Connaught Drive
Frorn the outset. Superintendent Rogers intended that
this location be occupied by a financial institution. In
1928. the Imperia! Bank of Canada built this quaint linle
building. By then. the bank had been established in town
for seven years. convinced that such an aesthetically
pleasing location as Jasper wouid eventuallp become
well-enough known to attract many visitors. HOH. nght
they were. Just under three million people pass through
the parkas gates each year.
As with the Information Centre. Stone and tirnber. in
addition to stucco. are the primary building materials
used. Exterior additions. renovations, and restorations
have been made to the bank. but in such a way as to
retain the building's hentage value. (Canadian Parks
Service 1992)
Friends of Jasper National Park Headquarters
415 Connaught Drive
This is the building originally constructed. in 1949. to
house the park Information Centre and public
washrooms. Today, this structure houses the office for
the Friends of Jasper National Park. With the building of

Aside: World War One
internees were put to work
lining Jasper's streets with
rocks to enhance the beauty
of the frontier town (Great
Plains Research Consultants
1985). Evidence of their
work is still visible around
the Information Centre.

Aside: The similarity
between the design of this
building and that of the
Infornation Centre is
because the architect A.M.
Calderon designed them
both.
Aside: Originally. bank
managers. or other staff.
lived in the bank's residential
quarters upstairs.
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a highway through the park, visitors increasingly chose
road over rail as the preferred mode of trançportation.
With this, came the need for roadside visitor information
services.
Although it was built significantly later than the current
Information Centre. notice that attempts were made for
it to blend in with the older buildings in town. It is a
Recognized Federal Heritage Building.
Canadian National Railway Station
Connaught Drive
In the w-inter of 1924-1925. the original Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway Station burned down. The Canadian
National Station you see today was built in 1925 to
serve the town of Jasper and Jasper Park Lodge. then
owned by Canadian National. Even then. increasing park
tourism was anticipated.
To a great extent. the station was modelled afier preWorld War One English country houses. The
asymrnetrical roof. Iower walIs of uncut field Stone. and
small-paned windows. as well as intentionally rough
intenor plastering are al1 charactenstics of such homes.
Comptete with dining room. news stand. public
telephones. large washrooms. men's smoking room. and
ladies' waiting room. as well as ample seating for
uaiting travellers. the station's design was modem for
its' time.

-

Supsrintcndcnt's House and Garage 5 10 Robson Street

This house and garage were built as a depression relief
project in 1936. It was then. and likely still is today.
Jasper's finest residence. The parkascurrent
Superintendent resides here. This is a Recognized
Federal Heritage Building.
Again. note the use of fieldstones in both the chirnney
and main structure of the house. Not only has the
exterior remained relatively unaltered. but the interior of
the building is much as it was when originally built.
(Canadian Parks Service 1992)
Jasper Municipal Library Building Robson Street
In 1926. this was built by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police to serve as the Sub/District Headquarters for the
Jasper R.C .M.P detachment. Jasper's population was
increasing. and law enforcement was a necessity. Since
1974. when the building was purchased by Parks
Canada. it has been leased to the Jasper Municipal

-

Aside: This building too is
based primarily on the
designs of Calderon. Due to
funding constraints. a few
alterations were made in the
plans before construction.

Library. The interior of the building has been modified
over the years. but the Stone fireplaces are original.
This was the first R.C.M.P. detachment headquarters
built in the National Parks system, and is one of the
oldest in Canada! (Canadian Parks Service I 992)
Church of St. Mary and St. George - corner of Geikie
Street and Miette Avenue
In 1927. this church was built to replace the original log
building of the Church of St. Mary and St. George.
which was located across the street and a few doors
down. Given sketches of a tentative plan for a 14th
Century English Gothic Revival Church (the style for
the traditional Anglican parish church as dictated by the
Church of England) Calderon completed the design of
the new church. His initiai design specifications were
completed in 1927. as was the construction of the
church. An anonymous donor offered funds for the
construction of this church. in memory of her son who
was kilIed in action in World War One. The cornerstone.
laid in 1928 by the Govemor General of Canada.
Viscount Willingdon. contains this o u n g soldier's copy
of the New- Testament and olive beads. The church
tower. a Iater addition. was named in memory of Edith
Cave11.
In 1985. this Anglican Church was dcsignated a
Provincial Historic Resource by the Province of Alberta.
(Canadian Parks Service 1992)
Jasper Post Office - 500 Patricia Street
Built in 1939 the Post Office still serves its original
function. On the east donner of the building. above
"Jasper Post Office" is "1 9GR39": 1939 broadcasting
the building's year of constniction. and GR (perhaps
initials for George Rex) commemorating that this was
year the monarchy visited Jasper. (Canadian Parks
Service 1992)
Fire Hall - 416 Patricia Street
This 1936 fire hall replaced an earlier 1914 hall of log
constniction. Today, it still hnctions as a fire hall as
well as the main communications centre for the park. In
the past. it has served additional hnctions as the weather
bureau and law courts.
The main difference between this and the other
buildings yet described is that the construction materials
are pnmanly hollow clay tiles (made in Medicine Hat.

Aside: This is one of the 1 s t
churches in Alberta to be
designed in the Gothic
Revival style. Once again.
Mr, Calderon had a hand in
its design.
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Alberta) and stucco, with minimal brick and stonework.
The large tower on the north end of the building is a fire
hose drying tower. (Canadian Parks Service 1992)
In 1913. the Canadian Northem Railway had reached
Lucerne, its Rocky Mountain divisional point along the
Yellowhead Corridor. Lucerne was soon larger than
Jasper. The Canadian Northem Railway built its Jasper
station just West of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
station in Jasper at Sleepy Hollow. The area is still
referred to as such by local residents. Due to
construction delays. Canadian Northem Railway did not
officially open its line until October 4. 191 5 .

Interpret from Lucerne
camperound.
Illustration: Provide early
photos of Lucerne (Glenbow
Archives photo NA-2062-5)
and Tête Jaune Cache
(Glenbow Archives photos
NA-9 15-35; NA- 132 1-2;
NA-3658-6 I ).

With the needs of the First World Wx. the two parallel
railway lines did not run through the Yellowhead
Comdor for long. In 1916. the lines of the financially
distraught Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and Canadian
Nonhem Railwy were amalgamated. Tracks from both
companies' lines were tom up and sent to France in aid
of the war effort. Where one company's tracks were
abandoned. the other company laid down track frorn
their parallel line.

Interpret from Fraser
Crossing (a pullout next to
abandoned railway bridge
abutments).
lnfonn the visitor to keep an
eye open for the abandoned
railway grade on the south
side of the highway west of
Jasper townsite.

By 1 973. five major railways. and several smaller lines.
had amalgamated to form the Canadian National
Railway. Jasper was chosen over Lucerne as the
divisional point for the new company. approximately 75
railway families ( Wheeler 1979) and business thus being
transferred to the national park town. To this day. the
Canadian National runs through the Yellowhead
Corridor.
The beginning of Jasper's existence as a park was one of
resource exploitation: not only in tems of tourism, but
also in respect to other activities that today would never
be tolerated in a national park. In its early days, until
1930 and the passing of the National Parks Act Jasper's
Yellowhead Comdor. was home to cod mining.
lumbenng. and lime quarrying industries, given that
these industries did not interfere with the potential
wealth to be reaped from the park lands.
As has been made clear thus far, Jasper National Park is

lnterpret from Pocohontas
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an area rich in resources, and it is this fact that has made
it so appealing to hurnans throughout time. Coal mining
was one of the primary industries in the park area at the
tum of the century. the remains of which c m be viewed
at the historical site of Pocahontas. near the park's east
gate. Jasper Park Collieries was financed by Canadian
and Arnerican investors eager to get a piece of the
action. The Company worked quickly to get the
operation m i n g by the time the railway anived. By
September. 1911. the first car load of coal was shipped
from the mine via a spur line to the main railway. By
19 13. the Company town of Pocahontas (narned after a
booming coal town in Virginia) had grown to a
substantial size. with 250 miners and their families. In
1914. with the anival of the Canadian Northem on the
north side of the Athabasca River, collieries were also
able to exploit coal searns on the opposite side of the
river. In 1914. Jasper Park Collieries opened Miette
Mine opposite Pocahontas. In 1916. Blue Diarnond Coal
Mine opened near Brûlé Lake. now outside the park
boundaries.

Afier extracting 840.200 tons of coal. the Pocahontas
operation was deemed to be unprofitable (possibly due
to poor quaiity coal resources). and had to close in
August. 1921. The toun. with a railway station. hospitai.
police station. post office. hotel. rooming house. pool
room. restaurant. cornpan! store. school and 2.000
residents. kvas thus also closed down Today. al1 that
remains to be seen of this once thriving community is
the Mine Manager's House.
In 191 1. another industry was opened up in Jasper
National Park.just West of Pocahontas. The Fitzhugh
Lime and Stone Company quarried and coked limestone
(to produce a calcareous matenal necessary for the
production of cernent) in the park. George Brown and
HoIyoak H. Needham staked a 16 hectare daim on the
shoulder of Disaster Point. The kiln was just north of
Disaster Point (Kariel and Kariel 1986). Just to the West
of the kiln. they built a Stone building to function as both
home and office. Unfortunately. the first load of lime
was readj to be shipped out at the sarne time the First
World War broke out ( 1914). putting a quick end to the

and recornmend walk around
the old townsite using the
Parks Canada pamphlet.
Side Road: Note that at the
end of Fiddle River Road
( I 7.5 km) are found Miette
Hotspnngs. They are reputed
to be some of the hottest in
the Canadian Rockies.
reaching temperatures near
54°C.
Aside: The semi-anthracite
coal from the mine burned
with less smoke. Therefore
during World War One.
ships used it because they
would be harder to detect
(Beers 1996).
Illustrations: Provide photos
of the town at its peak
(Glenbow Archives photo
NA-2062-2: JNP photos
number H2066 and H3390).

Interpret from Disister
Point. but suggest a walk to
Fitzhuph Lime and Stone
C o m ~ a n ypullout.

-

Aside: The narne Disaster
Point may be in reference to
the fact that Sanford Fleming
broke his brandy flask when
crossing the point. However.
the dangerous point was
blasted to make way for the
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enterprise. Several loads were shipped before the
company was forced to close. At the edge of the small
pond on the West side of Disaster Point, remains a
carload of lime, dumped there for lack of a destination.
Needham enlisted in the British A r m y at the start of
World War One. and was never to r e m to his
company. Brown and Needham's home was used as an
Alpine Club of Canada hut between 1935 to 1981. In
1985. the remains of the hut were removed.

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
line through Jasper. Today.
the point is prone to a
different sort of disaster.
Each year. sheep making use
of the minera1 lick at the
point are killed by collisions
with cars. PLEASE: SLOW
DOW.

Fitzhugh Lime and Stone Company was not the only
quarrying operation in the park. By 1916, Edmonton
Portland Cernent Company had purchased 130 hectares
of quarrying leases in the park. and was prepared to go
to work on their clairns 4 kilometres east of Jasper
tomsite (Great Plains Research Consultants 1985).
Once again. the key to their operation was the
availability of the railway to transport their goods. A
railway spur at the location allowed them to transport
the material to their plant at Marlboro. In 1929. the
Jasper plant closed d o m . The buildings associated with
this operation were destroyed by fire within years of the
plant's closure.

Interpret fiom Colin Ranee
viewpoht.

Commercial lumbering appears to have occurred in
Jasper National Park from about 1914 to 1935. In 1919.
the park initiated logging up the Whirlpool River in an
attempt to remove dead timber infected by a mistletoe
blight infestation. thus preventing further spread of the
disease (Great Plains Research Consultants 1985). The
timber was both cut and milled in the Whirlpool River
Valley (the valley leading to the Athabasca Pass). the
resulting railway ties floated doun the Whirlpool and
Athabasca Rivers and collected at a jack-ladder near the
entrance to Jasper Lake (just upstream fiom Snaring
River) (Pickard 1987). From here. they were transported
to the Henry House siding. and loaded onto railroad
cars.

Aside: A jack-ladder was "a
type of conveyor belt. built
out of two chains with erect
spikes which would catch
and hoId the ties" (Gainer
1981. p137).

Aside: The NationaI Parks
Initially. the potential for commercial development of
the park was acceptable. Preservation soon becarne part Act put an end to al1
extraction industry in Jasper.
of the picture. Beyond destruction of park resources by
traditional industry. it was soon realized that the tounsts but in comrnunities like
could destroy the very wildemess they had corne to see. Hinton, naturai resource
Chapter 3 - Human History of the Yellowhead Corridor

As industry grew in the 1920s, the need for a policy on
preservation was becoming more obvious. The National
Parks Act of 1930 made it illegal to remove anything
from or destroy anything in a national park.
Furthermore, it ensured that there would be no more
commercial or industrial development of forests. water
power. or minerals in the parks, forever changing the
face of resource exploitation in national parks.
Appropnate recreational use of park resources was the
fiiture. but this future could be as. or even more,
damaging to the integrity of the park's natural state than
the other industries just discussed.

extraction is central to the
economic well-being of the
community. Much
employment in Hinton is
accounted for through either
the lurnber or coal-mining
industries.

By 1917. it was noted that the abandoned railroad beds
were quite suitable for the development of an
automobile road. Between then and the early 1920s. the
federal govemment took steps to purchase these
abandoned roadbeds from the railways. Though cars
were permitted in the park as early as 1916. it was not
until 1912. that the first car reached Jasper on its own
stearn. the trip taking in six days from Edmonton. In
1923. the federal and provincial govemments decided to
build a road from Edmonton to Jasper. but it was not
until 1928 that a gravel road was completed. The gravel
road. however. was impassable for most of the year. The
solution came with the Depression. improvements were
made possible with the help of relief camp workers.
unemployed men in need of work.

Illustration: Picture of
Neimeyer-S ilverthorne
expedition car (first car that
reached Jasper) (Glenbow
Archives photo NA-233612).

During the winter of 1 93 1- 1932. relief work began on
the highway west of Jasper. Just one year of work was
completed. It seemed unlikely that the British Columbia
govemment would help build the highway West of the
divide. By 1937. the road was graveled and graded al1
the way from Jasper to Edmonton.
Relief camp workers were also put to work on clearing
trails. Connaught Drive improvernents. clearing the
Jasper airfield. a sewer extension, and setting up a
telephone system for Jasper to~nsite.
In 1941. the first Conscientious Objectors camps opened
in Jasper National Park. The men in these camps were

Aside: In 19 17, a motorcycle
had arrived in the park on
packhorse! The
supenntendent ordered his
wardens to pursue it on
horseback and get it. and its
owner. out of his park (Great
Plains Research Consultants
1985).
Aside: The relief camp
worken were paid a bare
minimum of $0.30/hour for
roadwork. plus room and
board (Bella 1986).
Aside: The Jasper airstnp is
located just east of town. but
today it is used only in
ernergencies.

those who refused to attend compulsory military training
for World War Two. Arnong other tasks in the park.
they were put to work on the western extension of the
highway through the Yellowhead Pass. These
Tonchies". as they were referred to. were not the only
workers on the highway. In January, 1942 (after the
attack on Pearl Harbor). the Canadian govemment
feeling threatened by a potential attack on the West coast
by the Japanese militarv, moved al1 people of Japanese
ongin inland to carnps.These men helped work toward
the completion of the highway between Jasper and Blue
River. Within the park. camps were set up at Geikie and
Decoigne. Between the park's west gate and Valemount.
the following camps were set up: Lucerne. Fitzwilliam
camp. Grant Brook. Rainbow. Red Pass junction. Red
Pass camp. Tête Jaune camp. and Valemount. These
men were refused access to Jasper townsite and the areas
adjacent to the major highways. In fact. they were
separated from their farnilies and treated like prisoners
in their omn country. Canada was a country at war. and
panic about the enemy mrastaken to the extreme. Today.
the federal governrnent recognizes this unfortunate
occurrence in a formal acknowledgment. The Japanese
workers were removed from the park boundaries bu
July. 1942. -4 standard road for the Yellowhead Comdor
would h a ~ to
e wait.

By 1947. British Columbia communities along the
proposed route of the highway had taken it upon
themselves to keep the way clear. Although in the 1950s
the federal and provincial governments agreed to
complete the Yellowhead highway tn Vancouver. it
wasn't until 1970 that a car could drive the complete
route on a paved surface. Today. this is Canada's
northem transcontinental highway: The Yellowhead.

Interpret from
Acknowledgment pulloff.

Aside: One of the more
intriguing occurrences in
Jasper during the war was
Project Habbakuk. an
experimental ship made of
ice and wood pulp. Built in
Patricia Lake in 1943.
Habbakuk was
approximately 18 metres
long. 9 metres wide. and 6
metres deep. The twisted
remains of Habbakuk's
refrigeration systern pipes
still lie at the bottom of the
lake.

At the end of the guide.
provide locations. operating
information for the following
services:
Alberta Motor Association Jasper
Friends of Jasper National
Park
Jasper Information Centre
Jasper Warden Service
Jasper Yellowhead Museum
Mount Robson Information
Centre
Valernount Museum
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Notes
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The other hypothesized route for human migration to the south of the ice sheets is
dong the then exposed continental shelf and coastline of British Columbia.
The last Ice Age. or glaciation, is referred to as the Wisconsin glaciation. This glaciation
reached its maximum about 18.000 years ago: then the ice sheets began to melt. The end
of the Wisconsin glaciation is defined as 10.000 yean BP (Pielou 1991)
3
BP stands for Before Present.
1
The Holocene is a geological time frame defined as having begun approximately 10,000
years BP. This is the interglacial penod that we are currently expenencing. It is different
from previous interglacials only because of the presence of humans.
vhinooks are mild. westerly winds experienced on the leeward side of mountain ranges.
6
Plateau refers to the Plateau of ~Vorthwesrern
..lrnerica which lies between "the Rockies
in the e s t . the great bend of the Fraser in the nonh. the Cascade and Coast Mountains to
the West, and the California border and Blue Mountains to the south" (Richards and
Rousseau 1981. p 1).

Chapter 3 - Human History of the YeZlowhead Corridor

Chapter 4
The In terpretive Prograrn
Based on an assessmerit of Jasper National Park's current interpretive needs. a new
interpretive program was developed. The theme and title of this interpretive program is
The Human H i s t o y of the YeIlowheod Corridor. It focuses on human use of the area's
natural resources over the last 9.000 years.

In Chapter 3. interpretive opportunities dong Highway 16 (the Yellowhead Comdor)
between Hinton, Alberta and Valemount. British Columbia were identified. Safe, easily
accessible roadside stops were identified. Relevant information (pertaining to the human
history theme and subthemes) that could be delivered from the roadside stops was
collected via a literature review and presented in chronological order.
The purpose of Chapter 4 is to present the interpretive program to the reader. During the
development phase of the guide to the human history of the Yellowhead Comdor.
esisting interpretive guides were examined for their contents. styles. and presentation
formats. Guides relevant to Jasper National Park included Jasper ... .4 Walk in the Pusr
(Forster 1987). Magnificent Yelloit~hcadH i g h w q ~Cblume Two: Edmonton 10 Kanlloops
(Fryer 1980a). MapiJicent IDllowhead Highway L'olzrme Three: Tete Jaune Cache lo
Prince Rupert ( F r y 198Obj. Parkwavs of the Canadian Rockies (Patton 1995). and
léllowhead .blileposts (Wright and Wright 1974). Reviewing these existing guides
provided ideas leading to the development of an accurate. easily read. and aesthetically
pleasing document. In addition. the document is inexpensive to reproduce. Other selfinterprerive alternatives. including recorded tours on cassette and compact disc would be
unreal istic given the limited available financial resources.
ln addition. the guide to the human history of the Yellowhead Comdor was written
keeping in mind Tilden's six principles of interpretation. Specifically. the guide's text
was witten in a style that speaks directly to the visitors. and attempts to relate the
Yellowhead Comdor's human history with their immediate experiences. The text
attempts to lead visitors back in time by revealing to them how conditions may have been
in the past. At the sarne time. it attempts to relate to them how the natural resources in
their irnrnediate surroundings have much to do with past human use of and presence in
the Yellowhead Comdor.
.4n introductory section explains how to use the guide. It also provides the visitor with a
Iist of services available at each stop.
Stops have been presented in order from West to east. not chronologically as in Chapter 3.
Distances fiom the east and west endpoints (Hinton and Valemount) have been provided
in both kilometres and miles. and it is suggested that a map of the Yellowhead Comdor
also be included to assist the visitor in locating these stops.
-.

-
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Icons indicating the subtheme content o f the various stops have been included alongside
the text. Also included is a symbol indicating activities visiton can do at stops, and a
symbol pointing out things visitors can look for as they drive.
It is intended that The Human History of the Yellowhead Corridor be assessed fiom the
point of view of the interpretive message. the interpretive information, and the selected
stops. not as a desktop publication. Desktop publishing is an expertise practiced by
professional graphic design artists. The author. however. does not have this background
in design. Although available appropriate illustrations (both photographie and otherwise)
have been included where possible. and recommendations for the inclusion o f original
artwork and maps have been made, they are merely presentation suggestions. It is up to
the discretion of Jasper National Park staff to prepare the guide for final publication.
A copy of the interpretive prograrn is included as Appendix B.

Chapter 4 - The lnterpretive Program

Conclusion
The goal of this Master's Degree Project was to design an interpretive program with the
potential to increase public awareness of the fact that past cultural activities in Jasper
National Park were shaped by the availability and types of natural resources offered by
the region now incorporated within park boundaries. The approach taken was based on
that defined by Veverka's (1 994) for interpretive master planning. The first step was to
define an interpretive need in the park. as well as an interpretive theme and subthemes. a
target audience. and an interpretive medium.
An evaluation of Jasper National Park's interpretive needs was carried out. using the
criteria defined in the park's interprerive plan as the comparative mode1 for what
interpretive opportunities should ultimately be offered by Jasper National Park. The
author identified the Yellowhead Comdor as one of eight Park Interpretive Management
Units lacking more specific interpretive plans or opportunities. Ranked by Parks Canada
interpretive personnel as the area with the second-most potential visitor contacts in Jasper
National Park. the Yellowhead Comdor presented itself as a prime opportunity for
interpretive development within the park.
In addition to the evaluation of the park's interpretive needs. members of Jasper's
business community and Parks Canada Staff were interviewed regarding their perceptions
of Jasper's interpretive needs. Given that the project was being pursued on behalf of the
park's Cultural Resource Officer. responses were limited to oppominities for cultural and
historical interpretation within Jasper. Areas perceived as needing more or better
interpretation lay prirnarily along the route of Highway 16. within the Yellowhead
Corridor.
The author detemined that an interpretation prograrn focusing on the human history of
the Yellowhead Comdor would address both the identified and perceived interpretive
needs of Jasper National Park. The scope of the interpretive program was expanded to
incorporate the gateway communities of Hinton. Alberta and Valemount. British
Columbia as a means of emphasizing the historical continuity of the corridor beyond the
park b o u n d q . Subthemes were based upon those defined by Gentilcore ( 1978). included
were post-glacial settlement, post-contact native senlement, exploration and mapping. the
early hir trade, f m i n g the land. mining. resource conservation. and land transportation.
Due to a lack of current information dealing with the interpretive preferences and
individual characteristics of visiton to Jasper National Park, it was somewhat difficult to
identiS, a target audience. However, given the available information on visiton to Jasper.
the target audience was defined as adult Albertans who are short-term. pleasure-seeking.
destination travelers. sightseeing through the Park by car in the summer. The target
audience was further defined as including visitors who are new to the park or who are not
already aware of the Human use of the Yellowhead Comdor over the past 9.000 years.

1 O4

In cornparison to other instruments. a self-interpretive guidebook was determined to
be the best interpretive medium to use to present the hurnan hiaory of the Yellowhead
Comdor to this mobile target audience. It allows for visiton to take their own time as
they travel dong Highway 16 and provides them with a souvenir. Furthermore. such a
guide can be developed and published for a reasonable price and sold on a cost-recovery
basis.
Consisting of 23 stops along the route of Highway 16. the self-guided automobile tour
examines the human history of the Yellowhead Comdor from the time of the earliest
recorded human traces in the park (about 9.000 years ago) through to approxirnately
1950.

The guide itself was developed with the conceptual framework of interpretation in mind.
and Tilden's principles of interpretation were applied where possible. Beginning with the
principle of relating information through expenence. the guide encourages visitors to not
merely drive through the park on a transcontinental highway. but to experience the
Yellowhead Comdor for themselves. Visitors are encouraged to keep their eyes open for
easily identified plants and animals. and evidence of past human activity as the
significance of the comdor's resources to humans in the past are revealed. This active
involvement and first-hand experience is expected to keep the visitor involved and
interested in the guide. al1 the while leaming to understand and appreciate what the) see.
As much as is possible. the guide is irritten addressing the visitor and associating objects
close-at-hand with past times and peoples. This is Tilden's "revelation". Not merely does
the guide tell the visitor about the past. it is intended provoke the visitor to learn more
about it. The photographs and pictures. as well as unusual tidbits of information are
hoped to make the visitor curious enough. or to provoke them. to learn more about
aspects of the Yellowhead Corridor's histoy on their omn. Finally. the guide addresses
the whole human history of the Yellowhead Comdor. rather than any specific part.
Jasper National Park ma- use the final product of this Master's Degree Project as a
means of bringing the human history of the Yellowhead Comdor to the attention of the
visitor travelling east or West along Highway 16. It is believed that greater public
understanding and appreciation of Jasper's cultural resources will result from the
distnbution and use of the guide. From this appreciation may rise greater protection of
the Yellowhead Comdor's cultural and natural resources. Furthermore. it is believed that
this guide wil1 make clear to the visitor the significance, for the last 9.000 years. of the
Yellowhead Comdor as both a source of various types of resources and a travel comdor.
With respect to distribution. the guide should be made readily available to visitors to the
region on a cost-recovery basis. Appropriate places to target for distribution include gas
stations. visitor centres. museums. and the park gates. It might be possible to offset the
publication cost of the guide with corporate sponsorships from businesses in Hinton.
Jasper. and Valemount.

Conclusion
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One Final Note
The goal of this Master's Degree Project was the production of an interpretive prograrn
ernphasizing human use of natural resources. for a location in Jasper National Park
identified as in need of interpretation. With the design of the self-guided tour to the
human history of the Yellowhead Corridor. this goal has been fultilled. Yet one step
remains: evaluation.
Although evaluation is beyond the scope of the defined Master's Degree Project. it is still
an important part of the interpretation process. 1 recornrnend that Jasper National Park
develop an evaluation technique to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of this guide.
Feedback from such an evaluation could provide them with data valuable to the design of
such guides in the future. as well as possible revisions to this one.

Conclusion
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Appendix A

NAME
TlTLE OF POSITION
HELD PRESENT POSITION FOR

WORKPLACE
Y EARS

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE ENTAILING
1NTERACTION WITH JASPER'S VlSITlNG
PUBLIC:

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN AREA
INTERACTING WITH JASPER'S
VISfTING PUBLIC:

Interview Questions
1) Purpose of question: to determine the interpretaiion objectivesfor the Park.
What do you see as the interpretation objectives for Jasper? Please rank the following from I to IO ( 1
being the most important objective. 2 the second most important. and so on. N o ties please.): Note: l i an!
of the definitions (provided in parentheses) differ from those you would apply to the given phrases,
please explain how.
-intrigue tourist (rnake the tourist wmt to learn more about Jasper)

-educate (give the tourist the facts about Jasper's history in the hope they rernember them)
-insight (provide the tourist with an undentandins of relationships between historical occurences)

change attitudes (for those tourists who corne to Jasper with little or no appreciation of the natural

,ndcultural resources. have them leave with sorne appreciation of the resources' inherent value)
econornic gain (invite the tourists to spend more monev and provide the businesses in Jasper with a
resulting fiom the interpretive expe;ience)
provoke reactionichange behaviors (tourists will leave the interpretive program and activelv
G u e the preservation of the parkasresources)
-build concern for the future of both natural and cultura.al'historicaI resources in Jasper National
Park
tourist site management (i.e. use the interpretive program to encourage tourists to visit some areas
,ddiscourage them from visiting others)
-increase tourist length of stay
other (please speci@)
=fit

2) It is recognized that individuals visit Jasper National Park for a variety of reasons. Visitor types.
although not mutually exclusive. include:
a)
b)

C)

The Bus Tourisr is a tourist trmelling. via bus. on organized tours.
The Cultural Tourisr is interested primaril', in cultural resources. Cultural resources include
archaeology. prehistoty. history, ezhnicig: lore. education, i n d u s l ~rrode.
,
professionalism, and
entertainment. in essence, the cultural taurisrfocuses on human-influenced aspects ofhis or her
surroundings.
The Ecorourisr is interested primarily in natural resources. Natural resources include clirnate.
wildlife. vegeration. topograplq: and wrrer. The ecorourist is inrerested in what the out-doors
emyironmenr h m ro offer. For the purposes ofrhis stu& Outdoor Adventure Seekers and Campers ure
included in this categor):
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Do the above estimates for 1995 reflect a typical year? ES
If !W. how do the statistics for a typical year differ?

NO

4) Pu rpose of question: lo narrow down areas ofpotenfiai inte'preiation
a) Please rank the following areas in t e m s of interest to yourself on i) a personal, and ii) (if applicable) a
professional level. ( 1 being that of most interest. 2 the second most interesting, and so on. N o ties
please.): fiIl in column 1
b) Using an X or please indicate which wea(s) would be of interest to each tourkt type. fi11 in columns
2 through 4
Cultural resources inciude archaeoiogr: prehisro~,hisron ethniciw fore. educarion. indust~:[rade.
professionaiisrn. and enrerrainmenr
.Warural tesources inciude ciimare. wiidige. vegetation. ropogropb. and warer.

\',

COLUMN
Interest
A rea
Naturai
Resources
Cultural
Resources

1
Key Informant
personally

professionniiv

2

3

4

Cultural Tourist

Ecotourist

Heritage Tourist

5) Purpose of question: to furfiter narrow down areas of potential interpretation
a ) Please rank the following natural themes in terms of interest to yourself on i) a personal. and ii) (if
applicable) a professional level. ( 1 being that of most interest. 2 the second most interesting. and so
on. No ties please.): fiIl in column 1
b) Using an X or 4.please indicate which natural thetnets) would be of interest to each tourist type. fiIl in
columns 2 through 4
Plcase indicate the 3 top-ranked themes in terms of interest for each tourist type ( I being that of most
C)
interest. 2 the second most interesting. and so on. No ties please.): fiIl in columns 2 through 4
COLUMR
Xatural
Therne
(RANK 1-7)
Climate
Natural
History of
A rea
Topography
Vegetation

1
Key Informant
personaliy
professionaiiy

2

3

4

Cultural Tourist

Ecotourist

Heritage Tourist

t

Water
Wildlife
Fire
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6 ) Purpose of question: to narrow do wn areas ofpotentid interpreation

a) Please rank the following cultural themes in tenns of interest to yourself on i) a personal. and ii) (if
applicable) a professionaI level. ( I being that of most interest, 2 the second most interesting. and so
on. No ties please.): fil1 in column 1
b) Using an X or \i. please indicate which cultural themes would be of interen to each tounst type. fiIl in
columns 2 through 4
C) Please indicate the 3 top-ranked themes in tems of interest for each tourist type ( i being that of most
interest. Z the second most interesting. and so on. No ties please.): fil1 in columns 2 through 4

COLUMN

2

3

4

Cultural Tourist

Ecotourist

Heritage
Tourist

1

Cultural Theme
(RANK 1-7)

Key Informant
ersonally

professionally

Pre-contact
Humans
The Fur Trade
The Railway
Living in the
Park
Tourism
Industry in the
Park
Depression and
War

7) Pu rpose of question: to ensure that ail sites of
have been recognized
- significance
-

Are there any sites of either cultural or natural significance missing fiom the following k t ~ YES
?

.VO

If YES. please identie them in the space following the lists. and esplain their importance.
The Fur
Trade

Athabaska River
a

O

a

a
O
O

a

The
Railway

Living in the

Ewan Moberly Homestead

Park

O

O

O

a

a
O

O

Athabaska Pass and Comrnittee's
Punch Bowl
Y ellouhead Pass
Cabin site 1809
Henr),'s House 18 10
Laroque's House 1825
Jasper House 1830
Miette's Habitation 1 830
Athabaska Depot
Lobstick
Snape's hill (GTP Engineer's
Camp)
Abandoned cemetep and nuning
station (GTP) 191 1
Baking Oven (GTP)1 9 1 1
Isolation hospital 19 15
Tie camps (up the Whirlpool R.)
Railway camp sites

O

a
a
a
O
O

Tourkm

John Moberly Homestead 1890
Athabaska cabin site 1900
Snaring cabin site 1900
Swift Homestead (Palisades center)
Wardens' cabins
Proposed townsite historic district
Townsite
Federal Buildings

Alpine huts and backcountry lodges
(eg. Shangri-La)
Maligne Lake (Brewster chalet and Phillip
boathouse)
Skiareas
Icefields Parkway
Outlying commercial accomodation
(eg. bungalows at L. Edith and brarnid L.)
Jasper Park Lodge
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Jackladder by the Paiisades
Railway yards
Railway roundhouse
Railway rights of way (GTPand
CN R)

Industv

Columbia icefield
Lake Edith
Pyramid Bench
Maligne Canyon
Miette Hotsprings
Route of H ighway 16
(Yeilowhead P a s )

Logging industry

in the
Park

Pocahontas and former coal mining
Fitzhugh Lime and Stone
Company

Depression
and War

W.W.1 Intemment Camp
Operation Habakuk
icefields Parkway

W.W.lIIntemmentCarnps(3)
Route of Highway 16 (Yellowhead Pass)
L irlisred sites of sign ijcance:

8) Pu rpose of question: To establish what areas of the park are of greatest interest to both
yourseif and the tourkt.
a ) Please indicate your own familiarity with each site as HIGH (H), MEDIUM (M),L O W (L),or

D O N T K N O W (D):fill in column 1

Please rank the following sites in tems of interest to yourself on i) a personal. and ii) (if applicable) a
professional level. ( 1 being that of most interest. 2 the second most interesting. and so on. No ties
please.): fiIl in calumn 2
c) Using an X or \. please indicate which sites would be of interest to each tourist We: fiIl in columns 3
through 5
d ) Please indicate the 3 top-ranked sites in terms of interest for rach tourist type ( 1 being that of most
interest. 2 the second most interesting. and so on. No ties please.): fiII in columns 3 through 5
b)
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3

2

1

4

5

MEREST TO
Familiarity w i t h
site (H,M,L,D)

Key l n f o r m r ~ t

CUI~~I

'

Tbe F u r Trnde
( R 4 N K 1-8)

Athabaska River
Cabin site 1809
Henry's H o u x 1810
Athabaska Pnss and
Committce's Puncb Bowl
't'cllowhcad Pus
Laroque's Houw 1825
Jasper H o u x 1830
Miette's Habitation 1-

Tourist

pmrcnkuUl

pmouib

Cuttural
TOUI~S~

profesiiomilh

,

Ecotourist

Hcritnge
Tounst

1

Athabaska Depot
Lobstick
Snapc's hill (CTP
Engincer's Camp)
Railway roundhouse
Railway nghts of w q
(CTP and CSR)
Railway yards
Abandoncd cemeten. and
nursing station 19 1 1
Baking Ovcn 1911
Isolation hospital 1915
T i c camps
Railway camp sites
Jackladder bu the
Palisades

,

1

i

1

I

Familiarih- w i t h
site ( I M l L D )
pmoaalh

Ewan Slobcrly Homestend
John Mobcrly Homestend
1890
Athabaska cabin site 1900
Snaring cabin site 1900
Swift Homestead
(Palisades centcr)
Wardens' Cabins
Proposcd histonc district
Townsite

,

1

i

#rrooii~y

Living i n the
Park
(RASli 1-8)

Hcriuge
Tourist

1
Fimiliarity w i f h
site (H.3i.L.D)

The Railway
(RASCI 1-12)

Ecotourist

pmbriooalty

Cultural
iourist

Ecotourist

Hcritnge
Tourist

1

i

1

1
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D~~EWXTÜ
Kcy loformani

Familiarit). witb
site (H,M,LD)

Pm"*

Early Tourism
(R.\SK 1-12)

*CU-

Depression
and M a r
(RASK 1-51

1

1

1

pmoiil~y

1

proCa~ioailîy

Cultural
Tourist

Hcritrge
E C O ~ O U R S ~TO&

.

1

1

1

1

Intcrnmrnt Camp \i'.iV.I
Operation Habakuk
Icefields Parkwau
lnttrnmcnt Camps
W.W.11
Rouie o f Highway 16
('t'ellowhcad Pass)
Familiariiy with
site (H.3f.t)
prno~~iy

I n d u s t ~i n the
Park
( R A S K 1-3)

Ecotourist

Alpine huts and
Backcountry lodg«(eg.
Shangri-La)
Maligne Lake (Brewster
chalet and Pbillip's

Familiarity with
site (H3f.L.D)

1

Hcntige
Tourist

Culturd
Tourist

pmraiiod~

Cultural
TOUIW

Hcritage
Tourjst

Ecoiouri~t

\

Fitzhugh Lime and Stonc
Company
Pocahontns and former
coal mining
Logging industry

1

9) Purpose of question: I would like to determine why you believe the i n t e r u indicated above reject
those of touri$s. In other wordr, why do you believe tourists are interesred in
the sites you have noted?

Please explain why you indicated tourist interest in the above given topics. Please speciS reasons for each
tourist type.

-
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PIease rate. for yourself, the i m p o m c e of the following rnethods of tourist feedback as sources of
information regarding toun'st opinions and interpretive desires. Please use the scale of 1 to 5 (show
below).

1

IMPORTANT

Tourist Type

UNIMPORTANT

Questions
Asked

Information
Sought

Corn ments
Made

Surveys/studies
Carried Out (please
oame)

Cultural Tourist

Other
(please
specify)

Ecotourist
Heritage Tourist

-

1
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Site
On a scale of 1 to 5 (shown below), how da you think
Ecotourists wouldrate the nppenl of the praduct?
Why?
I know this because they:
O n a scale of I to 5 (shown below), how do you think

W hv?
I know this because they:

[

LlKE

SCALE:

I

DISLIKE
5

4

3

2

12) Purpose of question: to determine the preference ofiwurseif and tourlstsfir varhusfiwms of interpretation.
Please rank the following formats of interpretation in tenns of pcrsonal prcference, ( 1 being iliat which you like most, 2 bcing that which you like second
best, and so on. No ties pleasc.): (Row 1 .)
b) Do you believe ihat the sub-categories o f tourists (Le. ccotourisi, etc.) would rank preferencc any differently ihan the generic tourist? YES-NO
I f YES, please indicate the expccted diffcrences (ix. rank using the same procedure as was used for row 1) (Rows 2 through 4).

a)

ROW

I
2

guidtd
tour

Ky
Informant
Cultural
Tourlst

3
4

Ecotouriit
Hrrftigr
Tourist

,

piinphleil
brochure

booklet
(Cm)

booklrt
(tourist-piid)

intcrprrtivc
signige

intorrnition
Wosk al rite

winderinl
intcrprctcn

intcrprctivc
ccntcr

wlf-~uidd
toun

autornrtic
iudio-visuil

Icctum

sWII
dwdopmcnt

othcr

-
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Appendix B
The Interpretive Program:
The Human History of the Yellowhead Corridor

E e6ed uo pe1611
aie dols y e e 1s a(qelinAe seqrrles pue '8 e8ed uo pepirro~ds! s u o a do16
~ ~ q 1 l o dew y

I

r,

Auedu~o3eools pue etun u6nuq1j

3

e w p noh se 6u(qleuroc ioj

no y001

Tire Yellowhead Corridor Befkre Hurttcrrts
The /ce Age
The Yellowhead Comdor is situaled wthin the physical Ilmils sclenlists have
defined for the Ice-FreeComdor Anhwgh closed al the height of gkiciation,
11is betieved lhal lhir ice-lree passageway between Ihe Cordilleran and
Laurenllda ice sheets has existed for 40,000 of Ihe lest 5û.000 yearr Dunng
much of the lime 11has bften open. however. 11is Iiketyto have been forbidding
and inhospitable Incessanl, alrong, binerly wld wnds wouM have blown
rderred IO as the Wlsconsln
off Ihe ice sheels, and the land would have been domlnated by bogs,
gkclafbn. ?ïtbglacktlon m c h e d
marrhes. stagnanl ice and rock-stremi barrens. mlh dsngerour. lwenlial

Ice cover ol the Wisconsin Glaaalion. lrom aboul 18.000 Io 13.000 years ago

nvem and icy lakes Unable to survive in such an area until lhe influence of
lhe Ica sheets had decayed suMciently to pemit vegetation Io become
establlshed, big game had Io wail for the developmenl of a more hospitable
landsape Ounng lhe las1 Ice Age, sparse vegelalion and a lack of large
mammals wouM no1 have providd suffwenl resources Io supply people
wih food. dolhing, and fuel As a resull. human pcesence in Ihe area of the
Yellowhead Comdor dunng Ihe heighl ol the Wisconsin glauatmn (the last
Ica Age) was itnlikely ln lacl. as far as we know, lhere is no e v d e m of
human use of the Ice-FreeComdor belore 12.000 yean ego This lach of
evidenca, homtver. is no1 a certain indicator lhat humans were no1 in the
area belore lhls lime You aee. any evldence of human prasenca in Ihe
Vellowhead Corndor pnor Io the las1glacialionwould have been removed by
the more recenl ice advances Because of Vils. we ml1never know d people
were here before the las1 Ice Age
Dunng the Wisconsin glaclauon, Cordilleran ice ctossed the Conlinenla!
Divide lrom I r Rocky Mwntain Trench source by way of Ihe Yellowhead

Ifs mslrlmum about 16,W p a n
.go; lhen the k e shoota m a n to
mek Aîrhough, by definlion, the

Wsconrln ghclatlon e n M rbour
10,400~m
ego, g k c h l k r in the
mountalnwi 8188s maltsdoutovw
a perlodof Plme.ln sonte casas,thk
meitlnp conllnued for centuries
aiter thls 10,000yearmark.

TheCOnlJnOntàlDEv~is
Ifrepolnt
irpmmiry~lnInlothe PacMc ûcssn,Um A m k Ocsrn,
OrLheAuanllcOcedn'

Ho, do
kno
Pass and made ils way East down Ihe Athabasca River drainage, along the .nvlmnnnnn
Yellowhead Coriidor This ica llow grealty augmenled the large alpine gleciers
of the Athabsscs Veltey The Cordilleran lu, sheel (in I a d what we would
refer Io loday as a large glaaor) was some 2 liilomelres thick, and pmbabiy
sunounded. and in Mme cases overrode. mounlain peaks This 1s the same
glacial advance thal tranrported the Large boulders of Ihe Erratics Train easl ,,,,cmlorilk; a,,,,
o l the ContinentalDivide In Alberte. the Erratics Train 1s a scatter of baulders
lhal exlands abng the fooUIIHs of the Rockles from the Athabasca Valley to
Ihe Amerlcan M e r ScianUsta, however. are uncerlaln as Io the Uming ,,,h,,,,Irw,mntir
d.tr
and exlent ol this advance (il may have occurred dunng either the eafty or
wlth
mm,.,t
laie W i m s i n glacialion)
of envlronmmnfal trend* over a
roughly drflnrd rImm rcilr. Thur,
Thlngs Warm Up
mseorrh hu bomn

Ica cover approximatety 12.000 Io 10.000 years ego PossiMe human migration routes lrom
Asla are Indlcated by the black a r m

Approximateîy 13,ûûûyears ago, the Earth's ciimate Mgan lo warm. melling
away the Cordilleran Lu, rheet. a l c h starteci Io relreal Irom the Canadian DU('nC**'nprm ofJ~p.rN.tlorwl
""
rurroundln@ rrma81
mounieins By approxirnateiy 12,000yeam ago. this ice had melled back al
bas\ as far west as the hiitocic coai mining ~ownof Pucaiwnlas, in eaaiem ic''nurîs ""l hrv' an incOinpJrr'
Of lhm Y'ttowhmid
Jasper Naiional Park By epproxirnalely 9.600 years apo. vegelalion
Ffglicla'
mnvlmnmm'
Ir
exiremiîy of Jasper National Park, and Tonquin Creek. in eastern Mounl The lnform'tlon
On "* 'nterpn14tlon Of
Robson Provhidal Park. ware bolh free ol ice Based on dates eslablished
doser Io prerent-day glacial margins, il is esiimated thal by aboul 11,330 cumnuy
*cknm
6

comrnunilles had become establistied al Wilcox Pans, in the soulhern

Wsltbound
O 10)

Hinton - "Gateway to the Rockks"

Erstbound
106 (121.6)

Hinlon is Ihe stamng poinl for Viose of p u heading wesl. and lhe end for those heading 0aSl
*.m..
.*,LA

,ci..-.

,

.

,

-- -,
'

-*-y,s:-d*.

From Hinlon. you c m se6 Roche Mlene Le~endhan il lhat the
mounialn ts named after Mlene. a man who dimbed the mountaln
At the top. he sat down, legs danglcng over the edge. and srnoked
hl8 pipe

Neded in the Alberta foolhllls, Hinton 1s an appropnaie place Io bolh siart and end your look al human use of the
Yellowhead Comdor On the outsktns of the Rocky Mounlain Fmnl Ranges. p u w n Imagine how Intnguing Uw
rnounlains would have appeared Io both prehisloric and hlstonc peopbs, an Invitaiion Io move west and explore
the unknown
Named alter W D Hinlon (onelirne General Manager of Vie Grand Tnink Paufk Railway), Hinlon a a m m u n i t y
al the antrance to tho Rocky Mounlerns,and was an important Iink in hlstonc \rails and roules through the Rockles
For example. Hinlon was an important lunction on the Fur Trade roule Traden would tfavel overland lo HinlOn
h m the McLe~dRiver (south of Hinlon) via the Cache PwleTrai From Hinlon. lhey could travel either up or
domi me Alhabrca River
Althouoh Hlnlon wes lncorporaled as a town only in 1858. the Grand Twnk Paclfic Ralhvay had bulll ils line
îhrough hale in the eerty lBOOs Coal minino cornmunllies. auch as Mounlein Pah. Cadomln. and luscar. were
eslablished Io the south. along whal is known as lhe 'Coal Brandi' Today. minem, many of whom Iive ln Hinlon.
slill mine lhese seams
In July and August, you can lake a free tour ol Cardinal River C a l s operalions 40 km eouth of here Cetl the
Tounsl Informalion Centre al (403) 865-2777 for reservabons
On July 1. 1057, Albena's first putp miil officcaily opened in Hinlon Today. you ml1 n o b that the area's forest
induslry ln BUH IhrivinQ
You a n visit lhe Forest S e w w Museum and Vie Moberly Cresk Ranger Station, as well as aie Foreslry Schwl
InlerpretiveTrail, al1of whkh are located al the EnvlronmenlTralnlng Cenve (1176 Switzer Dnve ) The InterpreUve
Irail Is approxtmalely a 45 minute circuit tnferpretive signage will guide you abng the Vail, but a more delailed
inlerprelive booklet is avaiîable lnside the main building al the training centre In addibon. over 10 kilomelres ol
mulb-purpose trails are eccessiMe from the Fore81 School Irail syslem
Il you're more lnlo the trtchnology behlnd the loreslry industry, Weldwood of Canada Limiled oflem pulpmlll,
sewmill. and forest resourca tours dunng lhe summer months For more Informalion, or foc reservaüons. phone
(403) 8852777

309 Gr% Avenue
For more lnfonnalionon whal Io do in Hinlon, visit the Hlnton Tounsl InformationCentre al #l,
(on the soum aide of Hlghway 16).
Wlntst Hours: Q ûûarn to 4:30pm. Monday Io Fndey
Summsr Houn; B.OOamIo 7.00pm. Monday to Fnday

As you have Hinton headlng wert, please zero your odorneter as you pas8 the 100 km per hour
speed lirnit slgn.
Your flrst stop is only about 16 minutes away, at the Athabasca River hlatorlcal polnt of interest. 11
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By 1827. Jasper House was one of Ihe Eastern Slopes' mosl
signficant fur lrade ports. beaver and marten pells cornprlsing
lhe bulk of furs taken in II also functioned as a lransmonlane
lransshlpmenl posl. allowing foi Ihe transport of large numben
ol turs in slages. for bolh Ihe Columbia and New Caledonia

Someiime betvvgen March and December. 1830,Michael Ktyne
(in charge al Jasper House !rom 1827 IO 1835).moved Ihe posl
upnver from BrÛlB Lake Io Ihe norVIwes1amer ol Jasper Lake.
near the mouth of the Snake Indian River and opposile lhe mouth
01 the Rocky River This Is ectoss the nver from here ThIs
relocalion was Iikely due M h n e r home paslurage available al
lhe new sile Linle is known of the posl for lhe pend between
1831 and 1857

Elk.
Elk #mi blron m m ilmort .*ilncr ln J u p r
N a ü o ~Pifû
l
by Ih. 1800.. Th. rIk you 800
mday In Vn prrh in pffmrrily ducendrntr
of 88 olk m n r h m d lrom Yolkmfoni 8nd
194 rnnrlornd lrom B r n n In 1920. Tho
blion populrtionr h a w not ~uCC0SJl~lly
nnrm*d.

Wolf.

Oavld

Douglii.
Whyie Museum d lhe
Cennd~en Rockms

MfOM

lhey carned ou1 35 baplisms II was not unul 1848 thal anolher
pnest, Fathef P J de Smel. passed along Ihe comdor De S m \ ,
a Jesuil pnesl. camed ou1 47 more baplisms. and adminislered
marnage v o m 10 seven couples Though only in Jasper for hirD
weeks, the Iroquois named a mouniein. Roche de Smet, in hi8
honour

Fur Iraden. however,were no1Ihe only individuals Io visil Jasper
House Sclentisls. pnesle. and travellers wilh no fur Irade
conneclions made their way up and the d o m h e Yellowhead
Comdor
The fin1 naluralisl Io visit the Canadian Rockies was Thomas
Orummond He made hi8 wey Io Jasper House in 1820. and
over lhe Athabasca Pass in 1827 msklng delailed observabons
of the region's llora and faune, and collecling 2,000 dilieren1
sp6deS This Informalion was laler pubhshed, thereby eKposIng
the worM to the Llnle-explorednorlhwesl al Canada
David Douglas. aRer whom the Douglas Tir is namd. was soon
to follow Dnimmond. in 1827 He lw chronicled his lravels in
western Canada
In 1838, hvo Roman Catholic priests. Modesle Demers and
Francois Norbert Blanchel. made Iheir way up Ihe upper
Athabasca Valley and the Yellovrhead Comdor on their way Io
Oregon Because lhere were no missionaneswesl ol the Rockies
on the Columbia, Iheir pcesance lhere had b e n requesled by
Hudson's Bay Company employees While in the Jasper area

In 1fM6.the Oregon Treaty gave the Amencans conlrol of Ihe
lands soulh ol the 1orty.ninlh parallel. 10 the wesl ol the Rocky
Mounlains With his. the importance ot Jasper House further
decreased because Ihe Columbia brigades (those using the
Alhabasca PRSS)came Io an end In 1840.the Company m a n
Io ship goods auoss Ihe Panama isthmus. ralher lhan overland,
furlher deueasing the need for the posl as a Irade rwle lhrough
the rnounlains. in facl al1 company lrade lhrough the Athabasca
and Ye1low)ieadpasses ended afier 1855 Two yearslater. Jasper
House was offtually ciosed The Shuswap relumed Io the wesl
of the mounlains Io lrade. and Ihe Iroquois turned norlh Io FOR
Assiniboine or easl Io Lac Sle Anne However. thal war no1Ihe
end al Jasper House
Henry J Moberiy was a Hudson's Bay Company fur lrader (of
European desutnt) who visited Jasper House in 1855 when the
posl wes no1 Irading f u n He dismvered Ihal. for lhe most part.
the native people (rom Vie sunounding are8 had Io go to other
posts Io lrade In 1856, Mobarly recoived pemisslon from Ihe
Hudson Bay Company's Chief Factor to reopen the p s t , jus1
one year afler il had closed He bolieved mal, given Ihe choice,
native peoples would relurn Io vade al Jasper House Moberty
pu1hirnsel in charge and made enlensive repain Io the buildings
By 1056. the Shuswap, who Iived wesl o l the Yellowhead Pass

Jasper Houro, 194ô (Paul Kano). Stark Museum
o l A 4 Orange. Teins 31 7&136. Piiil: 25
In 1846, m l i r Paul K i n r dercrlbmd thla

Jaspar Hourr
comporod or "thrio
mlronbh log hum".
Dr, Jrnnr Uutor, r m b w of Un PillIJOr
Expdklon. t u c i m i Jrrpor H w r o In lis@
lrom Edmonton v k Fon Aarlnlbolnr. Ha
rpent ippmxlnutely fwu montha u p l o / i n ~

UH am. Upon hla mhrm to Edmonton, h.
took an ovrrîand route duo sral v k Lac S1.
Anm, follorrln~rraenU.lly Uto arme rouh
u ih.modun Wbwhud hlphw~ydora. Ho
wrr. h o m w r , no, th,n n t fo do JO. NrWo

,-amW. NA382-4

in ihe viunily of T41e Jaune Cache. had resumedlrade al Jasper
House Moberty remeined in the area until 1861, when he len
Jasper House and Ihe Hudson's Bay Company In 1884. efter
years of minimal trading, Jasper House was closad permanenüy

J a ~ p r rHours, 1872. Gbnbow Anhrvsr
Caigsry NA.382-5
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42.0 (28.6)

M M d . PntJ.iwk (i,Wio 1.750 ywun ago)
p.opk of the YalhnvheuâCwrldor m m no1

muirly hunhn, lhry mn aNttr, theh an

pfiupak l n g Indlcatlvs of mllgloua bdhf.
Al th bu@
of an sut-WlnpclM, u m s r the
Aihrbuu\GIky,puirl#lindONonrC.va.

A rmokr-blackrnrd roof, and a art of
pktogrcrpha d r m n In md ochm am sure
indlcatlona of prehlaiorlc occupalion.
ArWIcP found In th.cave, lncludlnp llthk
raw marmrlal# Ilh8ly !rom fhs Yukon,
d l a ~ n o r l l cpolnt. and bon. brada, ara
Indk.rhn of aft9nhkr to ehher notfhem or
m i t o m cultuml groupa,
INCLUDE PICTURES OF THE
PICTOGRAPHS AND THE ARTIFACTS
FOUNDAT DEVONA CAVE

163.1(84.9)

Prehîsloric peoples found the raw nialerials used in the
manulaclure of Stone tools al several localions wilhin the
boundaries of Jasper National Park lncluded are a dierl source
between Talbot and Edna Lakes.a sillstme source al Cairn Pass,
and a Mudstone source al Glauer Pass
Due to poor organic preservabn condilins. and l a d of temporal
conlrol al most archaeologlcal sites elong the Yellowhead
Corridor. many lnkrences eboul prehisloric human use of Ihe
area are basal on Iilhk (slone 1001) assembbaes

4

Jasper Lake

45.9 (28.6)

A

lW.1(S3.1)

Distnbutionpanems of k n m sites dong Ihe Yellowhead Cwndor
Io the easl of the Conlinenlal Divide i n d u l e lhat prehlslonc
people were pnmanty dependent on dispersecl and solilary game
animals such as bison. sheep, elk, moose. and deer Many
prehisloric slles are located on lerrace edges and nalural
vmwpoints you can slill see alongslde Vie hlghway, provlding
earfy hunlen mlh well-dralnedcampmg sudaces and olvlng good
vanlage poinls for locating, slelklnp, end kilting these enlmals.
Cluslenng of siles arwnd ponds and lake shores indicates Vie1

Talbot Lake 1. an ercrllrnt blrdlng spot.
VlrdIng in Jasper NaUonal PaW, by K r v h
~
ban Tighem, k an ucelhnt aukh n @ am
l n n n s n d in U). blnk of Jasper Nathna1
Park.

Grand Trunk Paclflc tnck nsar Jaiper Lake, 1911. GCnOow
m l ~ ~ v sCalgary,
s
NA-91521
62.8 (32.7)
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Onginalty thought to be en area of low uillurel activity we now
know lhal Jasper Nalional Park was used by earfy peoples lrom
bolh sides of the Continental Divide In facl, lhe section of Vie
Yellowhead Corndoc mthln the park has b e n shomi Io be
culturaliy translUonel behveen the Canadian Plaleau and Plains
arees (see page 39 for a map of these areas) The one cornmon
laclor altrading people fromopposlle srdes of the divida was lhe
resources these people lound in Ihia mounlainous area The
Yellowhead Corridor ected as a cullural Ihoroughfale. the
environmenle1 conditions and seasonal reswrcc, availability in
lhe comdor afïecting Vie way tn whlch earty hurnans made use

Mollard Duck'.

of the land
Wood Duck'.

,

,ar

-

-w

c,,,,tiiningrulphur)an
brolrrn
down by bactrrla, rrlrralnp hydrogin
aulphld. (Un r w n r of t h fou1 amrll) lnto
the water. Thr wanr then m k e r Itr way
aku*/y bac& to Ihe rurfacr.
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Two of the eerllesl signs of hurnen presence along Ihe
Yellowhead Corndor were found near Bdl4 Lake. Io the easl of
Jasper National Park. and near Cold Sulphur Spnng. wilhin lhe
parli Based on the spear points found (bolh Alberta points Iikely
made by people frorn easlern slopes or plains cuttures) il is
belaved lhal use of these locations date back about 9.Wyears
by people of the Cody Plains culture

llhrly have b n n h8

Today. you wll n o l m ihat the Cold Sulphur Spring locelion 1s
frequenled by Mghom sheep. making use of the rnineral Iick
Nearby. archaeobgisls have found evidence of a prehisloric
campsite Prehistoricsiles have also k n found duslered arwnd
olher rnineral Iicks in lhe park, an indicalion lhel lhese fealures

ro 225 vi.n WJ.

~ulfural&oumr am pm,icr.d whhln were key Io eatiy humans' subsislenca slrategies Animals al
Canada'# natlonil pirkj, 11 11 111.0.1 fo k k s were (and are) reliable, abundanl, and exploitable Il1s Iikely
rrmovr chair Iirmr lrom thr p r r k . 8 ~ thal Viese eariy people were taking advanlage of a pnrne hunting
mporUnp iny tindinga. you u n hdp Parka opporlunity Today. you can hunl them wtth your camerai

m~?hndophti
plsce togeihuJ8rp.r'~p8.L

and fanning the land, making lhern lhe Tirs1 senlets in the Uppec
Alhabasca River Valley Remains of these hvo hornesleads slill
stand wlhin the park baiindanes Ewan and John Moberly's
moüier (a woman of Iroquo\sdeswnl), Susan Karaconti. was
buned jus1 north of Ewan's homestead on May 5. 1805
Selllers 8lSo came from oulside the valley Lewis Swift, an
Amencan. and Suzene Jane Chalnoux (whom he mamed in 1897)
ceme Io Ihe area in 1801. trading wilh the naUve p p î e s In the
before rnoving up the valley in 1084. when they eslablished Ihe
Tirs1knomi permanenl domestic slructure in Ihe upper Athabasca
Valley S M s Place, as il was known. was a working f a m on

p l ~ r m
OII ~h.
p ~ ~ ~ l lwar
l y ,UJW m ~ r f n d
w h t lnm hr,t h wtwr "(. of

the wesl bank of the Alhabasca River. al Henry House Flats.
where you are slandlng rlght now.Swift sel up an Irngalionsystern
for slxteen acres of craps. (races ol wtuch are auIl evldenl on the
property He produced wheal. badey. polatoes, oals. lurnlps, and
olher vegelabks. and ralsed. cows. .plps.
and cJ$diens Raislng
ver, was his main ocarpali

Csnadmn Rockss. ~ ~ . 1 1 9 6

~ U J ~prr
@ Idiy. Whyle Museum ot tho

-P

The relurns Ihat fur trading companies offered oii furs eiiliced
native peopbs horn Vie easl. espectally those of Iroquoishenlage.
Io move wesl eilher as employees of lhese companies(as guides,
voyageun. inlerpreters. huniers. or trappers) or as freemen By
the rnid-nineteenth cenlury. a unique group of mixed-blood
"sen*m@oyed': ~ h l n Q Iroquois. Shuswsp. Cree. Assiniboine. and European people
A fmwthYn
f ~ r n o p e f l l c u k r f u r i r n d l n ~ c o m ~ n ~occupied
.
me area ltorn Jasper House, in Ihe easl, Io Thte Jaune
Cache. in Ihe wesl This cullural rnix was a direct rosult 01
P,l,a,d..

Pknk Gnwrnd

unch or
brui hom drivln~.

&auml

for

,quicl

interactions amongst the people involved in the early nineleenth
cenlury fur Irade, people who othorwise may never have
encounlered one-anolher
These eady easlern immigranis made a point of explonng the
Athabasca. MieHe, and Fraser nver valleys. and the rnounlaln
passes in the Yellowhead Corndor Beceuse of Iheir famillarily
Elrvrn h1lornrtr.r down

c & J ~
L.L. ~ ~Ath filearea. Europeen expbrers. fur baders. and oîher travellen

R&, on ~h.
n& SM. o f ~ b m , yf4, you
Lhr m m l m 0fEw.n m k r t y l a
u n suII
honn8h.d lkEowJ.

Lrwir Swl'r famliy and cabln, 1011, Wh@ Mu#umo/theCamdm
Rockms Photoptaph by Bymn Hannon NA-71.1158
Swifi aldo ran a lerrylng iervlect auoss the Athabasca River for
people and Vwlr supplles. Travellen on the east shore of lhe
Athabasca needed only to iire a couple of shots Io bflng Mr. Swlft,
in hts dugoul. ecross the flver.
. .\

came Io rely on Iroquois Immigrants and lhee descendants as
hunlen. guides. honekeepers, packers. and oumtten lhrough
the Yellowhead Corndor and across the Conlinenlal Divide
Descendants of lhese Metis people(pnrnanly of Iroquoisdescenl)
are slill present in the Yellowhead Corndor (Hinlon). and near
Grand Cache Io the norlh Family names such as Moborly.
Cardinel, and Joachim are ciosely assouated wlh the histoncal
era of the region. seitling the valley and making il thair home

Ferry acmrr the Athabarca Rlver, 1011.
Whyte Museum ol Ihe Cansdran Rockms
Photograph by Bymn HbNnOn NA-71.1150

Ewan and John Mobetiy.fur trader Henry J Moberly's sons. were
of the few larniiies rernaining in the area when the reihvay
was rerouied ln 1878 They turned to agncullure. building cabinr
IWO
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In 1807, the Governmenl of Canada sel aside a fores1 reserve of
14.000 square kilomeIres along the route the transconlinenlal
Grand Trunk Pacific Ratlway proposed to lake through the
Yellowhead Corridor Thls was Jasper Fores1 Park The
establishmenl of Jasper, Canada's filth national park. in 1011.
KI no1leavethe Iives of the area'a residents untwched, however
In Ihe spnng of 1910. the lederal government boughl out six Melis
squatter families. providing themwilh compensalion for lhe value
of their homes induding a new daim oulsde lhe patis boundary
Indudeci were the lamilies of Ewan and John Moberty. whose
bulldlngs' remains are the only existing remnents of thal era
Approximately one hundred native p00ple withoui permanent
residences were simply evMed frorn Park premiscis by the Norlh
West Mounted Police

SmH, however, refused ta leave wlh the olher settlers Having
filed a daim for hi3 homestead patenl. long before the park was
eslabllshed. he was mlhin his nghls Io remein In 1911, he was
finalîy granted a patent for homeslead purposes for 64 hectares
of land 'subjecl Io Park regulations' HI$ was the las1 pnvaleîy
ownetd land mthin lhe pan boundanes When the Grand Trunk
Padic Railway worken lned Io build their nght ol way lhrough
his land (by way of his cabinl), il is said thal he heid them OHal
gunpoinl for three days The raitway company moved the Iine
In 1035, Swifl retired and SOMhis tand for 18,000 10 Arnold C
Wilby. who loro d m al1 of Swifl's buildings. and developed and
operaled Pyramid Mount Lodge, a dude ranch. on the property
for 10 years Following Wilby's death in 1047. the pcoperty was
egain sold; thls Lime Io Gordon Bned, who made furlher changes
Io the site. and renamed il'The Palisades' (the name by which it
is known today) In 1082, the Governmenl of Canada finally
purchaaedthe property for 5277,850 lhus ownlng al1 land wcthln
the park boundery Today. me site of his ranch (aaoss me hlghway
from the picnic ground) Is üte Palisades Centre. an Environmenlal
Suence Research Centre

.
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PHOTO OF JACKLADDER

Commarclal lumberlng appeats I o have occurred in Jasper
NelionalP a n from about 1014 Io I O X In 1818. the park nilialed
logging up the Whirlpool River to remve dead tirnber lnlecled
by a mistleloe bllght infestation, atlempting Io prevent lurlher
spread of the dlsease The timber was bolh cul and milled in lhe
Whlrlpool River Valley (the valley leedingIo the Athabasca Pass).
the rerulling rallway Iles floaled down the Whirlpool and
Athabasca Rivsn and c o k l e d et a jack4edder near the enIrance
Io Jasper Lake (lust downsîreemfrom here) From the jackladder.
lhey ware Vansported ta the Henry House sidtng. and loaded
onto railroad cars

The early penod of the Holocene (about 8.500 Io 6.000 years
ego), known as the Hyprithemal. was elgnrïIcanUy wemer and
dner than the conditions we expenence loday It was analogous
IO.
but many Iimesmore severe than, the condilionsol üte 19308.
Such a dimate would have encouraged Ihe monlane grasslands
to lhrive, whereas Ihe wetlands would have decreased in
proportion In addilion. forest lires would have been more
prevalenlthan lodey, lurther inueasing the propotûon of montsne
grasslend aver monlane forest The result would have been
grazing ldeal for unQulatespeues ruch as deer. elk. and blson
(Io namelus1a few) The earty hunlers of the Yellowhead Comdor
would have lhnved

The Colln Rang. (above) wrr n m o d for
Cdln Fmsrr, 8 factor 81~ u p HWIO
r
from
1835 lo 1850.

-

blocllvrnhy, Parlrr Crrndr u r u r prognm
01 wprrrcrlbed* burnr, or crrrlully
flnr. Tha m u l t r 01 o m rueh

p n r c d k d bum (Tif In lm@)nrry k r m n
onIlnrlopuolOnCollnR@nm,wmsthr

By 1018, Edmonton Portland Cement Company had purehased
130 hectares of quarryinp leases in the park, and war prepared
Io go IOwrlc on îheir Iirnerlona daims 0 4 kllometres easl of
Jesper lomislle The key Io their opration was the avallabiiity of
Ihe raihay Io lransporl their goods A raihay spur allowed thern
Io lransporlthe llme Io thelr plant al Martboro. easl of the parlt In
1929. the Jasper planl dosed down The buildings assoclaled
wilh thls opefalion weie destroyed by Tire wlhin years ot lhe
plant's dosiire
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Soon aHer Jasper Nabonal Park was estabiished, in 1807. an
administration bu~lding(today's InformalionCentre) was buill, a
uipenntendent appointed, and a warden service inslituted As
raihuays and lourlsts reached the park. Jasper grew, and the
land was maintained in the interest of al1 of Canada The
envisioned use of the park and Ils resources has changed
dramalically over lime In the beginning, the controlled
commercialexpldtelion of remrcas such as timber, mal, lime.
and gravel, was acceplabie Today. the ideals of conservation
and protection prevall

the Cenadm Rockms. PA47188

The NationalParks Act of 1930 made ilillegalIo remove anylhino
from or destroy anylhing in a nalional park. Furthermore, il Hounofopsratlon:
ensured lhal îhere wouM be no more commerual or industnal
Sprlno (as of May 15) h m Io 5pm
development of foresls. waler power, or minerals in Ihe parks,
forever chanoing the face ol resource use in national parks Sumtmr (as oi June 14) Barn IO ?pm
Protedlan and conservationof natural and cultural ecosysterns.
Or
and appropfiate reueational use 01 park resouruts was. end 1s.
Monday Io Fnday Qamto 5prn
the future.
Saiurday and Sunday Bem Io 5prn

Why a town in a National Park?
Although. in 1885. Ihe Canadien Paclfic Raihvay had completed
a lranscontinentel tuta that uossed the RocJuesvm Kiing Horse
Pans. it became apparent Io poliucians and buslnessmen of îhe
late ninetwnVi century thal an additional, mot0 northerly, route
would pmvide a valuable, alternats transcontinental line
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Grand Trunk Pacliic Rallwiy Station, pro- 1826.
Nalana1 Anhrvss ot Canada. PA46102

Grand Trunk Paclllc R i l l w i y ' i J a r p r station In Slsepy Hollow. Pmvincrat Archms O!
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Alberta

In 1803, the Grand Tmnk Paufic Haihvey Company agreed wth
Ihe federal governmenl 10 build a Iine from Moncton. New
Brunswick Io the Pacillc coasl. crossing the Alberta- Brilish
Columbia border nom of the Rockies In 1906, the Canadien
Northern Albene Raihvay was given pormisslon to conslnicl a
Durtnn nltwry construction (1#10), Rmr
hne from Edmonton b the west coast, end filed pians to route
occurmd rlong the Yellowhmd Corridor.
the Iine îhrough the Yellawhead Corridor and Paso Thal same
Tho e w ~ p lodppole
d
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year. Ieanng the Canadian Norîhem had gainad a compeblive
1 0 b aiong the vrlhy nwr Jrrper Townrm r n
advanlage by means of a shorîer roule. Vle Grand Tnrnk Pacifii
svidence of Uilr. Koop an e y . oui khmn
liled plans Io reroute Iheir llne lhrough the Yellowhend. As
Moore Lake rnd T m Jrune C u h o brcluw
ndiculous as il rounds, the govemment eventually gave bolh
m #rands) polnUng to 0 t h
(ewn+~d C
companies Vie go-ahead Io build paraltel lines west of Edrnonlon
and throughthe Yellowhead Pam.Tha govemment dM. however.
d r m the Iine d e n the Grand Tnink P a d f i Raiîway wanted to
parallei Ihe Canadlan Notihem Raihvay to Vancouver. The Grand
Tmnk Paufic's terminus was Io remain P r i m Rupert
By Seplember 1,1811, Grand Truiik Padtc Raihvay construction
had reached the divisional poinl al Jasper lownsile, then Called
Filzhugh station (ailer the Company's fourth vice-pcesidenl and
general manager, E H Fitrhugh) The Yellowhead Pas8 was
reachedon Novernber20.191 1, and the Iine mis offwally opened
for service to Filzhugh by June. 1812 Oue Io consvucliondelays,
Canadian Northern Rallway d a not offidaliy open ils fine until
October 4, 1015
The roadbed thmugh the pars was buik pnrnanly by hand. and
once this was done. the ira& was lald at a snail's pace of 3.2
kilometers per ten hour day The engineem and labourera made
camps as they progreased up and over the Yellowhead Pasa
Mosl of these camps, such as Moose Cily. Summil City, and
Reiplendent (laler renamed Red Pans), existeci )ud long enough
S u ~ m r h o v uworklng
l
on conrtnictlon of lor raihvay conslructlon lo pas8 through. Along the railroad nghtGrand Trunk Paclflc Rallway. Whyie of-waylhere rernalntraces ol these camps In Vie f m s of fallenMuseum ot Ihe Csnadien Rochies. NA-71- down cabins. and refuse dumps (fuU of lin crins. bbsUng powder
1171
tins. end liquor bottle8).

This is the siarüng poinl for lhose of y w heading east, and Vie end point for lhose heading wesl
In lhe rainshadow of the Canboo Mountains10 Ihe wesl. you will notice lhat the McLennanValley. in wtilch Valemounl
is utua\e4. Is sbnficanify drier Vian the valleys ol Uie Fraser. Miene and Alhnbaxa nven This ecological zone is
characterueci by lodgepole pine and bunchgrass

For more information on to ics covered in this booklet,
you may want to cons! . s o t n e of the following
publrcatrons:
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Recommended Reading

Ice Age

lnterior British Columbla Prehlstory KichaiJs. lliiiniiu II wld htichacl h Housscau
lW7
m i l e in Valemount. p u may wanl Io vlatt the Valemount and Area Museum on Manin Road II is iun by lhe
Valemounl Hisloncal Society The collections ofier a unique gllmpse into Ihe hurnan hislory of Ihe Yellowhead
Cocrldor, concenlrating on lhe raihvay era and settlemenl of lhe region

Fur Trade

The museum is silualed in a Canadian Northern Railway siation, a combined slalion and secbon house It was
orlginaliy construclecial SwM Creek in 1815, but moved Io Valemount In 1927 Today, îhe atation is much as il was
when il was onginally buin.
The museum is open daiiy in Juiy-Augusl Qam-8pm The houn In May. June. and Seplember are Qam-4 30pm II
is closed Sunday and Monday Afler hours loun are avalleble by calling Lionel et 588.4517. or drop by his home
al 1070 Juniper (kilty comef lo the back of Vie Museum)

Exploration

Admisslon is free. but a donalion of $2 per person. and $5 par famiiy 4s recommended

In mM. August. Swtlt Creak. on the northem edge of iown presenls a unique opporiunity Io view spawning Chinook
Salmon There Is a v l m n g bridge in George Hicks Reaional Park
These hsh mlgrale frorn lreshwaler to the sea as juveniles. and relum Io fresh waler as adults Io reproduce
Chinook salrnon are the larges1of the salmon spedes They may Iive for seven years and w e i ~ hup to 30 kilograms
(mmelimes more)

General Human History of the
Yellowhead Corridor

.

As you view lhese fish please stay out of the waler and slay as qulel as you a n . and do no1 thrwr slidts, rocks.
or food lnto the waler Consider the facl lhal îhey have lravelled over 1000 km Io pel here. and try no1 Io disturû
ihem
For more information on things Io do in Valemount and area. visit Ihe InformabonCenlre al lhe soulh end ol Karas
Dnve (Highway 5) From Ihe May long weekend thmugh Io the Labour Day weekend, Ihe centre is open frorn aboul
10 OOam Io 7 00 or 0 OOpm

As you have Valemount heading north, please zero your odorneter a8 you pas5 the 100 km per
hour speed limk slgn juet north of the Swlft Creek brldge.

42 Your flmt stop 1s only about 15 mlnutes away, a l Tete Jaune Cache.

Jasper Townalte Bullt Heritage
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Maximum of Wisconsin Glaciation

Warmlng cllmale starts to melt away lw sheets

Glacial Ice melted back 10 presenl limits
NaUonal Parks History

Archaeological evidence of humans in the Yellowhead
Corridor near Cold Sulphur Spring
Canadian Plateau cultures from British Columbia lnteractlng with
Plains cultures from Alberta. The Yellowhead Pass possibly the main
travel link benNeen lhese peoples.
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1811 Davld Thompson crosses the Athabasca Pass and Hen House Is esîablished
1813 Jasper House I eslablished on western shore of Brule d e
1825 Yellwvtiead Pass used by fur traders as route behwen Alberta and B.C.
1830 Jasper House IIbuilt on north West shore of Jasper Lake

1862 Overiandersof 1862 make their way to B.C.

1863 Milton and Cheadle explore the Yellowhead Corridor

120 1884 Jasper House closes permanently

1907 Jasper National Park eslablkhed
1911 Pocohontas Coal Mine ships first load of coal

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway reaches Jasper townslte
Fitzhu h Lime and to e Com n O ns at is ter oint
80 1914 canaJan ~ o r t h e r n b k a yb d s h & n o d l stfe OfAthabasca River
1922 First car drives to Jasper

1937 Gravel road complete between Edmonton and Jasper

1970 Yellowhead Highway wmpletely paved as far West as Vancouver
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